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Robert AST, PhD with “habilitation”, Eng. of Architecture
Poznań University of Technology, Faculty of Architecture
Dimitri MLADENOVIC, M.A., Eng. of Architecture, prof. of University of Belgrade

POZNAŃ – A CITY ON FIVE ISLANDS 

based on:  Ast R., Mladenowicz D., Lewandowski B.:  Spatial Project study of the River
Warta in Poznań, 2007

1. A HISTORICAL CONTEXT ON THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RIVER WARTA
FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TOWN TO DATE, AND ALSO THE CONTEXT
OF ITS FUTURE DEVELOPMENT. 

In the spatial sense: 

The basic subject of "Warta is worth knowing" highlights the return of the city to its
river as a factor integrating space, as an artefact of historical, and very attractive micro-spatial
element of the composition of town. What is stressed is a symbolical value of the river, and
the value of spaces and areas lost as a result of changing history of the town. They spatial
decisions influencing their transformation of the river valleys of Cybina and Warta were based
on the assumption of taming the nature. Man had proved that he could even change the course
of the river. The interference to date has not created any better or more valuable areas from
the spectacle and artistic viewpoint. A 90 m long trains of barges for which is the riverbed had
been made straight do not sail downstream any more. What was, then, the purpose of this
gigantic project and work done in 1968? At present, nearly 40 years later, we would like to
design Poznań districts as compact urban structures located on five islands around the Ostrów
Tumski  Island  and,  from  the  spatial  point  of  view,  subordinated  to  the  Cathedral  and
architectural structures around it. We recreate the Chwaliszewo Island with residential houses
and  services,  we  create  a  small  Middle  Island  with  a  Contemplation  Temple,  and  by
introducing water to the second Floodway Canal now we recreate the Artists Island with art
galleries  and theatres  in  the  reconstructed Heat  Generating  Plant.  We regard  Śródka as  a
peninsula and compensate for the missing buildings, and we designate the northern part of
Ostrów Tumski to be a new residential area, Nowy Ostrów, on the Park Island will create a
Landscape Park with Kopiec Piastów promontory as a dominating future. On all islands we
try to create the so-called urban waterfronts with the skyline not exceeding the towers of the
Poznań Cathedral. 

In the symbolic sense: 

The prevalent motif for the whole course of the Warta river within the borders of this
competition  project  is  the  subject  of  the  Great  Symbolical  Axis  which  is  metaphorically
presented by three most important points. Those are: 
1. John Paul II Cultures Sanctuary and an open air Altar at the site of the 1983 pilgrimage in
Dolna Wilda Błonia. 
2. The Cathedral in Ostrów Tumski – historically the most important site in the development
of Poznań. 
3. Kopiec Piastów promontory - a new symbolical venue at the Lech Bridge in the open space
with a great value of natural landscape. 
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Those three most important points create conditions for formulating the direct, or even
wider surrounding, because they can be (as Ostrów Tumski is already) dominating elements
of the spatial arrangement. 

The communication arrangement: 

Transit: 
We recreate the Thousand Year Route connecting Zamek Przemysława II castle, The

Old Market, Most Wielki, Chwaliszewo, Ostrów Tumski, Śródka, Św.Jana Church. In order to
achieve this we transform the present Solna – Estkowskiego -St.Wyszyńskiego streets into the
Thousand Year Promenade. Therefore the whole transit traffic is moved away, it passes by
Śródka roundabout from Warszawska 

Street  into  Małachowskiego,  Wincentego  to  Armii  Poznań  streets  into  the
infrastructure seam along the railway line. On the other hand, the Thousand Year Promenade
has its Oak Alley, a tram line, commercial and leisure areas, slowed vehicle traffic (a single
lane in both directions) on the outer part  of a promenade. The Śródka roundabout is also
transformed, and in St. Wyszyńskiego street narrower lines of architectural development are
restored, in keeping to the existing urban structure. 

Main roads: 
Main  circular  lines  are  planned  around  the  area  of  the  New  Residential  District,

connected by a transit through Cybina with Prymasa A.Hlonda Street. In Wilda we plans the
main road along the lines of the present Droga Dębińska. On the other hand, Dolna Wilda
should have a local character. 

Local roads: 
In the area of Śródka ,Ostrów Tumski ,Chwaliszewo, new local roads are planned. 

2. USING THE RIVER WARTA VALLEY AND ADJACENT AREAS FOR LEISURE
AND  SPORTS,  SIGNIFICANT  FOR  THE  ENTIRE  CITY,  WITH  A  GENERAL
ACCESS, WHICH MAY BE AN ALTERNATIVE FOR MALTA. 

In the envisaged Warta River Valley, the river valley bottom is differentiated from the
river bed. Transforming of the river beds and floodway canals in the past centuries was only
limited to superficial changes visible on the outside. Nevertheless, the underground waters
still flow through the river valley bottom. Filling in Zgniła Warta, Stara Warta, and moving
the main river bed that from the areas of Wilda into the present course, liquidating Struga
Karmelitańska, and other superficial waters did not liquidate underground water flow, which
still sculpts the river valley bottom. It seriously influences the cost of investing these areas
and the structure of the envisaged constructions. In the project, we have planned a large-park-
garden-landscape areas as an alternative for the city dwellers to spend their leisure time. One
of them is Błonia Wildeckie designed around the Cultures Sanctuary. Another one Mid-River
Landscape Complex on the peninsula between Cybina, Warta, and Główna rivers, . designed
to be situated around the Kopiec Piastów promontory. 
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3. DEVELOPMENT OF AREAS WHICH ARE PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT FOR
THE  CITY  SPACE,  INDICATED  IN  THE  GRAPHIC,  APPENDIX  #2  WITH
SYMBOLS 1-8.

Area  number  1 is  located  between  the  waters  of  Cybina  and  Główna.  The  old
floodwaters of Cybina flow is there. At present, the process of filling in those floodwaters
with soil continues. This phenomenon is especially strong along the Prymasa A.Hlonda street.
Around this area there is a strong forest stand and meadows on the side of lazily flowing
Cybina river. The area is shaped by a flood bank stretching from the Lech bridge in the north
to  the  railway line  in  the  south,  and a  terrace  of  the  Główna housing estate.  There  is  a
tendency of filling in the waters still existing between those promontories. The area is clearly
divided  into  the  part  fit  for  construction  along  with  Prymasa  A.Hlonda  street,  and  the
landscape area, where, due to the difficulties with founding buildings, landscape and water
area has been designed, steering towards a dominant feature which would be Kopiec Piastów.
The park itself is a functional allusion to the landscape assumptions of four example Park
Werlitz. It would be an alternative to the Poznań city dwellers to spend their free time. The
composition  is  based  on  the  Kopiec  Piastów  as  a  closure  of  the  Great  Symbolic  Axis
connecting the Cultures Sanctuary, The Poznań Cathedral and Kopiec Piastów. The lesser axis
of the composition which spread around onto the Cybina river meander, flowing there into the
Warta river like sun rays around the greater axis. These rigid composition accents have been
softened by re-naturalised watercourses, roads, footpaths, and bicycle paths. In chosen spots
some larger structures have been planned, such as restaurants, cafes, clubs, sports buildings
located in the greenery. This area is excellent for walking, jogging, and bicycle riding. The
watercourses can be used for boating and canoeing, or even windsurfing. In the winter, ice
skating should be propagated, as internal canals have been designed to be shallow, around 80
cm deep.  Around this  area  the tradition  of  massive ski  runs  and ice  skating  runs  can  be
restored. On the edge of the lazily flowing Cybina river, areas of contemplation and angling
can be designated. Peninsulas between the connecting waters have extraordinary geni loci. On
the other hand, the area along Prymasa A.Hlonda street is undergoing contemporary urban
processes. Residential family houses and commercial services up to the height of six stories is
envisaged there. The roofs should slope terrace-like towards the valleys of Warta and Cybina
rivers, letting the inhabitants enjoy a view on the landscaped park. At the crossroads of Nowa
Małachowskiego-Wincentego-Armii Poznań and the new section of Prymasa A.Hlonda street,
a  recreation and sports  centre has been planned,  with swimming pools and a water  park.
Biologically clean the area should constitute 

Area number 2 has been planed as a residential area - Nowy Ostrów designed from
classic urban blocks, adapted to the landscape course of Cybina and Warta rivers. This height
of  the  structures  has  been subordinated  to  the  dominant  feature  of  the  Poznań Cathedral
steeples. The height of the buildings is envisaged to be for floors, and five floors around the
New Market. The built-up area will be approximately 25%. Biologically clean area will be
about 50%. The rest should be taken by public areas, such as squares and streets. Traffic is
envisaged in the circular way. A tramway crosses the Ostrów Tumski (Sacrum) bringing its
passengers to the Cathedral, goes through the Gates of Time above the railway line, and via
the transit route enters Nowy Ostrów (Profanum), goes across the New Market, and further on
to  Kopiec  Piastów,  then  returns  along  the  Prymasa  A.Hlonda  street  and  Thousand  Year
Promenade to the Old Town. 
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Area number 4 is situated in the space of the left bank from the Dolna Wilda towards
the river. The entire area this only a partly organised part of the city, has a landscape value,
but is  also very little used by the city inhabitants (except for allotments). Apart  from the
proposed construction of the sanctuary, it is proposed for the Górna and Dolna Wilda , partly
built up with urbanised wedges, come closer to the river. Some public utility buildings are
planned, pavilions which would encourage better contact of the inhabitants with this part of
the city, situated right along the riverbank. The construction line must be subordinated to the
quite clear and dominating position of the Sanctuary and the road leading from it towards
Ostrów Tumski. The biologically active area could be 35% of the area. 

Area number 8 contains the envisaged river  harbour and dynamic residential  and
services  development  around  it.  Creating  a  waterfront  and  completing  the  building
development is planned in this area. The middle part of the Warta river has the best spatial
values and construction development potential. Ostrów, Śródka, Chwaliszewo are the heritage
of the past. In those parts of the city, the project envisages (within reasonable possibilities to
the spatial solutions based on the best cultural and historical patterns of the past, returning to
the  urban  matrix  or  its  logic  which,  from the  point  of  view of  construction,  prefers  the
language of  cultural  patterns in  their  contemporary interpretation,  and which assumes the
logic of living within the richness of its forms. According to us, at this phase of debating the
problem of transformation for this part of Poznań, it is our obligation to indicate everything
which  could  form  general  and  crucial  values.  The  graphic  recording  explains  the  main
assumptions of this proposal. In designing Śródka, we will also envisage not interfering with
the present values. Completion of the architectural development is also planned in the areas
which highlight the historical values of precious buildings and the urban tissue. This is why
two bridges  are  envisaged as  logical  and better  connections  with  Ostrów Tumski.  In  the
southern part of Śródka, an urban block is proposed at the Warta river in the style of sculpting
architecture  being  a  new  dominant  feature,  and  building  upon  the  bus  depot.  The  new
dominating future is not competitive for the Cathedral. Between this building, and Jana Pawła
II street, it is suggested to implement an investment programme according to the regulatory
system which highlights the directions of architectural development of pedestrian axes 
directed towards the Cathedral. The Heat Generating Plant building is going to be rebuilt as a
Gallery  of  Art  and  Theatres.  In  the  middle  of  the  quarter  there  is  an  observation  and
restaurants Gas Plant Chimney. It  can become a more general attraction and a symbol of
Poznań known outside  the  city  limits.  The traditional  form of  a  chimney is  woven by a
modern,  light structure - a metal and glass construction.  Inside there are lifts transporting
tourists to restaurants on the chimney, or to the observation point at the altitude of about 60 m.

Conclusions: 
Creating public spaces along the river in the form of squares, harbours, embankments

and boulevards. Vitruvius claimed that squares at the water were the highest form of public
space and for generations have attracted people and encouraged them to relate with nature and
water. Squares and public areas are connected via the river by bridges designed according to
individual designs as works of art, not only the art of engineering. The bridges would fulfil
communication functions, but also be sightseeing points, and play the role of stages during the
Malta Theatre Festival. The Aquatorium at the fork f the Old Warta Riverbed and by-channel
floodway would play the role of the Water Theatre of the city of Poznań. The audience would
be  seated  at  the  Water  Market,  Monumental  Stairs,  Berdychowski  Bridge,  Czartoria
Footbridge,  Ewangielicki  Bridge at  the Boulevard and the river embankments.  The Warta
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River and River Navigation Museum and the City Aquarium has been planned at the Museum
Square, embracing the functions of city promotion and conferences. 

4. THE COURSE OF RIVER BANK BOULEVARDS AND BRIDGES 

It  is  envisaged  to  ensure  adequate  numbers  of  bridges,  both  for  pedestrians  and
cyclists. The spatial form should be flat without any dominating construction features in order
not to cover the urban fronts of the islands. The islands and boulevards elevations would be a
compositional setting for the urban floor, consisting in the water surface and bridge floors.
Such treatment is aimed at securing very attractive spatial conditions both for the inhabitants
and guests. This is how in Poznań new, aquatoria-squares might be built for the benefit of the
general public – “pro publico bono”. Boulevards along the river should be the main factor of
urban structure of the city. Classic boulevards are planned with a two-level walking routes,
planted along with trees. The lower boulevard provides contact with the water, connected at
many points with a top level by stairs or ramps. The boulevards should be built from light
coloured sandstone blocks. The floor should be paved with regular granite blocks. The trees
should be planted at even spaces, creating shady areas and protection against winds for people
walking along the river. In specific spots along the boulevard there should be groups of stone
benches.  The  bottom  boulevard,  in  the  dug  out  Warta  bed,  can  be  partly  grassy  with
designated footpaths. The bottom boulevard is should be made into kinds of eslpanadas and
piacettas for the passers by. The area would be even more attractive due to mooring bollards
for barges, motorboats and boats at the river banks. In front of the Water Square and Eagle
Wing Square raditional barges should be converted into restaurants or museums. Monumental
stairs would secure access to those barges, they might always play the role of meeting spots or
places from which one could contemplate river views. 

Two-level boulevards had been planned in the following points: 
1. The Eagle Wings as an interior closely connected to the Cathedral place as a forum at the
crossroads of the Thousand Year Route and the boulevard around the Ostrów Tumski. This
boulevard, as symbolic “Eagle Wings” is a very attractive landscaping and sculpting task,
connecting the urban floor, the landscape and the surface of the lake. 
2.  Bulwar  Akademicki  situated  along  the  University  of  Technology  buildings  from  the
Królowej Jadwigi bridge to the place where the river Cybina flows into the canal. 
3. Bulwar Chwaliszewski positioned around the island, and on the northern side connecting
with the Thousand Year Promenade. 
4.  Bulwar  Portowy along  with  embankments  remaining  after  the  old  river  harbour,  then
transforming into Bulwar Szelągowski. 
5.Bulwar Szelągowski , also on two levels. In order to retain the view on the river valley, this
boulevard should be clear from a wild greenery and, in its place, planted greenery should be
introduced. 
6.Bulwar Staromiejski beginning at the Św.Rocha Bridge, and going across the Water Market,
along the Old City, and connecting with the Thousand Year Promenade. 
7. The entire Middle Island is a square from which one can watch a 360° panorama at the fork
of the Old Warta Riverbed, the Main Riverbed and the First Flood Canal. 
8. Along the Second Flood Canal boulevards are planned - an extension of the Eagle Wings on
the Ostrów Tumski Island, and a landscape boulevard on the Art Gallery Island. 
9. In the New Residential District, located in the northern part of the Ostrów Tumski, it is
envisaged to build landscape boulevards, picturesquely composed into the river banks and
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embankments, along the banks of the Warta and Cybina rivers. 
10.  The  Blvd  at  the  First  Canal  has  been  planned  as  a  scenic  route,  using  the  existing
embankments. 
11. Śródka, as a peninsula, should be surrounded by a scenic boulevard running along the
Cybina river and connecting with the Thousand Year Promenade. 
12.  The Cybina and Główna waters constitute a Mid-river landscaped park leading to the
Kopiec Pierwszych Piastów 
13. South of the Królowej Jadwigi bridge , the Bulwar Ratajski is planned to be cleared from
wild greenery in order to enable optical penetration of the left Warta river bank and Wilda
panorama. 
14. On the left bank of the Warta river, landscape boulevards are planned along the flooded
areas in the form of footpaths and wooden bridges hanging over the water. Another pedestrian
boulevard has been planned, regularly planted with dense trees. 
15. it is proposed to re-naturalise the riverbanks by getting rid of concrete bands and, in their
place, to introduce stone blocks or broken stone blocks in wire mesh baskets. Such sets of
objects along the banks of the river can constitute boulevards providing immediate contact
between water and land. 
16. In place of the filled in Zgniła Warta on the waters of the filled in Kamionka and Stara
Kamionka,  water  compounds are  planned,  highlighting  the  central  foundation  of  the  JPII
Cultures Mausoleum. This entire park and water foundation would function as an alternative
to spending leisure time for the Malta Lake. 

5. GREENERY WEDGES FORMATION.
 

The notion of greenery wedges took shape at the beginning of the 20th century, after
the city fortifications had been demolished. After long years of treating the city is a compact,
defensive structure which has full control over its inhabitants, came the time of its opening on
to the river banks and nutrition terrains. The space was becoming more and more democratic,
as family housing was being introduced on the open urban matrix. The planners began to
think not only about the defensive function of the cities, but also about the hygienic function.
The notion of city hygiene was coined. Moreover, technologies make it impossible to build on
non-carrying ground. There were worries about the river because of the danger of flooding.
Therefore, some ground reserves were left as polders that could be flooded. Flood banks were
built utilising the demolished fortification material. Spaces between the embankment and city
terrace were filled with made, non- carrying ground. The contemporary city, still developing,
did not use those areas leaving them as partly wild. In the project we have planned creating an
urban matrix over the entire area covered by the competition. That urban matrix has been
created  from  public  spaces  made  available  in  the  form  of  streets,  squares,  boulevards,
promenades,  canals,  riverbeds,  among  which  there  are  open  spaces,  developed  spaces,
generally accessible spaces and closed spaces. Greenery wedges in the current form are not
friendly to  the inhabitants.  They fulfil  ecological  and climactic  functions  for  the  existing
architectural  development.  A choice  then  should  be  made as  to  what  is  more  important?
According to the architects designing the space,  greenery wedges should be organised by
means  of  introducing  an  urban  matrix.  Area  number  1,  which  is  not  adapted  to  human
habitation, should be made available by designing a landscaped park. 

Area  number  2  consists  a  continuation  of  Ostrów  Tumski.  This  area  has  been
systematically levelled up, and presently its level has risen at about 8 m above the water
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surface. We envisage to establish an new residential district, in direct contact with Cybina,
Warta, and Canal number 2. In the area number 4, we envisage to build the JPII Cultures
Mausoleum, to remember the visit of the Holy Father in Poznań right after martial law was
declared in Poland. We also envisage a housing a and services development area in keeping
with  the  architectural  development  line  set  by  the  composition  axis  running  from them
Mausoleum to the Cathedral. Such development connects well to the Poznań Ring, and would
softly join the Wilda architectural development at Jerzy Street. Quite high cost of such and
such  development  is  a  separate  matter,  because  there  are  significant  difficulties  with  the
foundation. 

Area number 6 consists of the open spaces of the park, where it is not possible to
found residential buildings, only park pavilions. In the future, it should be considered whether
or not it may be possible to set up a park at  river with garden compositions in the areas
number 7 and 5. 

HYDROTECHNICAL ISSUES 

Building  several  hydrotechnical  structures  is  envisaged,  allowing  the  proper
functioning of the river Warta in Poznań. 
1.Building a water sill is planned in order to retain the river level constant, or at least limit the
fluctuation of water levels. 
2. A set of locks are planned at the Lech Bridge, which would make it possible for barges and
yachts to navigate along the river. 
3. According to architect designing the area, the bottom of the river bed should be protected
against unnecessary architectural development. The important issue is the riverbed and the
flooded polders during high waters. In the future, the waters of the Warta river should be
dammed in Poznań, with the dam built in the Szeląg area. It will definitely make the city
centre more attractive both from the spatial and cityscape points of view. It would amend the
climactic comfort - airing, humidity, temperature fluctuation. It would be indirect allusion to
European cities of similar magnitude, where river water resources are consciously managed.

Fig. 1.  Spatial Project study of the River Warta in Poznań, including Ostrów Tumski and
Sródka. Northern and Southern parts. The conceptual display panel, orig. scale 1:10000
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Fig. 2.  Spatial Project study of the River Warta in Poznań, including Ostrów Tumski and
Sródka. The Northern part. The basic display panel, orig. scale 1:2000

Fig.  3.  A  view  of  Ostrów  Tumski  from
Akademicki Boulevard  

Fig. 4. A view from Krajobrazowy Boulevard
at   Hetmański  Bridge  towards    Królowej
Jadwigi Bridge. Renaturalization of riverbanks
is visible

Fig. 5. The basic display panel
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Fig.  6.  Chwaliszewski  Boulevard–  stairs
between the lower and upper levels. 

  Fig. 7. Akademicki Boulevard – a detail.

Fig. 8. Islands: Chwaliszewo, Artystów, Ostrów Tumski, Teatralna, Śródka Peninsula from a
bird’s eye view. A view At the southern part of Ostrów Tumski – Sacrum and the northern part
–  Profanum.  Śródka,  Ostrów Tumski  and  Chwaliszewo,  as  well  as  the  Old  City and St.
Adalbert’s Hill, connected by the  Tysiąclecia Promenade. The East-West transit planned in
the seam between housing estates, integrated with the railway circular line.

Fig. 9. Staromiejski Boulevard in the restored Warta River meander.
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Fig. 10. A view At the  Wielki Bridge and  Staromiejski Boulevard  from the Ewangelicki
Boulevard.

Fig. 11. A view from Chwaliszewo at the restored Old City Waterfront.

Fig. 12. Boulevards: Ewangelicki and Chwaliszewski.
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Fig. 13. A view at the Wielki Bridge and Chwaliszewo from the Staromiejski Boulevard.

Fig. 14. Staromiejski Boulevard, a  view from the Chwaliszewski Boulevard.

Fig.  15.  The  Water  Market,  a  new  elegant
public space of the city. 

 Fig. 16. Ewangelicki Boulevard and  old Gas-
works buildings.
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Fig. 17.  A boulevard at the Water Market.

Fig. 18. A boulevard at the Water Market.
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Fig. 19. and Fig. 20. Drawings by RA.

Fig. 21. Drawing by RA.

Fig. 22. and Fig. 23. Drawings by RA.
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Fig. 24. Spatial Project study of the River Warta in Poznań, including Ostrów Tumski and
Sródka. The Northern part view. 
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Przemysław BISKUPSKI, PhD  in Architecture with “habilitation”
Poznań University of Technology, Faculty of Architecture

TRANSFORMATIONS  AND  PROGRESS  SPACE  OF  POZNAN  AND  CHOSEN
CITIES

Poznań, in its history of the last two hundred years, has been transformed several times
in a very significant way. The transformations were not only related to the expansion of the
city in its natural evolutionary development process. The changes in this city were of a much
deeper character because they related each time to the base of its compositional roots, and
thus the functioning of the structure at all levels of its complexity. Those changes occurred
even twice over the last two hundred years. And each time, those transformations were only
the  means  employed  to  achieve  non-political  goals  and  were  not  connected  with  the
development of the urban structure. Such a thorough verification and, at the same time, a
repeated negation of the existing space is not a frequent phenomenon in the evolution of urban
tissue. Therefore, it is an all the more interesting phenomenon because of the consequences
that accompany such a process. 

The turbulent period of the nineteenth, and later the twentieth century, contributed to
the significant changes that disrupted both the spatial and the cultural continuity as well as the
continuity of identity and significantly changed not only the outlook of the present city centre,
but also determined the later directions of its development.

Of course, there are many cities in Poland and abroad, which, as a result of world wars
in  the  twentieth  century,  suffered  very much,  or  even ceased to  exist  as  a  structure  (for
example: 93% of Warsaw was destroyed). This was also a form of negation, even more so – of
a sudden and a very dramatic one in form. But majority of these structures were rebuilt from
ruin, following the pattern created in the past, the specific code of space which was stored not
only in the proportions and the arrangement of the urban tissue, but also in the social memory.
Such  an  adopted  variant  of  reconstruction  made  these  events  only  a  temporary  and
indeterminate phenomenon, despite all the drama.

There had been attempts to introduce changes of a permanent nature in the structure of
the city centre already existing in the past. And this had not been done in a spectacular way, or
suddenly, as was the case in the above mentioned cities. This had been happening slowly and
steadily even imperceptibly. In such a way, that only few had seen this as a process going far
beyond the frames of natural development of civilization, which was prevalent among all the
cities in the world at the time.

The  passing  time  showed  the  successive  generations  the  surrounding  space  as  a
natural, newly emerging structure devoid of any bad connotations. What it had been before,
was no recognized, and thus its value was not understood. The few luckily extant elements of
the past were perceived more as a synonym for backwardness and poverty because of their
limited scale, rather than as valuable relics of the defunct world. Therefore, both in the past
and at present, those transformations have very often been and still are regarded as the natural
development of that period.
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At present, the structure of central Poznan can be divided into three distinctive forms
of space: those which were shaped and refined in the process of evolutionary development for
centuries, those that were created on entirely different principles and those, which have been
strongly transformed but also distorted, and their affiliation to a given compositional system is
impossible to be defined. A characteristic feature of the distinctive elements of the structure is
that their relationships are largely disordered. They all  operate as separate and conflicting
worlds without a coherent and legible composition.

The  way  in  which  the  transformations  of  the  urban  tissue  of  Poznań  have  been
executed bears a direct impact on the current way of looking at this space, and the opinions
given on the subject, unfortunately,  in many cases not content-related and harmful. Those
areas are frequently a subject matter of very heated discussions which tend to divide various
communities,  including  the  environment  of  architects.  Therefore,  explaining  the  issue  of
spatial development of Poznań from the point of view transformations of its compositional
ability. Makes it possible to visualize and to understand better what had happened in the past.

Among many cities, we can distinguish those where significant transformations were
made similarly to how they were made in Poznań, and the ones where their  development
proceeded mostly smoothly, where the subsequent elements of the urban structure appeared
on the principle of the added value without interfering  into the existing space. Therefore, in
order to determine the universality and holistic view of such specific processes, it seems to be
insufficient to focus only on the area of one city.

The basic method, which was adopted in the study, is a comparative analysis of the
selected spatial structures. Cities from the local cultural group, that is – from Greater Poland,
and some other Polish cities  were taken into account as the basic research material.  This
choice was dictated by the specificity of their spatial structures, so characteristic of the region
that it seems to be the most reliable and accurate choice for the results of this study. The
history of our country, which is in a very similar manner conducive to the development of
cities in Poland, has also had a significant influence on the choice.

The key issue worth analysing here is – to what extent the various ways of the space
formation  we  are  dealing  with  are  the  result  of  individual  and natural  characteristics  of
a given spatial  location;  and  to  what  extent  they are  related  to  this  and no other  chosen
direction  of  development.  Another  issue  arising  directly  from  the  adopted  analysis  is
connected with the consequences of development of the given variant, which can be seen in
all  of  the  most  important  elements  of  urban structure  such as  shaping the  compositional
ability,  the manner of operation,  distribution of the main social  space and the location of
important public buildings. The objective of this study is to display two diametrically different
variants of the process of development of urban structures, to determine their characteristics
and individual features, and the direct and further effects of such and no other adopted variant
of expansion.

The starting point, which was adopted in this study of reflection on spatial events, is
the period of the eighteenth century. For many Polish cities, not only for Poznań, that period is
very special, because it was a culmination of nearly fifty years of spatial development shaped
according to a single evolutionary pattern. Poznań in its compositional ability was a classic
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example of this way of creating urban tissue. The exemplary spaces of other Polish cities
shown in this work for comparison purposes, fully confirm this fact.

However, despite that, Poznań clearly stands out among the other places mentioned
here. What made this structure unique was not correlated to the size calculated in hectares or
the number of inhabitants. The unique structure of the city of Poznań was based on the degree
of complexity created not only as a result of human activity, but also because of the unique
natural environment.  This factor fundamentally influenced the form and quality of space of
the city of Poznań at  the time.  Like most  cities in  Poland,  Poznań – in  relation to other
European cities during this period – did not seem to be too impressive. It was neither large in
its area, nor in numbers. And this was mainly related to a specific demographic structure of
Poland at the time, where the majority of people living in the country inhabited mostly the
rural areas while cities were quite modest in this respect.

In addition, in the eighteenth century, due to the political and economic distribution of
Poland,  the  towns  began  to  depopulate.  This  situation  changed only due  to  the  dynamic
development  of  urban structures  in  the  nineteenth  century,  resulting  from the  civilization
process of town expansion. But despite this,  the modesty bore no relationship to the quality
of the space created earlier.  Examples of various cities which retained their shape of the
period from before the partitions or which were restored to their original shape make perfect
evidence here,  proving how uniquely beautiful the spaces of those urban structures were.
Unfortunately,  according to  many opinions  on  the  development  of  urban tissue,  the  very
factors of size and number rather than quality and uniqueness become the starting point for
the discussion on this topic. Therefore, in the general awareness, there is a belief that Poznań
obtained its spatial quality as late as the nineteenth century as a result of very intensive spatial
development. This opinion is supported by the visible area of the present city centre which
had been mostly formed during that period. The earlier structure though exists today only in
rudimentary form,  and  it  is  difficult  to  relate  to  it  in  any way.  The  proof  of  this  rather
stereotypical way of looking at the city is that so far Poznań, despite many publications on its
history,  has somehow not been honoured with a  publication describing and analysing the
compositional complexity of that period. 

In summary, this work is an attempt to analyse the process that shaped this city during
its expansion, when beauty and rational premise have not always been the guidelines. This led
to  the  creation  of  permanently  compositionally  deformed  sites,  which  could  be  called
„wounds not healed”. They are the cause of disharmony in the space of the present city centre,
of the lack of its compositional coherence, and the lack of integrated social space of multi-
threaded nature. Heated disputes and many misconceptions are a direct result of this state of
affairs. The activities carried out in these locations at present often create the feeling that they
cannot solve the problems created years ago and leaving compositionally disordered space for
future generations.  It will be visible many times.
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Fig. 1. Contemporary  agglomeration of Poznań with suburban settlements.

Fig. 2. Agglomeration of Poznań with suburban settlements in 1797 year.
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Fig. 3. Agglomeration of Poznań with suburban settlements in 2014 year.

Fig. 4. Space development of Poznań. Analyze  of changing in three most important historical 
elements (building, urban composition, social meaning in region) creating space identity. 
Situation in 1790 year
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Fig. 5. Space development of Poznań. Analyze  of changing in three most important historical 
elements (building, urban composition, social meaning in region) creating space identity. 
Situation in 2014 year.

Analyzes show how not too much space identity remained in agglomeration area of Poznań.
Today reason this situation is: 

 People not identify with historical space.
 They don’t see historical space like attraction.
 They are don’t  conscious riches historical space.   
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LE MUSÉE D’HISTOIRE À SKIERNIEWICE

INTRODUCTION

Dans l’article on a décrit le projet déposé au concours architectonique, organisé en
Pologne, sous le titre « Transformation du bâtiment 64J, rue de Batory, à l’usage du Musée
d’Histoire  à  Skierniewice »  (MHS).  La  ville  de  Skierniewice  a  organisé  et  proclamé  le
concours en avril 2015 et fini en juillet 2015.1 On a déposé au concours 22 projets dont 6
travaux ont été qualifiés. Le jury de concours, après avoir qualifié et évalué les motions de
participation au concours, a décerné la troisième place au projet en question. 2

CONDITIONS DU CONCOURS

Le bâtiment à valeur historique de 1890, de 714m2 de superficie,  à présent hors
exploitation,  demeure  l’objet  du  concours.  L’immeuble  reste  en  bon  état  technique.  Aux
alentours  il  y  a  des  restes  de  bâtiments  d’exploitation  –  destinées  à  démolition.  Dans  le
voisinage  se  trouvent  aussi  deux  abris  militaires.  Conformément  aux  exigences  des
organisateurs  du  concours  le  projet  devrait  avoir  égard  aux  solutions  modernes  dans
l’arranagement  de  l’espace  de  musée  et  se  rapporter  à  l’idée  de  musée  narratif  et  à  la
conception universelle. Le projet devrait également comprendre le terrain autour du bâtiment
avec trois zones:
Zone d’entrée – aire  représentative  ayant  fonction esthétique qui  a  pour  but  d’inviter  les

visiteurs à l’entrée et de lier l’édifice historique avec l’entourage moderne. Dans cette zone
devraient  se  trouver  des  plantations  basses  correspondantes  à  la  fonction  ancienne  de
l’édifice;

Zone de musée et d’éducation – zone qui rend possible l’activité d’exposition, éducative et
artistique en décor naturel par exemple atelier, projections, concerts en plein air, spectacles.
Les  expositions  en  plein  air  devraient  avoir  le  caractère  permanent  ou  temporaire.  Le
command  projete  l’exposition  extérieure  permanente  des  objets  militaires.  Dans  la
conception du projet chaque partcipant devrait proposer la méthode de la présentation de
l’exposition et sa protection contre les conditions atmosphériques;

1 L’organisateur du concours: la Ville de Skierniewice, 1, rue de Rynek ; le concours organisé en une étape à la
commande publique exécutée conformément au règlement du 29 janvier 2004. Droit de commandes publiques
(Bulletin des lois de 2013, chap.907 corrigé). Assiette: Règlement du concours de projet de l’investissement « La
transformation du bâtiment 64J, rue Batory, à l’usage du Musée d’Histoire à Skierniewice ».  Unité de projet:
Association WW Studio Architektoniczne, R PILCH PRACOWNIA PROJEKTOWA Roman Pilch. Ensemble:
Dr.Ing.Arch.  Krzysztof  Borowski,  Prof.Associé,  (projeteur  principal),  Dipl.Ing.Arch.  Piotr  Wierzbicki
(’intérieur),  Dipl.Ing.Arch.  Katarzyna  Laska,  Dipl.Ing.Arch.,  Dipl.Ing.  civil  Roman  Pilch,  Dipl.Ing.Arch.
Monika Winnicka, Dipl.Ing.Arch. Dominika Kaszubowska, Dipl.Ing.Arch. Przemysław Zawieja.

2Le jury de concours a proclamé les résultats pendant l’ouverture de l’exposition des projets de concours le 20
juillet  2015.  I  place :  Pracownia  Konserwacji  Zabytków ARKONA Sp.  z  o.o.  de  Cracovie,  II  place:  Biuro
Architektoniczne LIMBA s.c. de Cracovie; III place- l’ensemble en question. Parmi les votants qui évaluaient les
projets et participaient au débat social se trovaient de nombreux habitants de Skierniewice.
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Zone  de parking et d’exploitation localisée derrière le bâtiment (30 lieux pour les voitures
particulières + 1 lieu pour l’autocar et des lieux de parking pour les invalides).

À l’intérieur de l’édifice il est nécessaire de distinguer trois aires fonctionnelles :
4. Foyer (40m2) – la zone d’entrée qui organise le mouvement et l’information. Ici il faut

situer : caisse, vestiaire avec le stand d’information, boutique de musée, cafétéria, toilette;
5. Aire  d’exposition  et  d’éducation  (~464m2)  –  ici  on  distingue :  salles  d’exposition

continue  (~260m2);  salles  d’exposition  temporaire  (~30m2) ;  salle  de  concert  et  de
conférence avec la fonction d’exposition (pour 100 personnes) où on peut exécuter l’atelier
éducatif + le vestiaire à proximité pour les artistes (10 m2) – cette salle sera traitée en tant
que  salle d’exposition temporaire. Les salles devraient être disposées de façon permettant
de visiter sans obstacles;

6. Aire de bureaux et de magasins (~200m2) – ici se trouveront : cabinet de directeur,
comptabilité (~20m2 au total) ; atelier de conservation des recueils, de multimédias et de
digitalisation ; salle pour le service d’éducation et d’information, pour le service d’histoire
et d’art ; bibliothèque (~40m2 au total) ; magasin des recueils (soit de secteur archéologique
et  ethnographique) ;  magasin  de  documents  et  de  recueils  de  bibliothèque ;  magasin
technique (110m2) ; salle d’exploitation (6m2) ; atelier d’ordinateur et de serveur (14m2) ;
toilette pour les visiteurs (adaptée aux handicapés) et toilette pour le personel.

Des.1 La photo par avion du terrain élaboré dans le contexte spatial de la ville  
Photo K. Borowski, opérateur J. Chmielewski, 2015

Le commandant admet la jonction ou le partage de pièces d’une autre façon que
dans le schéma proposé si ces changements résultent des exigences économiques, spatiales ou
fonctionnelles. L’arrangement de l’intérieur devrait avoir rapport à l’histoire de la ville de sa
naissance jusqu’aujourd’hui ainsi qu’aux personnages et les événements liés à la ville. Dans
l’arrangement il faudrait de se rapporter à l’édifice dont on s’occuppe et à son histoire. Il faut
proposer  un  système  informatique  (graphique)  qui  montre  la  localisation  originaire  du
bâtiment  et  son  entrée  au  système d’information  touristique  de  la  ville.  Parmi  les  objets
’exposition  on  trouvera :   reproductions  photographiques,   petits  objets  archéologiques,
peintures,  meubles  (le  piano),  objets  militaires  et  ferroviaires.  À  l’expositions  extérieure
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peuvent apparaître des objets de grande dimension p.ex. l’équipement militaire (canon, tanc T
34-85, avion Lim-2)

DESCRIPTION DE L’IDÉE D’AMÉNAGEMENT DU TERRAIN ÉLABORÉ

L’idée  d’arrangement  du  complexe  architecto-urbanistique  du  Musée  d’Hitoire  à
Skierniewice  consiste  à  l’adaptation  du  bâtiment  post-militaire  et  son  environnement.  On
respecte le contexte des terrains qui correspondent avec le musée : les terrrins post-militaires,
le campus de l’École Nationale Supérierue de Métier, les rues et possessions au voisinage. Il
s’agit  enfin  de  créér  l’espace  publique  harmonieuse  qui  possède  de  grandes  valeurs
fonctionnelles, utilitaires et esthétiques avec une riche offre éducative et récréative. L’offre est
adressée au vaste groupe d’usagers sans égard à son âge et la saison de l’année. Grâce à réunir
le  bâtiment  et  l’environnement en une espace il  est  possible  de présenter  plus de choses,
raconter mieux, inviter ceux qui ne sont pas intéressés, attirer « à l’occasion ». La manière
d’arranger et de présenter l’exposition de musée de façon traditionnelle s’écoule. Ce sont des
présentations  interactives,  multimédiales  et  interdisciplinaires  qui  entrent  à  la  place  de
méthodes anciennes. Un usager moyen a de besoins plus grands et plus raffinés. La formule
d’éducation par expérience et le relaxe par activité commence à dominer. Le musée devient
une  espace  multifonctionnelle,  de  grande  attirance,  favorable  à  la  famille,  donnant  la
possibilité de passer le temps libre. Une exposition en plein air, au contraire à l’exposition à
l’intérieur, raconte l’histoire au contexte plus naturel et plus vaste. La teneur d’exposition à
l’entourage bien formée devient plus directe et émotionnelle. En plus il s’agît de souligner les
valeurs de l’offre culturelle et récréative en tant qu’alternative pour « la culture » de centres
commerciaux.

Des.2 MHS planche No1; projet de l’aménagement du terrain
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Le  projet  du  bâtiment  existant  avec  la  localisation  de  nouveux  objets  et
l’environnemt,  conformément  aux  meilleures  solutions  européennes,  donne  la  possibilité
d’améliorer la qualité d’espace de la ville Skierniewice. On a essayé de réaliser les pricipes de
programme  et  d’exploitation  par  mettre  en  coctraste  l’édifice  historique  avec  les  plus
modernes tendances mondiales architectoniques et urbanistiques de la création des terrains
publiques,  d’exposition  et  récréatifs  (en  respectant  le  règlement  de  conservation  de
monuments). En a tâché d’obtenir le complexe « beau, utile et stable » où la beauté s’ensuit de
l’emploi de mèthodes classiques dans la composition urbanistique et architectonique d’objets
et de terrains ; l’utilité résulte de la fonction claire, compréhensible, sûre et commode et la
persistance dépend de l’emploi de matériaux précieux et naturels, ainsi que de la technologie
écologique et économique pou l’énergie. On a fixé l’attention sur la manière d’exposer, de
façon  moderne  et  interactive,  dans  l’espace  universelle  intérieure  et  extérieure,  avec  la
possibilité d’adapter différemment et selon besoin et occasion. L’intégration des éléments du
programme fonctionnel et utilitaire, la commodité d’accès, l’attrait de l’offre du musée avec
son  programme  récréatif,  l’universalité  de  l’espace  avec  la  possibilité  de  l’adapter  selon
besoin avec le maintien de l’originalité et de la transparence du système – voici les priorités
du projet.

BILAN DE L’AMÉNAGEMENT DU TERRAIN :

Surface du terrain élaboré – 23.934,5m2

Surface bâtie –   2.050.0m2 :
édifice actuelle –   1.017,4m2

édifice projetée –      380,8m2

pavillons –      651.9m2

Surface de routes, parkings –   2.152,0m2

Surface biologiquement active – 10.668.7m2 :
surface de verdure – 10.020,8m2

surface d’eau –      647,9m2

Surface de l’espace publique – 10.225,7m2 :
surfaces dures –   9.063,8m2

pistes d’éducation –   1.161,9m2

30 lieux de parking + 1 pour l’autokar

PLAN-TYPE DE COMPOSITION
L’idée de la forme de l’espace se réfère au blason de la ville Skierniewice sur lequel

se trouve l’image caractéristique du lis (des.3). 

        
Des.3  Développement  de  la  conception  urbanistique  MHS  basé  sur  la  transformation
graphique de l’image du lis de blason (étude du projet, des. K. Borowski)
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La transformation graphique de la forme de lis a abouti à recevoir le système de
lignes et  des  aires qui  ont  crée le  système de rues,  de voies  piétonnes,  de places,  zones,
carrefours et les autres. Ensuite, après avoir integré les éléments classiques de la composition
urbanistique :  axes,  lignes,  plans,dominantes,  points  particuliers,  on  a  cristallisé  l’espace
d’exploitation, d’exposition et de récréation. Ce système s’inspire également de la formule de
jardin anglais avec les éléments de l’art de jardin asiatique mais il est transposé de façon
moderne. On a gagné les effets spéciaux de paysage par « plissemnet » de terrain dans les
limites de cotes +/- 1,5m selon  la méthode de creuser dans un lieu et remblayer à côté, en
gardant le humus sur place, sans transporter des mases de sol. Grâce à cette démarche on a
obtenu  l’effet  des  intérieurs  de  paysage  simples  et  conjugués,  appliqués  aux  zones
fonctionnelles correspondantes.  La différenciation de niveaux rend possible l’ouverture de
l’espace sur les vues qui influencent positivement (verdure, bâtiment-musée et les autres) et la
fermeture  sur  les  vues  à  l’influence  négative  (parking,  arrière).  On  a  obteni  les  effets
supplémentaires de mener, fermer et cadrer les vues grâce à la formation exacte de murs de
retenues  et  de  contre-boutants.  Le  dessin  du  pavement,  qui  marque  les  champs  et  arêtes
urbanistiques, joue le rôle primordial dans la composition de terrain. Le système de zones et
de  points  apparemment  chaotique,  demeure rangé par  la  principale  axe  droite  –  du point
d’entrée sur le terrain, par la place, l’entrée au bâtiment, par le réservoir d’eau, la cascade
jusqu’à la sortie. En opposition avec l’axe droite il y a une axe brisée qui penetre le terrain par
les  points  de  carrefour.  Le  système  de  composition  renferme  également  des  axes
intermédiaires  du  campus  PWSZ aux  points  signifiants.  Les  zones  fonctionnelles  ont  été
formées autour des objets existants : le bâtiment adapté, abris postmilitaires, bassin contre
l’incendie, groupes des arbres.

FORME DE L’AMÉNAGEMENT DU TERRAIN

Conformément  à  l’idée  du  projet  MHS de  trouver  un  système  « beaue,  utile  et
stable » on se concentrait sur la recherche de la forme d’espace de l’aménagement du terrain
travaillé - la forme qui corresponderait à l’importance et destination conforme à la formule de
l’exposition  moderne.  La  forme  élaborée  a  été  integrée  à  la  fonction  et  appuyée  sur  les
éléments théoriques de la composition urbanistique, employés selon les principes déjà décrites
ci-dessus. On a profité de la méthode confirmée de « l’échelle de forme en horisantalité et
verticalité et en résultat on a obtenu la riche forme de trois dimensions avec de paramètres de
longeur, largeur et hauteur. Il s’est produit une séquence des intérieurs urbanistiques liées en
enfilade. L’espace de l’intérieur limité du bâtiment sort à l’extérieur aux « salles » en plein air
spécialement  arrangées.  Ces  salles  sont  crées  du  pavement  urbanistique  de  places  et  de
promenades,  des  murs  de  soutient  en  verdure,  des  contre-boutants  et  le  ciel  en  tant  que
plafond. Les salles en décor naturel peuvent remplir la fonction de musée ou de récréation ou
les  autres  selon  les  besoins.  Les  intérieurs  urbanistiques  ont  été  meublés  d’éléments  à
destination  utilitaire :  bancs,  poubelles,  éclairage  et  à  destination  esthétique  –  sculptures,
fontaines. L’impression  de spatialité de salles est intensifiée par la posisbilité de les regarder
de chaque niveau, du haut et du bas, de l’extérieur et de l’intérieur. Le visiteur a l’accès aux
pistes et aux places de chaque côté ; il peut être le participant actif soit l’observateur discret.
La  variabilité  de  l’ambience   et  de  l’environnement  est  garantie  suite  le  changement  de
saisons et des heures du jour. 
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Des.4 MHS modèle du terrain élaboré (projet K.Borowski)

La couleur et le parement ont aussi l’influence sur la forme et l’ambiance. Dans le
projet les couleurs et les matériaux résultent directement de la réglementation de conservateur
définie juste pour l’édifice postmilitaire. On a utilisé des matériaux précieux et naturels. Il
domine la brique rouge cuite (nouveau bâtiment, murs de soutient, jambages de pavillons,
estacades),  le  granit  gris  (pavements,  petite  architecture),  le  bois  (plancher  de  la  piste
d’éducation, pavillons thématiques) et au complet le vert et le bleu de la nature (eau, arbres,
arbustes, berges avec la pelouse). 

On a proposé également l’introduction du système d’information visuelle qui est un
élément important pour la forme de l’aménagement de terrain. Le système est cohérent au
niveua formel, informatique et en question de couleurs. Ça concerne le logo, les tableaux
d’information, les indikateurs et les autres non selement sur le terrain de MHS mais aussi dans
la ville et dans les informateurs imprimés et l’internet.

DESCRIPTION  DU  SYSTÈME  FONCTIONNEL  DU  SYSTÈME  DE
COMMUNICATION (MODE DE VITER LE MUSÉE) 

Dans le système fonctionnel du projet on a accompli les conditions exigées et les
attentes de l’organisateur et en plus on a proposé de noveaux éléments attirants, en élargissant
de même l’offre du musée. On a partagé le terrain sur les zones de différents aspects, selon la
destination. 

La zone d’entrée, localisée au nord du terrain, correspond directement à la rue de
Batory. Ici se trouve l’entrée principale sur le terrain du musée renforcée par l’axe droite qui
mène directement à l’entrée au musée. Dans la zone d’entrée se trouve aussi le parking pour
12 autos avec une place pour les handicapés, le poste  pour l’autokar et des porte-vélos. Le
parking est séparé de la zone d’entrée par le petit talus en pelouse.
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Des.5 MHS planche No2 ; schémas de fonctionnement (élaboré par K.Borowski)

Le bâtiment qu’on projet  est  un élément  important  de la  zone d’entrée.  C’est  le
bâtiment de trois étages de gabarit semblable à la construction à côté (~900m2). Il est partagé
en deux parties ayant pour but de laisser la suite de fenêtres dans le mur latéral de voisin. Il
est localisé dans un lieu naturel de l’aménagement groupé de la rue de Batory, en tant que
bâtiment frontal et aile. Ce moyen de bâtir a plusieurs avantages. Dans la suite de la rue on
obtiendra « un plomb » qui remplira un lieu vide et va cacher le mur mort du bâtiment voisin
et  va  fermer  la  suite  de  la  rue  en  formant  également  la  dominante  formelle  et  le  point
important. Le bâtiment nouveau ne fait pas concurrence au bâtiment restauré, il ne l’obscurcit
ni ne le limite pas, au contraire, il  lie une conversation spatiale avec lui en se complétant
mutuellement. Ce qui était problématique c’est la surface d’exploitation pas trop grande du
bâtiment restauré (775m2) alors la construction du nouveau bâtiment est devenue justifiée. Le
nouveau musée pourrait  contracter une partie de fonctions du musée,  l’accompagner et  le
compléter.  Dans le projet  on a proposé la localisation des ateliers de conservatoire et  des
magasin dans le bâtiment nouveau. Il vaut réfléchir sur la possibilité d’allocation de fonctions
et par exemple localiser dans le bâtiment nouveau les fonctions de musée complémentaires,
administratives et dans l’édifice historique organiser l’espace d’exposition, d’éducation et de
culture. Dans le bâtiment nouveau on pourrait localiser la partie commerciale, à louer par la
ville à un secteur privé (restaurant, galérie d’art etc).

Devant  le  bâtiment  on  a  proposé  la  petite  place  de  passage  ayant  fontcion  de
distribution  de  trafic  dans  le  sens  de  parking,  place  représentative,  bâtiment  du  musée,
amphithéâtre,  piste d’éducation,  premier pavillon thématique,  parc.  Devant le bâtiment du
musée on a localisé la place centrale – aire représentative qui mène à l’entrée et qui joint
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l’édifice historique à l’environnement moderne de l’aire de parc. Ici on pourra organiser de
différentes cérémonies occasionnelles. Dans le voisinage direct de la place centrale on a placé
la  zone  d’éducation  et  d’exposition  en  plein  air.  On  a  proposé  la  formule  attirante  –
amphithéâtre avec emplacement pour les spectateurs, avant-scène et scène (des6).

Des 6. Coupe de l’amphithéâtre avec emplacement pour les spectateurs à la base de l’abri
souterrain (proj. K. Borowski).

Les  espaces  publiques  avec  l’amphithéâtre  ce  sont  toujours  des  lieux ouverts  et
accessibles  pour  organiser  les  projections,  concerts  en  plein  air  et  spectacles  à  caractère
éducatif et artistique. L’amphithéâtre peut servir aussi de lieu de récréation et de repos. Ce qui
distingue l’amphithéâtre et décide de son caractère exceptionnel c’est la scène crée dans le
vieux abri.  C’est  l’abri  militaire de béton à la coupe verticale ronde,  à diamètre 2,5m ; à
présent il est couvert de terre et  forme un monticule. Dans le projet on a proposé le déterrage
de la moitié de l’abri et de l’aire devant l’abri ainsi que la coupe du tube de l’abri en deux
parties. En résultat on obtiendra la scène et l’avant-scène. L’abri coupée peut avoir également
la valeur éducative.

Des 7. MHS planche No3 ; espaces publiques polifonctionnelles avec l’exposition continue et
temporaire (élab. par K. Borowski)
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Des 8.  MHS planche No4 ;  Schéma fonctionnel de l’intérieur  du musée avec le projet  de
revitalisation de la façade (projet P. Wierzbicki, K. Borowski)

Des 9. Coupe de la place publique avec le petit bassin et cascade
(proj. K. Borowski)

À côté de la  place centrale,  près  du bâtiment  nouveau,  on a  localisé  le  premier
pavillon thématique – ici commence la piste d’éducation. C’est le système moderne qui serve
à visiter  les expositions en plein air. La piste d’éducation appellée L’AXE DE TEMPS c’est
une passerelle de 2,2m de largeur et de 650m de longueur; elle passe comme méandre par
toutes les régions importantes et par les points de l’aménagement du terrain. La passarelle
fend l’espace en haut sur la petite estacade, sur terre soit en bas et ça permet de regarder
l’espace à tous les aspects.
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Des 10. MHS planche No5 ; Climat et fonctionnement des espaces publiques du forum des
eaux avec les pavillons d’exposition ; projet de revitalisation de la façade (proj K. Borowski)

Sur l’axe de temps on a installé des pavillons thématiques en tant que points d’arrêt,
points  de  panorama.  Dans  huit  pavillons  se  trouvent  de  différentes  expositions  continues
présentant le développement de la ville et de la région de Skierniewice par des siècles selon le
principe : pavillon 1 jusq’au XIIIe siècle, pavillon 2 - le XIVe siècle, pavillon 3 – le XVe siècle,
et de cette façon jusqu’aujourd’hui. La piste d’éducation finit dans le pavillon 8 dédié au XXe

siècle. Le pavillon 8 est integré à l’abri militaire jumelé, aussi déterré, qui après être revitalisé
peut remplir la fonction d’exposition en tant que suite de l’exposition du pavillon 8.

Dans les pavillons le visiteur est concentré sur l’exposition et parmi les pavillons, en
traversant la distance de quelques dizaines mètres, il  a l’occasion de reposer et  d’admirer
l’exposition extérieure du musée. Les pavillons sont bâtis de madriers soit alternativent de
bois collé, leur construction en ajour grille est légère. Grâce à ces traits ils restent en harmonie
avec  l’entourage.  La  superficie  moyenne  d’un  pavillon  c’est  environ  80m2 alors  leur
superficie au total c’est 640m2 ce qui donne une grande potentialité et de vastes possibilités
d’arranger l’exposition.

De l’autre côté du bâtiment de musée,  sur l’axe principale de composition, on a
localisé la zone d’éducation et de récréation en forme de forum des eaux. Le bassin est installé
sur la place de l’ancien réservoir contre l’incendie. On a changé sa forme et destination et on
l’a complété par les marches d’amphithéâtre. C’est un lieu de récréation donnant la possibilité
d’organiser les spectacles « lumière – eau – son » ou réaliser la présentation « combat naval ».
En supplément on a accentué l’axe d’eau par le cours d’eau en forme de la fontaine linéaire
avec  la  cascade  près  d’un  pavillon  thématique.  La  surface  de  l’eau  produit  des  effets
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supplémentaires de « pavement de plan d’eau abrité » avec des réflexions ; l’eau qui coule
provoque des émotions positives,  le bruit de la cascade relâche et l’écoulement de l’eau dans
le circuit fermé épure l’eau et l’air.

À l’arrière du bâtiment de musée et dans le groupe des arbres on a projeté LE PARC
DE CULTURE. C’est une structure de jardin et de parc avec de nombreuses attractions et
avantages – allées pour se promener, petites places, verdure arrangée. Le parc peut remplir la
fonction de récréation mais  il  est  avnt  tout  un lieu d’exposition en plein air  de caractère
continu  et  temporaire.  L’exposition  continue  est  formée  des  objets  militaires  de  grande
dimension : tanks, véhicules militaires, armates et les autres. Leur localisation a pour but de
surprire le visiteur. La configuration de terrain donne la chance d’instaler les objets dans de
différents lieux et positions avec la possibilité de les regarder à tous les aspects : du haut, d’en
bas, de côtè. On prévoit  une attraction supplémentaire, notamment un avion produisant une
impression de s’arrêter en vol ; il serrait suspendu sur des câbles étendues entre les pylônes.
Les allées larges mènent le visiteur aux niveaux différents parmi les collines vertes, le long
des pied-droits en brique et des murs. Sur les collines il y a des prés à pique-nique coexistant
avec des objets et des éléments de l’art de jardin. C’est un lieu idéal pour le relâchement
autour  de l’art  et  de la  nature.  Les  murs  de ce secteur  créent  l’opportunité  à exposer  les
planches, vitrines, objets de petite dimension.

COMMUNICATION

Sur  le  terrain  du  musée  on  a  projeté  le  système  fonctionnel  de  communication
piétonne  et  automobile  en  gardant  « la  discrétion  spatiale »  qui  consiste  à  privilégier  la
circulation piétonnière et limiter la circulation automobile. On a prévu  deux parkings – le
premier dans la rue de Batory, le second derrière le bâtiment, au bout de la parcelle, avec
l’accès de l’oeust, c’est–à-dire de la rue de Wojska Polskiego, à la direction de 26, rue de
Dywizji Piechoty. Au total on a crée 30 (11+ 19) lieux de parking (avec des lieux pour les
handicapés et le poste pour l’autokar) avec la possibilité d’agrandir le nombre de lieux de
parking. La circulation automobile pour les visiteurs est interdite sur le terrain du musée. On a
séparé visuellement les parkings de la secteur de parc et la secteur représesentative grâce à
l’application d’écrans de terre et de verdure. Le long de la limite de sud de la parcelle, au
voisinage du campus de l’Université PWSZ, on a projeté le chemin de service et d’accès qui
rend possible l’entrée technique à chaque service : contre l’incendie, médical, de ménage, de
livraison,  technique  et  de  verdure.  On  a  projeté  le  revêtement  de  voies  piétonnes  et
automobiles de matériaux de pierre et de matérieux céramiques. Le pavement, grâce à son
coloris et  composition, correspond au caractère historique du bâtiment.

La  voie  de  visiter  est  projetée  en  forme de  boucles  de  communiction  de  divers
longeurs avec l’option de choix selon le besoin. On peut choisir le chemin court, moyen ou
long. La voie a le caractère de paysage et elle est une séquence de panoramas, régions et
objets de musée.
Toutes  les  voies,  installations,  passages  pami  les  zones,  accès  aux  bâtiments,  piste
d’éducation,  pavillons  thématiques,  amphithéâtre  et  les  autres  sont  accessibles  aux
handicapés.  L’inclinaison  des  rampes  d’accès,  des  pontes  est  conforme à  la  spécification
technique. 
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Des 11.  MHS planche  No6 ;  arrangement  de  l’intérieur  du  bâtiment  de  musée   revitalisé
(projet P. Wierzbicki, K. Laska)

DESCRIPTION DE TECHNOLOGIE ET DE MATÉRIAUX USÉS

Dans le projet de l’aménagement de terrain du Musée d’Histoie de Skierniewice
avec  le  Parc  de  Culture  on  a  prévu  l’emploi  de  nombreuses  soltutions  modernes
proécologiques et économiques pour l’énergie. Sur les toits des pavillons thématiques on a
proposé  des  groupes  de  collecteurs  photovoltaïques  produisant  l’énergie  électrique.  Cette
énergie peut alimenter l’installation d’éclairage du musée et du parc. Il est possible d’installer
sur les toits du sud des batteries de 350m2  de superficie. Selon le calcul il est possible de
gagner de cette superficie environ 50MW, ce qui renforce effectivement le bilan énergétique
du musée, en réduisant de même les coûts d’exploitation. On pourra également économiser
l’énergie grâce aux microturbines d’eau installées dans la cascade. L’énergie électrique qu’on
gagne ainsi peut alimenter des pompes à eau qui provoquent la circulation de l’eau dans la
fontaine, soit alimenter l’installation d’irrigation du jardin. Le bassin avec la cascade peut
aussi rendre service à l’écologie. On l’a projeté en tant que réservoir de l’eau pluviale, sans
besoin de la retirer au moyen de collecteurs hors du terrain. Les réserves d’eau peuvent être
usées pour arosser la verdure du jardin. En plus l’eau épure l’air et améliore le microclimat.
Les travaux de sol ne prévoient pas la nécessité de transporter le sol ailleurs mais proposent
de le laisser sur place.

ADDITION

La revue de conceptions de la transformation du bâtiment avec son environnement
où dans l’avenir va se trouver le Musée d’Histoire à Skierniewice, organisée en forme du
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concours architectonique, a rempli les attentes des organisateurs et des habitants intéressés.
C’est pour la première fois, après la guerre, qu’on a profité de la formule de concours pour
réaliser  la  vision  d’un  investissement  concret.  Les  concours  architectoniques  de  ce  type
permettent  d’évaluer  les  projet  différemment  que  par  la  procédure  d’adjudication
traditionnelle où d’habitude c’est le prix qui décide. Ici les meilleures conceptions ont été
choisies  à  la  base  de  visualisations  concrètes  où  la  valeur  architectonique,  esthétique  et
fonctionnel joue le rôle primordial. Dans les travaux sur la désignation du projet victorieux
ont  été  engagés  les  habitants  de  la  ville  Skierniewice.  Ils  participaient  non seulement  au
scrutin qui  évaluait les conceptions mais aussi à la discussion juste après la proclamation de
résultats.  Les  amateurs  de  l’histoire  qui  sont  venus  au  ciné-théâtre  Polonez  fixaient  leur
attention par exemple sur la question d’indiquer dans la conception des postes pour les objets
historiques militaires de Skierniewice. Le jury répondait aussi aux questions. Dans les travaux
qui ont gagné on a remarqué et apprécié la philosophie de créer l’exposition dans le bâtiment
du vieux lazaret militaire. On a souligné les transformations créatives des espaces existantes
qui  rendent  possible  l’exposition  très  élastique  et  de  nombreuses  possibilités  de
transformation. 

Les remarques du jury, des auteurs de projets et des habitants ont permis de formuler
les  indications finales pour le team de projet  qui a crée la   documentation technique  de
transformation et de l’aménagement du bâtiment et de son environnement.
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UTALITARIAN  ASPECTS  OF  REVITALIZATION  OF  SELECTED  ALLUVIAL
AREAS  OF  THE  TOWNS  OF  WIELKOPOLSKA  REGION  AT  THE  GREAT
WATERWAY LOOP OF WIELKOPOLSKA3

INTRODUCTION TO THE SUBJECT

The problem of revitalization in towns is becoming very complex. This is a group of
towns that receives little subsidies for revitalization changes in an aesthetic zone. It is hard to
count on the European funds for projects of this kind. Therefore the towns – the smallest ones
in particular – must use the money obtained from its tax payers, inhabiting the municipality
area, for these purposes. They must make use of all available assets of the towns, which will
not allow for the disappearance of individual features of towns at the urban planning and
architectural  scale  and will  allow to restore  their  former  function  of  city-forming nature.
Legislative actions, which will enable the construction of recreational infrastructure, are taken
up for this purpose. Such actions significantly contribute to the increase of the inhabitants'
living standard and the inflow of foreign capital.

STATUS OF RESEARCH

Based on the observations of towns in the near vicinity of Poznań over the recent
century, one may find that convenient location as well as social and economic situation were
decisive factors of development, from the times of the German occupation to the times of
regaining independence, the World War II and the post-war period. At the beginning of the
19th  century,  along with the development  of  technical  infrastructure and the construction
dynamics, the towns' structure started to become more and more difficult to handle. Chaos
and diversity of  forms started to  be noticeable in  the structures.  The process of changes,
during  which  the  town  urban  structure  space  was  disorganized  began.  Many  dominant
elements changed the form of development, proportions and functions that they performed.
Along with the development of the urban organism, beside existing dominant aspects new
ones started to appear in the structure, and they took over some functions performed by the
others.

FORMAL REQUIREMENTS OF REVITALIZATION

Self-governmental programmes of the recovery of the towns of Wielkopolska region
relate to putting in order the stagnated and damaged urban space by the development of empty
plots  in  harmony  with  the  surroundings.   The  next  stage  of  subsidizing  relates  to  the
reconstruction,  repair  of  the  buildings  and  rooms  intended  for  the  following  purposes:
economic,  training  or  cultural.  The  renovation  of  buildings  with  architectural  value  and
historic  meaning,  including  their  adaptation  for  economic,  social,  educational,  tourist  or
cultural purposes, contributing to the creation of permanent jobs, is a significant element in
revitalization programmes of the towns of Wielkopolska region. Buildings with potential for
the development of tourism are considered a priority. Any maintenance works, renovation of

3 The article financed by NCN concerning research project No. UMO-2011/01/D/HS6/02553, entitled: "The role
of historic and cultural urban layouts in the developments of the towns of Wielkopolska region"
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façades and roofs of the buildings with architectural value and historic importance, entered
into the register of monuments, along with the development of the adjacent area, contribute to
the creation of permanent jobs. Regeneration, rehabilitation and development of empty public
space,  including:  the repair  or reconstruction of squares,  markets,  car  parks,  playgrounds,
landscape architecture (e.g.  viewing terraces,  fountains,  benches,  rubbish bins),  recreation
locations, green areas (tall greenery, low greenery and lawns) as well as restoration works at
the area of the existing parks are considered the highest priority. The improvement of the
functionality of vehicle traffic, pedestrian traffic and the aesthetics of the public space of the
revitalized area, including repairs, reconstruction and upgrading of roads or the reconstruction
of  facilities  performing  the  function  of  back-up  facilities  for  tourism  and  culture,  the
adaptation of buildings and the space for the needs of creation of business incubators as well
as buildings and infrastructure for tourist and cultural purposes. Revitalization actions in the
social area should contribute to the creation of safety zones and the prevention of crime in the
town  areas  at  risk  of  social  dysfunction.  The  construction  or  the  repair  of  lighting  is  a
significant  element  of  the  town revitalization.  Any kinds  of  adaptation,  reconstruction  of
buildings and public utility space along with the adjacent surroundings for educational and
social purposes, located within the revitalized area, including the facilities of education and
health  care  are  considered  a  priority.  Buildings  which  contribute  to  the  development  of
business activity and employment are also considered a priority.

REVITALIZATION ACTIONS AT ALLUVIAL AREAS OF TOWNS 

PYZDRY

The town of Pyzdry is located in the eastern part of Wielkopolskie province, in the
district  of  Września,  the  municipality of  Pyzdry.  Warta  Landscape Park,  characterized  by
beautiful and picturesque landscape, is located at the area of the municipality of Pyzdry. The
town occupies the area of 12 km2 and it is mainly located on the right, high bank of the Warta
river. The population of the town amounts to 3.2 thousand.  The eastern part of the town is
located at a riverside slope, the oldest developments with precious architecture monuments
are located in this part of the town. The town's location by the Warta river is a valuable asset.

Boating traditions in Pyzdry date back to the beginnings of the 19th century. At that
time there was a beach resort on the Warta river, and later there was a recreational and sports
facility  with  a  harbour.  Post-war  degradation  led  to  the  disappearance  of  this  form  of
recreation and the destruction of the entire infrastructure. The role which the Great Waterway
Loop of  Wielkopolska  and kayaking trips  started  to  play from the  beginning of  the  21st
century – they attracted bigger and bigger interest – led to the idea of the construction of a
harbour. The construction of the harbour was commenced in May 2007 (Fig. 1).

The excavations along with the grading of the bay banks were executed, the bay banks
were strengthened with rip-rap and a sidewalk around the bay was laid.  The execution of the
moorage for large vessels  along with a walkway along the slope on the Warta  river  was
recommended and the floating platforms were installed (Fig. 2). The District Starosty, Pyzdry
Municipality and Town Office, "Tutaj Warto" Foundation and the Marshall's Office in Poznań
got involved in the execution of the entire task.
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Fig.  1.  Harbour  in  Pyzdry  –  prepared  by  the  author  on  the  basis  of:
http://mapy.geoportal.gov.pl/imap/, [access: 19.02.2015]

The next task planned for the execution after the creation of the harbour in Pyzdry is
the construction of a promenade along the Warta river together with the installation of lighting
and  benches.  As  regards  the  development  of  the  riverside  areas,  the  construction  of  a
pedestrian overpass over the Warta river is planned in the future. By the end of 1944 there was

Fig. 2. Harbour in Pyzdry – a part of the Great Waterway Loop of Wielkopolska, 2014, photo
by the author.
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a  wooden  bridge  on  the  river  (Fig.  3),  destroyed  by retreating  German  army4.  The  only
crossing through the river is at the distance of nearly 500 m from the centre and it is located in
a busy location, at the regional route, therefore the inhabitants solicit its construction.

Fig. 3. Wooden bridge in Pyzdry on Warta river – Messtischblätter map from 1944, Available
on the Internet: [http://mapy.amzp.pl/tk25_list.cgi?show=3872;sort=w],dostęp [19.02.2015]

PUSZCZYKOWO

Puszczykowo is an attractive place of residence. It is perceived as such by both the
inhabitants and the persons interested in the purchase of residential plots in the surroundings
of  Poznań.  This  is  confirmed  by  high  prices  of  building  plots  at  the  area  of  the  town.
Particularly attractive location in the vicinity of beautiful forests and simultaneous proximity
of Poznań are great assets of the town inhabited by nearly 10 thousand citizens. The town is
also attractive for visitors who search for physical activity and active relaxation outdoors. 

The town of Puszczykowo, due to the fact that there are many villas and due to the fact
that it used to be a summer resort (Fig. 4), offers good possibilities for the development of
services for the inhabitants. The development of commerce and medical and rehabilitation as
well as recreational and tourist services is provided for in the plan of economic development
of  the  town.  The  development  of  design  and  construction  services  is  also  noticeable.
Puszczykowo  lacks  the  areas  which  may  be  intended  for  bigger  investment  and  the
development of single-family construction.  This is an element which will  limit  the town's
development and strengthen its existing nature. Although the town's area is over 16 km2, there

4 A wooden bridge on the Warta river in Pyzdry was restored in 1945 over one day by Felicjan Ignacy
Tłoczek in order to ensure transport routes for the Russian army moving westwards. Shortly afterwards, due to
its temporary structure, the bridge got damaged.
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are  not  many areas  enabling  its  development.  This  results  from its  location  in  the  forest
environment and at the area of Wielkopolska National Park. The remaining areas are intended
mainly for recreational and tourist investment. Puszczykowo is a closed town, the possibilities
of its  spatial  development are limited: there are no investment lands or large areas which
could be intended for single-family construction. Thus, the task of the town of Puszczykowo
is  the  improvement  of  the  existing  status  of  development  of  particular  residential  and
municipal  areas  on  the  basis  of  the  existing  resources,  namely:  the  improvement  of  the
aesthetics and management of public space, the enforcement of care for private premises and,
above all, the implementation of a holistic survey and urban greenery management concept.

The Warta river bank in the area of Puszczykowo is a particularly attractive area as
regards recreation. The management and use of this asset was an important task in the scope
of  the  implementation  of  recreation  development  policy at  the  area  of  the  town.  A river
harbour (Fig. 5), intended for kayaks, small motor boats and small cruise ships (Fig. 6) was
built on the Warta river bank in the area of Niwka Stara street. 

Fig. 4. Puszczykowo – villa settlement – Messtischblätter map from 1944, Available on the
Internet: [http://amzpbig.com/maps/3767_Moschin_1944.jpg], access [19.02.2015]
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Fig. 5. Harbour in Puszczykowo – location in the town – prepared by the author on the basis
of http://mapy.geoportal.gov.pl/imap/.

The construction of a pedestrian and bicycle route, together with a car park and a
viewing  terrace  over  the  harbour,  along  the  river  is  envisaged.  The  development  of  the
boulevard is planned in the future. This will contribute to full-range management of the area
and the creation of the possibility of its use for the needs of the performance of recreational
services for the inhabitants and the visitors.

Fig. 6. Harbour in Puszczykowo – a part of the Great Waterway Loop of Wielkopolska, 2014,
photo from the author's archive.
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A potential possibility for Puszczykowo is the creation of accommodation facilities
and the service of  conference traffic  strongly connected with the development  of Poznań
Metropolitan Area. This is a direction which may utilize the natural resources of the town
without  exerting much negative environmental impact.  A certain offer  connected with the
satisfaction of entertainment needs for the youth and the needs of drivers, e.g. a petrol station,
is missing. As regards such issues, self-governmental authorities may only create conditions
for the development of some services. 

The  surroundings  of  Wielkopolska  National  Park,  environmental  resources  and
landscape assets have favoured the development of summer resort functions of Puszczykowo
until  recently.  Recreational  value  of  Puszczykowo remains  one  of  this  greatest  strengths.
Therefore,  the use of  its  natural  resources  should proceed parallelly,  and in  a  sustainable
manner,  with  the  performance  of  the  major  assumption  of  the  mission,  namely  the
improvement  in  the  inhabitant's  life  quality  by  means  of  the  revitalization  of  the  old
monument developments of the town, cleaning up the areas, including walking areas, the use
of the Warta river bank as the major recreational route in the town.

CZARNKÓW

Czarnków is  located  in  the  northern  part  of  Wielkopolska.  Czarnków has  a  well-
preserved historic spatial layout. Monumental urban arrangement spreads out at the area of
the town centre. The facilities entered into the register of monuments occur at this area. On
the Noteć river  bank,  at  the western part  of  the town, there used to  be a  reloading port,
constituting the inland connection between Odra and Vistula rivers, by the 80s of the 20th
century (drawing 7). 

Fig.  7.  Reloading port  in  Czarnków – Messtischblätter  map from 1938,  Available  on the
Internet: [http://mapy.amzp.pl/tk25_list.cgi?show=3065;sort=w],dostęp [19.02.2015]
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By the end of the 80s the harbour performed the function of a port for river barges
extracting sand from the intake points nearby. Owing to its location on the Noteć river and the
international water route E70 Berlin – Kaliningrad, the town of Czarnków decided to devote
some funds for water tourism. The construction of the river harbour was subsidized with the
European Union funds in 65% and the missing part was covered with the town's municipal
funds5.  In  2011  a  modern  harbour  was  put  into  operation  –  Czarnków  Marina.  At  the
beginning of the first decade of the 21st century a decision on the construction of a harbour
for tourist purposes was taken (drawing 8). During the works the port basin was cleaned and
dredged, underground technical infrastructure was executed, the port storage building and the
port authority building were built (drawing  9), ramps for launching yachts and boats and
platforms for mooring and operating them were constructed. Internal roads, pedestrian routes,
car parks and the area lighting elements were executed. Tourist information centre is located
at the area of the harbour. 

Fig. 8. Harbour in Czarnków– a part of the Great Waterway Loop of Wielkopolska, 2014,
photo from the author's archive.

The town's location on the Noteć river provides much potential for the development of
water tourism. There are free of charge camping sites, slips – ramps for boats and kayaks, free
of charge sanitary infrastructure and a barbecue site  for water leisure lovers.  The Marina
harbour's offer also includes city bikes, kayaks and boats for rent.

5 http://www.wielkopolska.travel/na_weekend/view/197/ [access: 23.08.2013]
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Fig.  9.  Harbour  in  Czarnków  –  prepared  by  the  author  on  the  basis  of:
http://mapy.geoportal.gov.pl/imap/, [access: 19.02.2015]

The resources attesting to the tourist potential, located at the area of Czarnków, predispose
the available areas towards the development of weekend tourism as well as active and water
tourism.

RESEARCH RESULT SYNTHESIS 

While  gathering  source  materials,  it  was  found that  in  most  cases  the  places  and
conditions  for  spending  leisure  time  were  not  created  in  towns.  There  are  few  services
connected with the cultural and recreational function giving the possibility of recreation and
leisure. As it results from the research carried out in the towns, apart from professional plans
and designs also workshop plans and concepts, containing the examples of the solutions of
disputable space, are needed. The issue of revitalization is a social aspect of revitalization.
Low  level  of  knowledge  and  fear  for  applying  for  the  EU  subsidies  by  the  town  self-
governments as well as the trouble in reaching sources of financing constitute a blockade in
the revitalization process. The revitalization of private areas – not owned by the town and
often  being  in  poor  condition  –  is  difficult  to  carry  out.   Despite  difficulties  in  the
performance of revitalization there are a number of favourable aspects, such as: much interest
in degraded areas and the will for their recovery, a trend towards living, working and spending
leisure time in places which constitute  the driving force of  many projects,  which in  turn
increases the level of interest in these areas among investors. Moreover, the initiatives of the
municipalities  and already widespread pursuing to  maintain  the  historic  structures  have a
positive impact on revitalization in Poland.
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CONCLUSIONS

The superior objective of conceptual work was to maintain the landscape assets and to
revitalize the devastated areas. The economic asset as the city-forming force allowing for the
town's  development  was  always  emphasized  as  the  most  important  one  in  the  functional
programme, however it was subordinate in relation to the composition and spatial forms, the
selection of characteristic and individual features of the town and gaining new experience.

Puszczykowo mainly aims at the development of recreational areas for its inhabitants.
The possession of precious forest and park areas in the town centre creates the conditions for
promoting sports and offering high quality recreational services to inhabitants. The town has
great conditions to promote itself as the centre of recreation and conference traffic operation.
This is one of few forms of business activity which may contribute to the creation of new, the
so-called green jobs. Moreover, hotels, restaurants and leisure centres are built and the town
wants to promote them in its publications through the Microregion Municipality Association,
the Council of Poznań Metropolitan Area, as well as abroad owing to the development of
partner relations. The municipalities located along the course of the Warta river – Kórnik,
Mosina, Puszczykowo, Luboń, Poznań, Czerwonak, Murowana Goślina are interested in the
organization  of  a  water  connection  of  recreational  and  tourist  nature  at  the  Warta  river.
Therefore, an idea of such collaboration was initiated within the framework of the agreement
of  self-governmental  units.  The  implementation  of  the  project  would  contribute  to  the
revitalization of the wharf and making the town more attractive as a recreational location near
Poznań.

The town of Pyzdry has great potential for development of tourism due to, among
others, its attractive location on the Warta river and the monumental architecture of the town.
Tourism and related services constitute a real chance for development. However, for this to
take place, the development of tourist infrastructure, which must be supported with external
resources, is necessary. The area of particular importance is the boat harbour on the Warta
river.  The harbour became the place of meetings of local community and tourists  visiting
Pyzdry. This is a location intended for recreation; tourist infrastructure located at this area is
available to all inhabitants and tourists. Kayak trips on the Warta river as well as sports and
recreation and tourist events take place here. These areas, due to their location, are perfect for
the establishment of social relations in Pyzdry. In order to facilitate access to tourist attractive
locations,  the construction of a bike path,  owing to which tourist  traffic  in the town will
increase, is planned.

In  Czarnków  the  support  of  the  initiatives  regarding  the  improvement  of
accommodation and catering facilities and the infrastructure for active tourism (bike paths,
walkways)  is  particularly  significant.  It  is  important  to  organize  widely  promoted  events
which will be of cyclical nature and will become a tool for the town promotion. Action aimed
at the elaboration of a reasoned concept of the inhabitants' leisure time management is of key
importance. The emphasis was placed on the implementation of projects which will make the
inhabitants' lives more attractive and will allow for more interesting and active spending of
leisure time. Inhabitants are encouraged to physical activity by attractive recreational areas –
the construction of a river harbour as well as a number of projects awaiting execution and
financing  with  public  resources  (the  construction  of  a  boulevard  along  the  Noteć  river),
playgrounds for children, suitable for various age groups, the development of infrastructure
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with  respect  to  outdoor  sports.  Possibilities  and  attractions  ensured  by  Czarnków  are
addressed also at the inhabitants of neighbouring towns and villages as well as tourists from
outside the region.
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THE  QUALITY  OF  SPACE  AND  THE  SENSE  OF  MENTAL  COMFORT  IN
RESIDENTIAL ENVIRONMENT

Similarly as in the past, current urbanization problems are a spatial record of various
sorts  of  social  transformation.  Residential  environment  proves  to  be  one  of  the  most
interesting areas with this regard. Residential architecture has been evolving, is subject to
customization and attempts to adapt to the needs of contemporary clients. The need to change
relations between the man and external environment in the context of widely understood,
harmonious coexistence is a common postulate. Behavioral issues concerning human behavior
are  of  crucial  importance  for  habitat  optimization.   Apart  from  spatial  and  functional
problems, these belong to the fundamental criteria of evaluating residential structures. They
concern  the  impact  of  the  environment's  physical  stimuli  on the  emotional  sphere  of  the
residents and the sense of mental comfort. In behavioral concepts, a man is treated as a so-
called reactive system and the man's behavior is directly related to the environment the man is
in.[1] 

Architectural forms are sources of stimuli that elicit certain reactions dependent on
constant  and variable  elements  of  a  spatial  situation.  The situation's  stimulating  aspect  is
defined by physical features of the surroundings and the features of events that take place
there. "Environments may favor or hinder man's development - they may be poor or rich in their
stimulating  value.  The  environment's  symbolic  meaning  for  the  man  stems  from  certain
customs, values and cultural norms, and elicits specific social behavior. What counts is the
atmosphere of a given space that creates specific associations, emotions, moods and a certain
spatial order".[2] The relations between the man and the environment decide about behavioral
reactions,  the  sense  of  satisfaction,  comfort  or  safety. The  diversity  of  compositions  is
accompanied by the variability of assessments and impressions of recipients. These relations
play a fundamental role in the context of defining the principles of shaping the space (J.
Żórawski,  K. Wejchert,  T.  Sumień et  al).  The ongoing research confirm the characteristic
reactions, common for most users, related to the perception of architectural forms. Among
else,  they  apply  to  the  positive  reception  of  hierarchical,  harmonious,  rhythmic  and
proportional  systems.  The tendencies to  put  the space in  order by favoring strong forms,
striving for cohesion aiming at geometrization are also known. From the psychological point
of view, issues related to lighting and colors (the impact of colors on emotions, warm and cold
colors,  symbolic  and  cultural  conditions)  are  also  an  important  aspects  of  environmental
valorization. 

When shaping residential structures it is important to favor systems that guarantee that
residents  have the  freedom of  choice  of  behaviors.  The research shows that  the  sense  of
satisfaction  related  from  being  in  a  given  space  may  be  achieved,  among  else,  by  the
application of fluid forms, elements shaped in human scale, designing objects that represent
commonly understood ideas. On the other hand, fear and strong agitation may be evoked by
spaces that appear to be dangerous, complicated forms and systems with unclear organization
and extreme contrasts. "Points of support" - characteristic elements that make remembering
the space easier,  are important in the environment cognitive process.  Such points may be
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place where directions change, the beginning and the end, contrasts and differences present in
land development and formal solutions.[3]

Fig. 1. When designing the public space of housing estates and complexes efforts should be
made to shape principles that favor contact between residents, activate users, that are multi-
functional and that provide ample freedom in the choice of behavior. Residential complex
Polanka 2 - Poznań, Katowicka Street. (Image: author)

Fig.  2.  The  scale  of  assumptions,  the  height  of  buildings,  proportions  of  urban  interiors
significantly  affect  the  conditions  and  the  nature  of  relations  among  neighbors  and  the
comfort of living. As the intensity of development and density of population increase, the
tendency for contacts decreases. Poznań - Złotowska, Marcelińska streets. (Image: author) 

  
Fig. 3. Characteristic elements - such as landmarks, accents, details and greenery - determine
the originality and climate of a place of residence. They evoke positive reactions, a sense of
identity and attachment. Poznań - Katowicka, Rubież streets. (Image: author)
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The  conditions  behind  interpersonal  contact  play  a  big  role,  including  relations
between various groups of users (age groups, groups of interests - group-related space). The
principle  of  equality  of  chances,  or  the  so-called  spatial  egalitarianism,  is  important  in
modeling the space. Residents should be allowed to have their own territory that gives them
privacy,  security  and  conditions  for  identifying  with  the  environment  (the  law  of
territoriality). Territoriality is the means for humans to determine their identity. Changes in
elements or features of a territory lead to changes in behavioral patterns. The ability to freely
co-use public spaces is  an important aspect of habitat's organization.  The most frequently
formulated postulates are related to the need of creating the so-called social friendly zones,
places  for  meetings,  confrontations,  integration  and  communication.  The  condition  for
creation of social space where interaction is possible are not only common use spaces and
facilities, but also semi-private areas where neighbor-specific contacts can take place. Shared
symbolic and aesthetic values and identification with the place of residence are also of certain
importance.  Areas that  favor and stimulate  integration processes may be identified in  the
organization of a complex. The so-called social capacity of multi-family development may be
brought up in the context of neighbor relations. An average man can maintain contacts with
10-20 people. To find their social place, a man also needs a bigger community, estimated at
around  five  hundred,  but  fewer  than  one  thousand  people.  The  factor  that  regulates  the
intensity of contacts is the ratio of the size of open space per a given number of residents and
other parameters defining the space, such as proportions of interiors, the height of buildings
and how they are divided. The extent of open spaces (public, group or private spaces) should
be adapted to the number of users and the nature of interaction taking place between them.
Neither  excessive  number  of  spaces,  nor  their  excessive  scale  is  recommended.  Such
conditions  will  limit  the  number  of  contacts,  cause  disintegration  and  anonymity.
Interpersonal relations within the space of residence rely increasingly more often on common
goals such as caring for the quality of residential environment. Both forms of social controls
and  neighbor  assistance,  as  well  as  behaviors  that  guarantee  the  intimacy of  family  and
personal life undergo consolidation in such relations.

 
Fig. 4. Apart from the scale and proportions, importance is attached to the method of forming
bodies of buildings - the composition of buildings may be free and regular, organized, organic
or geometricized. These features evoke various feelings among users. Poznań - Kazimierza
Wielkiego, Inflancka streets (Image: author)

The way of situating buildings within a space is an essential element of programming
contemporary residential structures. The maintenance of proper distance also applies to the  
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Fig.  5.  Positive  examples  of  arranging  yard  space  in  residential  complexes. Poznań  -
Naramowicka, Gronowa streets. (Image: author)

comfort  of  use  with  regard  to  shaping  social  relations.  The  examined  volumes  apply  to
various forms of dependencies, e.g. direct or indirect contacts. The increase of distance caused
by  increasingly  higher  buildings  leads  to  creation  of  areas  where  the  probability  of
integrationis proportionally lower. Guidelines for optimal parameters in this regard have been
formed on the basis  of  experience from numerous,  completed designs.  "The interior  of  a
developed   quarter should not be too expansive. For buildings up to 3-4, maximum 5 stories
high, an area similar  to  a  square,  35  x  35  m  to  50  x  50  m  in  size,  is considered
rational."[4] Due to reasons, both mobility capabilities and the impact on users should be
taken into account when dimensioning open spaces. Types of interactions among people have
been known from the research on behavior.[5] From these, minimal distances that should be
kept  for  various  sorts  of  contacts,  are  revealed.  "People  greet  each  other  if  the  distance
between them is less than 20 m. They recognize people they know if the distance is no more
than 50 m. We acknowledge that short approach distance should not exceed 80 m. A walking
distance, covered effortlessly, is up to 500 m, and acceptable walking distance is up to 1000
m."[6] Distances also apply to olfactory comfort (distance to a parking lot, a waste storage
area, a facility for utility and organizational activities).

      
Fig.  6.  Negative  examples  of  development  of  common  areas  are  related  to  excessive
interference  of  vehicles  in  the  common  space,  excessive  reduction  of  distance  between
buildings,  shaping  dangerous  layouts  and  random  arrangement  of  interiors.  Poznań  -
Strzeszyńska, Milczańska streets (Image: author)
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The height of buildings is an important parameter of urban systems. Varying the height
of buildings elicits specific reactions from users. Middle-height buildings constitute the most
desirable systems. Among all types of buildings used in shaping residential environment, this
one  occupies  the  least  amount  of  space.  Neighbor  relations  are  greatly  reduced,  or  even
disappear altogether, for designs that employ higher buildings. The small size and proper scale
are  important  indicators  of  the  quality  of  residential  complexes.  Spaces  whose  form  is
unambiguous and simple, with 4-5 story buildings, are beneficial in terms of perception and
identification.  A limited  number  of  residents  in  a  small  place  favors  the  elimination  of
conflicts and problems related to the use of the land. It also facilitates a high level of security.
The density of population has a decisive impact on the nature,  stability and proximity of
relations  among  residents,  and  integration  possibilities.  Observations  and  analyses  of  the
existing designs show that social contacts are maintained within a group of a dozen families.
With regard to larger clusters of 100 or more families, mutual relations are of formal nature.

The quality of residential structures is determined by the manner of hierarchization of
space,  a  transparent  division  into  different  categories  -  public,  private,  semi-private,  and
relations among individual types of spaces. "The Structure of a contemporary city is the effect
of symbiosis and overlapping of many structures - spatial, functional, technical, social, etc.
The urban space can be described as an overlapping system of public,  group and private
spaces that reflect places whose size is close and known to humans.The private space is the
family domain, the group space sets boundaries where it is probable individuals will interact
within a specified social group, while the public space may be defined as a space that creates
conditions for and encourages indirect interaction among individuals and social groups."[7]
The housing estate structure creates considerable possibilities in terms of grading neighbor
and  mutual  contacts.  Playgrounds,  sport  fields,  squares  and  green  areas  are  examples  of
designs  that  play an important  role  in  this  aspect.  These are  areas  where  integration and
specific social  relations take place.  These places also shape the climate and nature of the
space,  which determine  the  positive,  or  negative,  reception  and functioning of  residential
complexes.  The  way  they  are  located  and  connected  with  the  buildings  plays  a  role,
too.Recreation zones should be located in the central part of the housing estate or complex, at
distances that guarantee they are least arduous for the residents. An important condition is that
they are located in the field of view from the windows of apartments. As far as possible, these
places  should  be  differentiated  for  individual  age  categories  (kids,  youth,  adults).  The
preferred size of playgrounds for the smallest children (up to 5 y.o.) falls between 50 and 100
sq m. Physical activity areas for older children (5- 10 y.o.) may be around 300 sq m. These
places should be connected with green areas and isolated from vehicular traffic.[8] Spaces
located among main zones, e.g.  access zones,  play an important role in shaping neighbor
relations. As a rule, these places should be where neighbors can meet. They should also make
it  possible  for  the  residents  to  share  opinions,  especially when such people share  similar
existential, life and social problems. Properly developed "in between" zones also allows to
connect apartments to green areas. These place are also important in the scope of activity of
children  or  elderly  people  with  limited  mobility  (as  they  need  to  remain  close  to  and
supervised  by  their  caregivers).  Unfortunately,  a  tendency  to  limit  these  areas  in  the
organization of currently built complexes, in a way forcing to keep social distance, is visible.

The conditions of shaping optimal interpersonal relations and security issues constitute
a current design problem in the view of construction of the so-called closed housing estates.
These designs raise multiple controversies due to social consequences of spatial isolation in
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urban environments. Improved security or elevated sense of security may be accompanied by
negative phenomena related to behavioral issues. The so-called "circle of fear" phenomenon,
where the sense of insecurity rises along with the level of isolation, leading to the need for
more protection, has been observed among people with severe anxiety and sense of threat.
Detachment from the surroundings, impeded contacts with users of neighboring complexes
and homogenized residential structure considerably threaten the experience of social life. 

Fig.  7.  Examples  of  playgrounds and recreation  areas.  Unfortunately,  apart  from positive
examples, there also exists projects  that show a lack of understanding to these apparently
fundamental aspects of designing residential environments.  Poznań, Katowicka, Milczańska
streets (Image: author)

Fig.  8.  Common  areas  of  a  residential  complex  dominated  by  communication  facilities.
Vehicular traffic in internal zones and location of garages at ground floors severely limit the
possibility of integration of residents and reduce safety. Poznań, Wilczak, Milczańska streets
(Image: author)

They greatly limit the range of possible interactions among neighbors. Good relations
with  other inhabitants would reduce the level of alienation. In extreme cases the failure to
satisfy such needs may lead to alienation, depression or neurosis. Still, it is worth to notice
social divisions  related  to  the  idea  of  fencing  space  off.  The consequences may include
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various conflicts between groups that have different social and economic statuses. Living and
growing up in  "ghettos  for  the rich" may also negatively impact  the  shaping of  children
personalities.  There  is  a  potential  risk  that  qualities  such  as  sense  of  superiority,
aggressiveness and the need for isolation may develop. People who grow up in such specific
conditions may experience problems in forming relations with other people and understanding
their needs.
 

One  of  the  basic  elements  of  designing  residential  structures  is  to  determine  the
typology of apartments - to specify the way of organization of interiors and sizes of individual
rooms. The designed systems should guarantee the residents' needs (rest,  intimacy, contact
with family, etc.) are satisfied. Among else, the principle of the so-called surface thresholds
(Ch. De Lauwe), that may negatively impact the physical and mental state and comfort when
crossed, is used to determine threshold values. A commonly used parameter is the minimal
floor surface per person. It is estimated at 12-14 sq m. Mental and physical balance is not
guaranteed if a value below this threshold is reached. For surfaces of 8-10 sq m per person,
the so-called pathological threshold exists.[10] It is important to take into consideration the
specific nature of apartments inhabited by the elderly, by lonely people or by families. In such
situation  differences  should  apply  to  the  level  of  isolation  from  the  surroundings,  the
connection to yards, playgrounds, recreational areas or communication zones (access to lifts).
The designed assumptions  should vary in terms of contact with the surroundings and co-
habitants (the need to be isolated or be a part of the group). 

The  demand  for  "compact",  low  area,  but  highly  flexible  apartments  rises  as  a
consequence  of  growing  tendencies  not  to  be  tied  to  just  one  place  of  residence.
Demographic changes and economic aspects (growing cost of purchase and maintenance) are
additional  arguments  in  favor  of  smaller  designs.  The  asset  of  these  proposes  types  of
apartments may be their "customizability", and in consequence the sense of identification
with  a  particular  place.  The  concept  of  connecting  various  residential  forms  in  a  single
building is a common design approach. Mega-structures consisting of tens of types of units
are the answer to users' need for variety. The comfort of all solutions also depends on proper
relations with the natural environment, close contact with the nature, the way of arrangement
of land neighboring residential areas.

The discussed examples signal dependencies that the author considers important in
terms of shaping spatial structures in the scale of a town, a housing estate, a house and an
apartment. The nature of the created designs stimulates certain behaviors, evokes positive and
negative reactions from the users. Simultaneously, the designers attempt to adapt the created
structures  to  the  needs  and  requirements  of  users,  taking  into  account  specific  social
revaluations. The author emphasizes selected issues concerning the basic parameters of the
designed urban and architectural assumptions. The importance of proportions, distances and
building heights in the context of perception by residents is also brought to attention by the
author.  Given  the  exceptionally  dynamic  nature  of  contemporary  urban  processes,  such
research must be repeated cyclically. Their evaluation and characteristics may help optimize
spatial systems and improve the quality of life.
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CREATIVITY IN PUBLIC SPACE - CASE STUDY OF POZNAN, POLAND

ABSTRACT

The following work concerns the author’s research of public space within a downtown
area in a city of Poznan. Research is conducted in the context of negative changes taking
place  within  this  prestigious  location  and  aims  at  the  identification  and  classification  of
existing public space system. The study leads to a conclusion which is an author’s proposal of
appropriate urban interior forms’ implementation.

INTRODUCTION

City centers, as they focus city life, should be a subject of exceptional care, taken by
both the municipality and inhabitants. Unfortunately,  it  is observed, that still  a number of
historic parts of Polish cities remain degraded. It is because of changes taking place in social
needs, aspirations and life style. There is another reason for that spatial problem - these areas
used to be neglected for years, especially within public spaces. A similar situation takes place
in a city centre of Poznan.

Improperly planned housing expansion - incompatible with the idea of compact city,
and excessive saturation of commercial and entertainment services within suburban areas led
to a gradual weakening of a city center and other inner-city neighborhoods. On the one hand,
there is  an involvement of municipality to conduct  urban renewal  programs within a city
centre,  on  the  other  hand,  at  the  same  time  the  decisions  concerning  location  of  large
commercial facilities with no links to the city center are taken. As a result, corrective actions
are not integrated and long-term oriented so it is hard to achieve a particular purpose.

Poznan former shopping streets, such as Św.Marcin and 27 Grudnia streets, lost their
original function, and thus their identity. The old trade route which is kind of a loop consisting
of the following streets: Gwarna, Św. Marcin (altogether with inner commercial passages), Al.
Marcinkowskiego and Plac Wolności, no longer offer any interesting shopping area. Despite
the high pedestrian traffic,  the streets  are not able to attract suitable investors.  There is  a
tendency that from time to time, a new offer is introduced but mostly it not operate longer
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than two or three years. At the same time, there are also places that are always crowded and
noisy.  Unfortunately,  most  of  their  spatial  arrangement  seems  to  be  random,  not  very
functional and urban furniture set is limited to the basic minimum. 

Fig. 1. Author's urban concept of a communication system reorganization - Św.Marcin street
in Poznan.

There is  also another  crucial  problem within a  revitalization process  of  downtown
areas - there is a lack of parking places. Traffic system is more favorable to cars than to mass
communications  means  of  transport  like  trams,  buses,  neither  to  cyclists  nor  pedestrians.
Reduction of a motorized traffic is needed. It can be done by elimination of transit passes
within a city centre, and by an improvement of public space attractiveness and quality6. This
idea seems to be probably a good start fo bigger changes, but not a panacea for all problems.
A positive development is also to inspire and enable people to participate in the discussion on
the possible transformations. 

The process of a city centre recovery is now only at the data collection stage. There are
attempts to define the greatest potentials and barriers of a future  development and spatial
reorganization. It is not surprising that among inhabitants of Poznan, as well as officials and
specialists, there was not developed a dominant vision of what is to be done within a Poznan
city center. There was held a series of public consultation concerning a future reorganization
of these streets. As a result, there are two dominated trends preferred by inhabitants and city
users. First, can be briefly described as a proposal of an introduction of exclusive shops offer,
well organized public spaces with facilities and free car access for residents. These kind of
actions are similar to gentrification process which is not desirable. The aim is to increase a
value of particular private properties owing to a local residents filtration, introduction of high
rents and proclaiming a higher prestige of a given location and improvement of aesthetics and
functionality of public spaces, which is obviously desirable. The second trend in opinions,
was promoting  nightlife, culture, public space for all city users, traffic solutions friendly to
pedestrians and cyclists. This approach is very close to a model revival process, aiming at
constant stimulation of a local community, particularly in areas threatened by degradation. In
this approach it is crucial to activate local entrepreneurial system based on economic links
(daily shopping in the store "at the corner" or local market square). Stimulation of economic
activity must be carried out paralleled with educational activities promoting proper spatial
management and offer.

6 The concept was designed with a co-author - arch. Przemysław Gwizdała, on behalf of the Board of Urban 
Roads, spring of 2013
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Probably,  the  best  spatial  solution  for  Poznan  city  centre  is  adoption  of  the  most
desirable solutions taken from these two trends. Perhaps, in order to get a broader perspective
helping  to  decide  what  spatial  changes  are  needed,  there  should  be  identified  the  most
precious spatial and functional values within a city center.

IDENTIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION

The aim of research 7 presented in the article was to determine and diagnose - using
selected urban tools, the character and spatial offer of selected public spaces within Poznan
city centre. There were analyzed proportions of urban interiors and architectural forms. It was
done so as  to  define a  nature of  a  city centre  composition  and identify its  strengths  and
weaknesses. There was also studied the occurrence of functions proper for this prestigious
location  like  commercial  and  public  services,  including  those  related  to  culture  and
entertainment. The historical and current usage of public space was examined so as to identify
spaces of sacrum and  profanum. 

Fig. 2. The chosen area in Poznan city centre which was examined in the context of a public
space quality. Prepared by student  Natalia Raczkowska under author’s direction.

As a result of the research there has been prepared a classification of streets, squares,
and parks in context of a possible implementation of functional offer related to the creative
industry (corporate offices, studios, exhibition spaces, culture and art spaces). Based on the
existing cultural functions there have been designated areas of potential location of creative
industry clusters. The research aimed at a development of urban tool helping to determine
what type of urban equipment is in accordance with the physical and the mental image of the
designated space.

7 The part of analyses was conducted by students of  IV semester of Architecture Faculty of Poznan University of
Technology, during summer workshop under the author’s direction in summer 2013.
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It is based on three elements characterizing the dominant feature of a given space:
DESIGN - aesthetic value and ease of use,
INTERACTION - the ability to co-create space, creative use of space,
CONTENT - cognitive values and the commemoration of important historical events.

IDEA

The activities taken by creative sector represenatives are of crucial importance for the
city revival and public space activation. They are needed in terms of building a competitive
advantage  based  on  knowledge  and  innovation  but  also  of  increasing  a  city  inner  space
attractiveness and quality.

Fig. 3. The identification of places within a city centre of Poznan with a potential to develop a
high  quality  public  space  and  characteristic  features  of  MEANING-ACTION-DESIGN
method. Prepared by student  Natalia Raczkowska under author’s direction.

The idea of certain parts of a city centre activation based on creation of a specific
fashion for a place is a popular revitalization tool used in many cities in Western Europe. The
essence of this idea is to create a popularity of such places is an introduction of creativity and
cultural  functions  to  a  degraded  area.  In  this  case,  the  right  equipment  of  public  spaces
concerning the elements of small scale giving city users an opportunity to interact with the
surrounding space, is also very useful and desirable. The possibility of creative participation
in everyday life of  a city centre public space helps to improve either quality of space or to
free people’s need to coexist and share that common space. This kind of places have a huge
potential to become quickly important points on city users’ mental maps and to become more
and more frequently used and visited. This can also lead to promotion of an economic revival
of the given part of a city centre and nearby quarters.

The  outstanding  examples  of  urban  space  activation  with  the  use  of  creative  and
innovative potential are: MACBA in Barcelona,  Tate Gallery in London, Centre Pompidou in
Paris  or  Guggenheim Museum in  Bilbao.  These  are  the  examples  of  an  introduction  of
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permanent and temporary architectural and urban scale items of a public space equipment
such as benches, garbage cans, street lighting (Schouwburgplein in Rotterdam of West 8) and
waerworks (Crown Founain in Millennium Park in Chicago). The creativity touches not only
architectural  scale and particular function,  but also an urban scale  items, even introduced
temporary so as to activate a place for a given period of time. The interesting examples of
interim creative  urban furniture  are:  interactive  installations  of  Dune  Roosegaarde  group,
mapped  projections  on  buildings  by  Romain  Tardy and  Thomas  Vaquie  or  other  artistic
activities like Package of Reichstag by Christo and Jeanne-Claude.

Fig. 4. An example of urban design of a small scale using creative and interactive functions in
a spatial  activation of  Pl.  Wolności  in Poznan.  Prepared by student  Maksym Buta under
author’s direction. 

RECOMMENDATION

The activities aiming at public space activation within a city centre are expensive and
long-term undertakings, but their spatial and social effects are desirable. Poznan as a city with
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a significant potential for innovation, having well evolved a creative industry sector8  is able
to create favorable conditions for the development of a high quality and spatially attractive
public spaces. 

It is extremely important to undertake the actions helping to increase spatial awareness
of city centre users. It is an important issue to integrate administrative activities with social
and financial ones so as to achieve positive results in all dimensions. Creation of platforms for
communication and cooperation of creative and innovative sectors representatives is a proper
way to revive the central parts of the city. That kind of actions is needed for instance in case
of Św. Marcin street. Perhaps thanks to the presented research that idea will get more popular
what will result in an implementation of an idea of creativity within a public space in Poznan
city centre.
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MODELOS URBANOS E A FORMAÇÃO DA CIDADE BALNEAR. PORTUGAL E
A EUROPA

INTRODUÇÃO

O  tema  escolhido  para  desenvolver  no  presente  estudo  é:  Modelos  urbanos  e  a
formação  da  cidade  balnear.  Portugal  e  a  Europa.  Trata  da  organização  dos  espaços  e
territórios fronteira nos aglomerados balneares marítimos em Portugal e as suas relações com
o modelo balnear Europeu.

Figura 1. Localização de Portugal em relação à Europa Planta de Portugal 
Figura 2. Mapa de Portugal

Ao  longo  da  sua  história,  Portugal  constituiu-se  com  um  estrutura  de  cidades
ribeirinhas e atlânticas, que se desenvolveram de acordo com a cultura urbana europeia, com a
especificidade do sul da Europa, orgânico e tropista, produzindo poucos espaços públicos no
interior  da  sua  malha,  organizada  sobre  espaços  marítimos  e  ribeirinhos  de  alguma
importância urbana.

Construídas junto à água, edificando aí o seu centro histórico, com as praças – cais
viradas a sul, sobre o rio, desenvolveram grandes rossios ribeirinhos sobre os quais a cidade
cresceu, urbanizando-os, a partir do século XVIII, (Figura 3 e 4).
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Figura  3. Maqueta da Cidade de Lisboa antes do terramoto de 1755. Museu da Cidade de
Lisboa.É visível o grande espaço vazio dos rossios ribeirinhos posteriormente urbanizados.

Figura  4.  Planta  de  Urbanização  da  zona  de  Algés,  Lisboa.  XIX.  AA.  VV.  "Lisboa  de
Frederico  Ressano  Garcia  1874-1909",  Câmara  Municipal  de  Lisboa,  Fundação  Calouste
Gulbenkian, Lisboa, 1989.
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É  neste  tempo  que  as  primeiras  manifestações  balneares  se  produzem,  com  a
descoberta dos desprezados espaços marítimos, considerados impróprios para se viver. 

Com o afirmar da cultura balnear a cidade vira-se para poente e edifica bairros novos,
excêntricos  e  fisicamente  separados,  onde  vai  ser  edificada  uma  cidade  nova,  com
características particulares, desenvolvendo espaços próprios como o passeio marítimo, (Figura
5).

Figura  5.  Planta  da  Póvoa  de  Varzim com indicação  do  bairro  balnear  e  do  bairro  dos
pescadores edificados a partir do século XVIII com o maior eixo virado a Poente. Desenho do
autor sobre base 1/10.000, Centro de Estudos da Faculdade de Arquitectura da Universidade
do Porto/Arquivo Municipal da Póvoa de Varzim.

Ao  mesmo  tempo  que  aparece  a  questão  balnear,  o  espaço  público  tal  como  se
concebe hoje em dia, começa a afirmar-se na Europa e na América.

A sua transposição para o litoral dá-lhe uma especificidade de zona de fronteira que o
vai fazer evoluir de forma linear.

O estudo de morfologia urbana sobre as cidades balneares portuguesas, que se propõe,
aparece como uma possibilidade de estudar estes espaços onde existe uma ligação entre a
cidade  histórica  do  século  XIX,  cidade  moderna  do  século  XX e  as  suas  relações  entre
estruturas urbanas, habitação, equipamentos e espaço publico.

Partindo do estudo comparado do conjunto de cidades históricas de praia1, Póvoa de
Varzim, Vila do Conde, Foz do Douro – Porto, Figueira da Foz, Cascais e Praia da Rocha –
Portimão, comparando com as cidades novas de praia, Moledo, Espinho, Granja, S. Pedro de
Moel, Estoril, Armação de Pêra e Momte Gordo, como com as cidades de férias de Vilamoura
e Torralta – Tróia, assim como com os aldeamentos Vale de Lobo, Quinta do Lago e Alvor,
entre outros exemplos, pretende-se que se entenda a modificação de comportamentos urbanos,
a procura de uma nova postura no habitar, a necessidade de novos equipamentos e as suas
relações com o espaço público, (Figura 6).

1Procurou-se  uma  classificação  da  cidade  balnear  em  função  da  existência  ou  não  de  um  centro  urbano
consolidado pré-existente ao aparecimento das manifestações balneares.
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Figura  6. Mapa de Portugal com a localização das localidades estudadas. Desenho do autor
sobre base 1/500.000, Instituto Geográfico de Portugal, 2002.

ORIGINALIDADE DO TRABALHO EM RELAÇÃO AO TEMA ESCOLHIDO

Portugal é um país turístico e de extensa costa.
A cidade portuguesa é particular na sua localização topográfica, geográfica e atlântica.

As suas principais cidades são ribeirinhas, com extensas frentes viradas à água, seja rio, mar,
ou ambas, (Figura 7).

Figura 7. Figueira da Foz. Carta Militar escala 1/25.000, 1978.
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Reconversão urbanística e Turismo

País  de  extensa  costa,  de  tradição  piscatória,  desenvolveu  também uma  série  de
espaços de uso, observação, defesa e contemplação do mar. Portos, marinas, abrigos, fortes,
fortalezas e faróis, entre outros, são permanências, hoje com outras funções a necessitar de
reabilitação, novas vocações que permitam a sua manutenção enquanto objectos de identidade
cultural, de referência histórica e de afirmação de contemporaneidade.

Figura 8. Fortaleza de Sagres, Algarve. Rosa dos Ventos e Centro de Exposições e Multimédia
da Fortaleza de Sagres. Projecto de intervenção da autoria do arquitecto João Carreira, anos
90.

País turístico por excelência, 16º destino mundial, vê-se hoje na necessidade de se
renovar  em  termos  de  infra-estruturas  de  apoio  ao  turismo,  de  uma  forma  geral,  e  na
reabilitação das suas zonas de costa e praia em particular.

Reconhecendo  esta  realidade,  o  próprio  poder  político  lançou  um  ambicioso
programa de reabilitação, integrado no projecto “Polis”. Nas principais cidades portuguesas,
está-se a proceder a importantes obras de reabilitação de zonas de costa e ribeirinhas, (Figura
9  e 10). 

Figura 9. Projecto da 3.ª Fase do Parque Verde do Mondego. Arq. Camilo Cortesão, 2004
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Figura 10. Projecto da 3.ª Fase do Parque Verde do Mondego. Arq. Camilo Cortesão, 2004.
Fotografia do autor.

Figura  11. Viana  do  Castelo.  Maqueta  do  projecto  da  Sociedade  VianaPolis,  para  a
reabilitação dos espaços ribeirinhos. Fotografia do autor.

Modelos Urbanos

Pretende-se fazer uma reflexão sobre esta problemática, através do estudo da cidade
histórica, da cidade moderna e da cidade contemporânea, nos seus modelos urbanos, no seu
percurso e nas suas relações com a arquitectura e o turismo, nos vários domínios, assim como
ao estudo dos espaços públicos relacionados com cidades de praia, (Figura 11).

A inexistência de referências críticas aos seus modelos de desenvolvimento2 dificultam
o  entendimento  da  cidade  balnear,  tendo-se  verificado  que  o  recente  desenvolvimento
urbanístico, a partir dos anos 80, actuou como se de território sem história se tratasse.

Habitação

A questão da habitação é também abordada neste estudo. Reconhecendo que existe
hoje em dia uma nova atitude perante a  habitação unifamiliar,  e uma grande escassez ou

2Os  estudos  existentes,  em  Portugal,  abordam  monograficamente  as  cidades  ou  pontualmente  as  obras
arquitectónicas aí produzidas.
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inexistência  destes  espaços,  assim como uma procura  dos  espaços  litorais  como local  de
primeira  residência,  o  estudo  proposto,  pressupõe  a  identificação  de  uma  nova  postura
intelectual na escolha das áreas residenciais, desenvolvida sobretudo a partir do século XIX, e
as suas manifestações ao longo do século XX até à actualidade, onde se encontra como atitude
de resposta ao modelo de cidade socialista, desenvolvido nos anos 80 em Portugal, (Figura
12).

Figura  12.   Conjunto  de  habitações  unifamiliares.  Grupo  de  investigação  urbana,
Universidade Lusíada de Vila Nova de Famalicão, coordenado pelo autor.

Figura 13. San Sebastian, Espanha, século XIX.. Modelos de urbanização balnear e o 
ensanche de António Cortázar. Desenho do autor sobre base cartográfica extraída de Battaglia,
1719, carta napoleónica de 1813, ensanche de António Cortázar, 1862 – 1873, e Planta 
Baedeker de 1914.

Um dos  objectivos  da  actual  reflexão  sobre  a  habitação  é  o  impulsionamento  da
renovação do espaço residencial, não só desde a necessária reformulação – espacial e técnica
– da própria “célula” edificada, mas também a investigação de novas ordens urbanas. Uma
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nova realidade territorial, onde a habitação em conjugação com o espaço público defina novas
soluções para o desenvolvimento estratégico das cidades. 

As  linhas  que  definem  hoje  em  dia,  o  actual  projecto  residencial  devem  traçar
directrizes  de  referência  para  a  futura  organização  do  espaço  público:  malhas  neutras
independentes  da  edificação,  marcadas  pela  velocidade  e  o  suporte  de  novas  actividades,
comerciais, serviços, lazer, interligadas com a habitação.

Pretende-se que este estudo seja uma contribuição, ferramenta de leitura da cidade
balnear, explicativo do seu aparecimento, da sua estrutura, zonas específicas e crescimento,
assim como uma obra de análise das experiências produzidas nesta área.

Figura  14.  Carta  do Património do concelho de Cantanhede,  PDM de Cantanhede,  1989.
Coordenação do autor.

Neste contexto pensamos apresentar um trabalho científico inédito, com uma mais
valia para a arquitectura, para a história e para o urbanismo português, assim como dar uma
contribuição no contexto dos modelos europeus, (Figura 13).

VINCULAÇÃO DO AUTOR COM O TEMA ESCOLHIDO

O autor é oriundo de uma velha família da aristocracia tradicional portuguesa. Esta
sociedade, pertencente a um mundo e a um tempo que já não existem mais, era baseada num
conjunto  de  ideias,  actos  e  rituais,  entre  os  quais  a  vilegiatura  e  a  viagem tinham uma
importância particular. Assim a infância e a adolescência do autor foi marcada por longas
estadias em estancias balneares, permitindo-lhe participar nos actos e rotinas deste mundo,
desenvolvendo um grande fascínio pelos espaços litorais.

A descoberta do litoral algarvio, ainda na sua adolescência, foi um marco na vida do
autor, fazendo-o despertar para a arquitectura e o urbanismo. Tratava-se de um território novo,
no inicio da sua urbanização, onde se constatava uma harmonia entre o edificado novo e
antigo, com respeito pela natureza, e uma boa relação com o mar. Teve-se a possibilidade de
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visitar  e  acompanhar  o  crescimento  da  maioria  dos  aldeamentos  e  das  cidades  de  férias,
novidade desconhecida no norte do país. 

Estudou arquitectura na cidade do Porto, viveu durante 7 anos na Foz do Douro junto
ao mar. Durante este tempo foi descobrindo que a arquitectura aí existente manifestava-se de
uma forma diferente, procurando uma relação e um posicionamento para com o mar, e com os
espaços públicos de passeio. Descobriram-se rotinas de uma cidade dentro da cidade com os
seus movimentos particulares. Pôs-se de novo a questão da arquitectura. Porquê nesta parte da
cidade se desenvolve um tipo de arquitectura, ou uma arquitectura que lhe tocava. 

Ainda enquanto estudante do 5.º ano do curso de arquitectura da Escola Superior
Artística do Porto, desenvolveu dois trabalhos académicos, duas moradias unifamiliares e um
trabalho sobre mobiliário público, onde se aprofundou conhecimentos sobre esta zona.

Entre  1989 e  1991 desenvolveu no Gabinete  do  Plano  da  Câmara  Municipal  de
Cantanhede, o estudo do Plano Director Municipal. Este estudo abrangia uma zona balnear,
Praia da Tocha, para a qual foi feito um estudo de planeamento urbanístico. Dentro do âmbito
do PDM foram feitos vários estudos deste concelho litoral, nomeadamente o Levantamento e
Inventariação do Património Arquitectónico Construído no Concelho de Cantanhede, onde se
identificou a existência de modelos construtivos de características diferenciadas, um modelo
rural3 e um modelo litoral (palheiros)4, e a sua posterior evolução em tipologias construtivas; a
Determinação  das  Tendências  de  Crescimento  dos  Núcleos5,  um  estudo  sobre  O
Desenvolvimento dos Núcleos Urbanos e Rurais do Concelho de Cantanhede6, e o Estudo de
Delimitação  da  Reserva  Agrícola  e  da  Reserva  Ecológica  Nacional  do  concelho  de
Cantanhede7, (Figura 14, 15 e 16).

3Identificaram-se  um  conjunto  de  construções  com  características  tipológicas  comuns,  com  um  ritmo  de
fenestração que se repete, em que a presença da pedra trabalhada, assim como a decoração artística lavrada na
pedra das cantarias serve de elemento de identificação, chama a atenção para a existência de um modelo
regional gandarês, cuja extensão se prolonga pelos concelhos vizinhos e que se desenvolveu geograficamente
na zona litoral  da costa portuguesa entre os concelhos de Aveiro  e Figueira  da Foz..  In,  AA. VV.  “Estudos
Sumários de Planeamento, Programa Preliminar,  Estudos Prévios”, Plano Director Municipal de Cantanhede,
1989-91.
4Construções  em  madeira  sobre  palafitas,  construídas  na  praia  de  apoio  à  actividade  sazonal  da  pesca,
actividade complementar à agricultura.
5Levantamento e  actualização cartográfica  do  crescimento dos  núcleos  urbanos  existentes  no Concelho  de
Cantanhede. 
6Levantamento e  actualização cartográfica  do  crescimento dos  núcleos  urbanos  existentes  no Concelho  de
Cantanhede. Este trabalho consistiu na análise da sobreposição da cartografia militar existente, assim como da
fotografia aérea disponível, à época. Partindo das bases cartográficas, datadas pelos voos aéreos, procedeu-se
a  um  trabalho  de  campo  de  actualização,  acrescentando  as  novas  construções.  Estes  dados  foram
posteriormente  tratados,  permitindo  a  identificação morfológica  das  tendências  de  crescimento  dos  núcleos
urbanos,  assim  como à  cartografia  de  novos  perímetros  urbanos  que,  depois  de  cruzados  com  os  dados
demográficos  e  a  análise  de  classificação dos  solos,  levou à  cartografia  de  proposta  de  novos  perímetros
urbanos, áreas urbanas e urbanizáveis e áreas de reserva para futura expansão urbana, propostas para um
horizonte de 10 anos, no concelho de Cantanhede. In, AA. VV. “Estudos Sumários de Planeamento, Programa
Preliminar,  Estudos Prévios”, Plano Director Municipal de Cantanhede, 1989-91.
7Este estudo consistiu na elaboração de nova cartografia de ocupação do solo, partindo da análise e elaboração
de mapas de geologia e geografia física, topografia, linhas de água, nascentes, festos, talvégues, composição do
solo,  recursos  naturais,  etc.,  e  identificação  das  principais  actividades  económicas,  agrícolas  e  industriais.
Recorrendo à fotografia aérea e a batidas de campo,  elaborou-se uma carta esboço das zonas de aptidão
agrícola,  e  das  zonas  com  risco  de  erosão  ou  ecologicamente  sensíveis,  criando  áreas  de  protecção  e
condicionamento  do uso  do  solo,  com particular  atenção à protecção das  nascentes  e linhas  e  água,  que
constituem uma recurso único que se inicia no concelho de Cantanhenhe, contendo braços que atravessam o
concelho vizinho concelho de Mira, integrando as zonas húmidas da ria de Aveiro. Nesta área existem várias
lagoas nas quais foram identificadas importantes reservas biológicas,  assim como a existência de zonas de
nidificação de espécies animais, aves, cuja protecção se impunha como única solução de preservação, criando
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Figura 15. Plano de Urbanização da Zona Sul de Cantanhede. Coordenação do autor.

Figura  16.  Carta de Festos e Talvegues do concelho de Cantanhede. PDM de Cantanhede,
1989

Entre 1992 e 1997 enquanto arquitecto urbanista da Comissão de Coordenação da
Região  Centro,  na  Divisão  de  Estruturação  Urbana  e  Reabilitação  (DEUR)  teve  a

reservas de natureza, com apetência para um tipo específico de turismo cultural de observação da natureza,
sendo necessário criar infra-estruturas apropriadas.

A identificação destas zonas e das várias actividades, depois de cartografadas e cruzadas com as
cartas de ocupação urbana,  permitiu a elaboração da cartografia  de base do concelho de Cantanhede e a
proposta  de  classificação  do  solo  nos  seus  vários  usos.  In,  AA.  VV.  “Estudos  Sumários  de  Planeamento,
Programa Preliminar,  Estudos Prévios”, Plano Director Municipal de Cantanhede, 1989-91.
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incumbência de analisar e emitir parecer sobre a localização e projecto de licenciamento das
unidades hoteleiras da região centro do país nas duas fases dos projectos8. Este facto obrigava
à prévia visita dos locais a implantar as unidades assim como à emissão de posterior relatório.
Dos inúmeros pareceres emitidos ressalta o facto de que a maioria dos projectos se situavam
nas zonas litorais, próximos da água, tanto do mar como dos rios e barragens, explorando
situações particulares da natureza. Dentro desta actividade foram emitidos pareceres sobre
planos e projectos de empreendimentos hoteleiros, aldeamentos, hotéis e similares, parques de
diversões aquáticos, parques de campismo, golfe, centros hípicos, piscinas, lagos artificiais,
etc.

Figura 17.  e Figura 18 Residências em S. Pedro de Moel, anos 50.

Dentro deste âmbito foi nomeado representante da C.C.R.C. no protocolo efectuado
com a  Câmara  Municipal  da  Marinha  Grande com a  finalidade  de  se proceder  à  Gestão
Urbanística do Concelho da Marinha Grande9. Este facto permitiu o estudo e apreciação de
planos e projectos no núcleo turístico balnear de S. Pedro de Moel e Praia da Vieira de Leiria.
O estudo e apreciação de planos e projectos para o núcleo turístico balnear de S. Pedro de
Moel e Praia da Vieira de Leiria levou à necessidade de se proceder a um levantamento e
inventariação  do  património  arquitectónico  moderno  de  S.  Pedro  de  Moel,  derivado  da
constatação da existência de um conjunto edificado de características especificas, passível de
identificar  no  tempo  e  na  época,  relacionadas  com  actividades  de  relevo,  factor  de
desenvolvimento local e revelador de uma época arquitectónica1.

8Na fase de localização, procedia-se à analise da localização geográfica, inserção Urbanística, conformidade
com os Planos Municipais de Ordenamento do Território, eventualmente existentes para o local, situação em
relação ás Servidões e Restrições de Utilidade Pública, nomeadamente a Reserva Agrícola Nacional (RAN) e
Reserva Ecológica Nacional (REN), a população que vai servir, acessos e situação em relação ás vias principais
e a existência ou possibilidade de criar estacionamento de apoio. Na fase de projecto, procedia-se à analise da
inserção urbanística, nomeadamente a sua relação com o aglomerado urbano e a sua envolvente, serviços e ou
equipamentos propostos; quantificação do numero de camas e a sua relação com o estacionamento proposto,
existência  de  infra-estruturas;  tratamento  dos  resíduos;  inserção  paisagística  e  tratamento  dos  espaços
exteriores;  existência  e  preservação  de  elementos  construído  ou  vegetais  dignos  de  conservação,  análise
arquitectónica sumária, e conformidade com a legislação em vigor.
9No âmbito do "Prot/Centro Litoral – Gestão das Medidas Preventivas", que visava consagrar os princípios e
critérios  a  ter  em  conta  na  apreciação  dos  projectos  que  lhe  forem  submetidos,  tendo  como referência  a
legislação vigente, de acordo com o Decreto nº31/93 de 4 de Outubro.
10Algumas estâncias balneares portuguesas possuem conjuntos de construções, bem localizados no tempo, que
constituem memórias colectivas, monumentos, referentes ás épocas de maior desenvolvimento. O moderno, em
Portugal,  teve  um  desenvolvimento  curto,  mas  bem  marcado,  ao  qual  recentemente  se  tem  dado  algum
destaque,  estando  em  elaboração  pela  Ordem  dos  Arquitectos  Portugueses  um  programa  específico  de
inventário.
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Assim, nos anos de 1993 e 1994 fez-se um levantamento do moderno construído em
S. Pedro de Moel, visando a preservação de um conjunto de 25 construções11, construídas
entre os anos 40 e 60, após a implementação dos Ante Planos de Lima Franco, datados de
1947 e 1964, (Figura 17 e 18).

Actividade Privada

Dentro da actividade privada de projecto, grande parte do trabalho desenvolveu-se na
cidade da Figueira da Foz, 16 projectos no total12. Quando se tem a oportunidade de intervir
numa cidade durante um longo período de tempo13, é-se obrigado a reflectir sobre os espaços
nos  quais  se  intervém,  (Figura  19/27).  Na  figueira  da  Foz  nota-se  a  existência  de  uma
renovação, cujo início é do final do século XIX e princípios de XX. Edifícios semi-eclécticos
com  cantarias  elaboradas,  vergas  curvas,  revestidos  a  azulejo  colorido  e  rematados  por
platibandas trabalhadas, por vezes enci-madas por elementos escultóricos, estátuas, vasos ou
jarrões, misturam-se com outros modernos onde se nota o tratamento da fachada com rebocos,
simulando  pilastras,  substituindo  alvejarias,  adornando  platinadas  com  listas  coloridas,
utilizando o betão, pontualmente, em varandas, placas de sombreamento, pilares, floreiras,
substituindo o azulejo pelos ocres coloridos ou pela tinta, aparecendo o azulejo em pequenos
painéis.

Figura 19. Figueira da Foz, Esplanada Silva Guimaraes, frente maritima.

11Tratando-se de casas de férias, segundas residências, são edificações onde a economia construtiva é uma
permanência,  apresentam  como regra  dois  pisos,  embasamento  em pedra,  varanda,  integração  de  painéis
decorativos ou escultura no pano de fachada, eventualmente alusivos ao mar, testa alta e telhado invertido de
duas ou uma água. O lote segue  o programa do plano. Muro baixo, com vedação vegetal. Este modelo vai
evoluir nas duas décadas seguintes, mantendo parte das permanências: dois pisos, embasamento em pedra,
lote médio. Mas altera a cobertura para o telhado convencional. A partir  dos anos 80 o modelo desaparece.
Anterior a esta fase existe um conjunto de pequenas casas de pescador adaptadas a turismo, assim como se
podem  encontrar,  pontualmente,  outros  modelos  e  referências  nacionais  e  internacionais.  Este  estudo  foi
apresentado a Câmara Municipal da Marinha Grande, com a intenção de evitar a sua demolição, ampliação ou
subdivisão. Actualmente a maioria das construções referidas existem sem alterações visíveis.
1214 projectos na zona marginal atlântica, cinco habitações unifamiliares, um café e uma mercearia construídas,
três licenciadas, e um ante-projecto de duas torres de 150 apartamentos, Quinta do Caiano, antiga GNR, em
Buarcos, e quatro intervenções de edifícios de habitação colectiva, dos quais dois na marginal atlântica, Casal do
Galante e Esplanada Silva Guimarães (Casa das Conchas) e outros dois no interior da cidade histórica.
13O autor mantém desde 1987 uma actividade de arquitecto projectista na Figueira da Foz e Buarcos.
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Figura  20.  Projecto  de  reabilitação  da  Casas  das  Conchas,  Esplanada  Silva  Guimarães,
Figueira da Foz, frente marítima, anos 90. Ante projecto, estudo de volumes e projecto de
execução. Projecto coordenado pelo autor.

O casino, o Grande Hotel, o palácio, o chalé ou o objecto formal arte nova de fachada,
misturam-se com pequenos edifícios onde apontamentos de platibanda, com o uso do azulejo
decorativo  de  fachada  ou  a  janela  pontual  se  cruzam com a  habitação  de  características
populares, com a casa de imigrante brasileiro, assimilando também a corrente moderna. 

O produto final,  popular na sua essência,  traduz-se num estilo de “arquitectura de
praia” ainda patente na Figueira da Foz e em Buarcos, mas que se estende para Norte, na costa
balnear, apresentando elementos comuns até Espinho. 
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Figura  21.   Casas  Matoso,  reconversão de habitação.  Axonometria  do existente.  Buarcos,
Figueira da Foz, frente marítima.

Figura 22. Casas Matoso, reconversão de habitação. Axonometria do volume proposto pelo 
autor. Buarcos, Figueira da Foz, frente marítima. 
Figura 23. Casa Matoso. Alçado de conjunto do existente. 

Figura 24.  Casa Matoso. Edifício construído. Projecto do autor. Buarcos, Figueira da Foz, 
frente marítima. 
Figura 25. Casas Conceição C. Axonometria do existente e do construído. Projecto do autor. 
Buarcos, Figueira da Foz, frente marítima.
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Figura  26.  Três   intervenções  de  carácter  diferenciado.  Casas  geminadas  de  influência
regional, uma intervenção onde se pretende afirmar o conceito de contemporaneidade e uma
reabilitação. Projectos do autor. Buarcos, Figueira da Foz, frente marítima

Figura 27.  Buarcos, Figueira da Foz.

Estes  núcleos  cuja  actividade  inicial  era  piscatória  evoluíram  para  uma  função
residencial  turística.  Ao  palheiro  original,  são  sobrepostas  épocas  arquitectonicamente
distintas. Fruto de um certo crescimento económico, pontuado no principio do século pela
influência dos chalés turísticos, com a reconversão das habitações, a ampliação e a adaptação
a novas funções, modernizando no sentido de adaptar as habitações ás novas solicitações14, dá
origem a este modelo popular, consolidado numa imagem contemporânea de pitoresco15.

Este  é  o  espaço de trabalho onde o autor  tem desenvolvido a  sua  actividade  de
projectista.
1 4A atitude do artista popular não difere, na sua essência da do arquitecto que, tenta, o que Riegl diz ser a

finalidade de qualquer artista: procura sobretudo satisfazer necessidades práticas e próprias ou as exigências
dos seus ideais. Resumindo, o sentir da época. RIEGL, Alois “Le culte moderne des monuments”, Seuil,
Paris, 1984.

15[… O pitoresco é uma fatalidade que acontece e não a vontade de um programa…], SOUTO MOURA, Eduardo
“Pousada de Terras do Bouro, Minho”, memória descritiva, In, AA. VV. “Portugal, do Mar, das Pedras, da Cidade”,
catálogo da exposição da Participação Portuguesa na XIX Exposição Internacional de Arquitectura Trienal de
Milão, 1996, Ministério da Cultura, Gabinete das Relações Internacionais, 1996.
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Viagens e Visitas de Estudo, 1973-2004

Na formação do arquitecto o acto de observar e estudar "in loco" é uma necessidade
profissional.  A  compreensão  da  arquitectura  e  do  urbanismo  passa  forçosamente  pela
dimensão do espaço e do tempo. Impossíveis de percepcionar fora do seu contexto específico,
as cidades e os objectos arquitectónicos integram cultura, território e paisagens próprias, cujo
conhecimento só é fornecido a quem os percorre. Dai a necessidade de viajar.

A viagem  foi  sempre  entendida  como  um  “Grand  Tour”  cultural,  extensão  de
formação obrigatória,  levou ao estudo e observação, no local,  de um conjunto de cidades
litorais, balneares e de férias, assim como da sua arquitectura. Este tipo de viagens feita em
três tempos,  antes,  durante e depois,  permitiu a preparação do que ver,  ver,  percepcionar,
registar e analisar, e aprofundar conhecimentos sobre a história, o urbanismo e a arquitectura
de cada um dos locais visitados. 

Um longo conjunto de viagens pela Europa16, que dura à 27 anos, permitiu a visita e
o estudo de um conjunto de países europeus que são referidos em texto. Um primeiro ciclo de
viagens  centrou-se  naquilo  que  se  considera  o  universo  de  formação  cultural  do  autor,
Portugal,  Espanha,  França  e  Itália,  tendo-se  mais  tarde  alargado  aos  países  do  Norte  da
Europa, Bélgica, Holanda, Suíça, Alemanha, Áustria, Polónia, República Checa, assim como
à antiga Jugoslávia17.

Particular atenção teve a cidade de Barcelona, onde desde 1980 que se fazem visitas
de  estudo,  acompanhando o  processo  de  reabilitação  e  abertura  ao  mar,  dando particular
atenção  à  reabilitação  e  renovação  dos  espaços  públicos,  ás  novas  intervenções
arquitectónicas,  assim  como  ao  processo  de  reabilitação  do  passeio  marítimo.  Foram
organizadas pelo autor três  visitas de estudo com os estudantes de arquitectura das escolas
onde leccionou.

Formação Profissional: Cursos, Congressos, Seminários e Outras Acções.

Na formação do arquitecto o acto de ver, leia-se ler já que o desenho não é mais que
uma linguagem codificada, é de grande importância. Por este facto se considera importante as
exposições na Vinculação do Autor Com o Tema Escolhido. As acções referidas, entre muitas
outras frequentadas centram-se nas vertentes principais deste trabalho, urbanismo, habitação,
espaço público, turismo e espaços litorais18.

16Para que exista um conceito-noção de identificação europeia, CEE, é necessário senão obrigatório, percorrer o
seu território e desenvolver relações que ultrapassem o contexto do nacional, regional, local, da cultura da aldeia
que se tem desenvolvido paralelamente, e como uma contra corrente, à ideia de uma Europa Nação.
17Uma listagem completa das viagens e visitas de estudo pode ser consultada no anexo referente ao curriculum

vitae..
18Assim  frequentou-se  o  Seminário  sobre  "Planeamento  e  Gestão  de  Espaços  Verdes  Urbanos",  Porto,
Fundação de Serralves, Maio de 1993; a Exposição “Visions Urbaines - Barcelona New Projects”, Museu de
História da Cidade, Barcelona, Abril de 1994; “Europe 1870-1993, La Ville de l`Artiste, La Ville de l`arquitecte”,
Centro  de Cultura Contemporania  de Barcelona ,  Barcelona Setembro de  1994;  o  Seminário,  "Turismo em
Espaço Rural - Do Projecto à Obra", Associação dos Arquitectos Portugueses , Auditório da Escola Superior
Agrária  ,  Convento  de  Refóios  de  Lima  ,  Outubro  de  1996;  o  Seminário  Luso-francês  Sobre  História  da
Arquitectura e do Urbanismo, “As Arquitecturas do Crescimento”, Universidade de Coimbra, Instituto de Estudos
Regionais e Urbanos, Departamento de Arquitectura da Faculdade de Ciências e Tecnologias da Universidade de
Coimbra, Universidade de Aveiro, Aveiro, Porto e Coimbra, Setembro/Outubro de 1997; Exposição “La Ciutat
Sostenible”, Centro de Cultura Contemporânea de Barcelona. Abril de 1998; Exposição “Cidades e frentes de
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Investigação Académica 

No  contexto  da  cadeira  de  Projecto  III,  que  se  lecciona  há  8  anos,  têm-se
desenvolvido um conjunto de trabalhos de investigação sobre habitação, morfologia da cidade
e  espaço  público.  Estes  trabalhos  são  efectivamente  apoiados  pela  equipa  que  o  autor
coordena.  Consistem na  procura  de  novos  modelos  urbanos,  planeamento,  equipamentos,
habitação e espaço público, centrados na concepção da utopia projectual como contraponto da
distopia19, para um horizonte de 50 anos. 

Esta linha de investigação tem produzido um conjunto de trabalhos, assim como à
produção de textos críticos, que constitui uma base de dados permanentemente actualizada e
aumentada20, (Figuras 28 e 29).

água: relatos passados sobre relações presentes”, organização da Administração do Porto de Lisboa e Centro de
Estudos da Faculdade de Arquitectura da Universidade do Porto, Gare Marítima de Alcântara, Lisboa, Agosto de
1998 e a Exposição “Frentes Ribeirinhas no Porto de Lisboa”, organização da Administração do Porto de Lisboa,
Gare Marítima de Alcântara, Lisboa, Agosto de 1998; Architectural Workshop, “Urban Water Land Reinvention
and Architecture”, organizado pela School of Architecture da Chalmers University of Technology de Goteborg da
Suécia, colaborando com o Professor Doutor Arquitecto Sten Gromark e Professor Arquitecto Fredrik Lund na
orientação dos alunos, Figueira da Foz/Foz de Arouce, Setembro de 1998; Conferência “Costa Portuguesa, Norte
a Sul. Turismo em Portugal”, proferida pelo Professor Doutor Arquitecto Mário Kruger, integrada no Workshop
Coast Wise Europe. Architecture – Coast – Tourism, Faculdade de Arquitectura do Porto, Porto, Setembro de
1998; exposição “Coast Wise Europe. Architecture – Coast – Tourism”, patente na Faculdade de Arquitectura do
Porto; Exposição “A arquitectura do espaço público. Formas do passado formas do presente”, Palácio de Cristal
do Porto, Porto, Setembro de 1998; Seminário de História da Arquitectura, “Les architectures de la croissance”,
Universidade París I / Universidade de Coimbra, grand salon de la Fondation Deutsch de la Meurthe, Cidade
Universitária, em Paris, Setembro -Outubro de 1998, onde se teve a oportunidade de visitar algumas das mais
recentes intervenções no espaço público, como o bairro de La Defense, Les Halles, La Villette, assim como uma
visita de estudo à cidade do Havre, onde se assistiu à palestra proferida pelo Arquitecto J. B. Cremnitzer, sobre
“Le  Havre.  Auguste  Perret  –  Le  Centre  Reconstruit”,  Hôtel  de  Ville,  Havre,  Outubro  de  1998;  Exposição
“L`actuació urbanistic front litoral Besos-Barcelona 2004", edifício da Câmara Municipal, Barcelona, Janeiro de
2002;  Exposição  “Cristina-Enea.  De  jardín  privado  a  parque  público”,  Museo  San  Telmo,  San  Sebastián,
Espanha, Janeiro de 2002.

Entre 1999 e 2001 integrou-se a Universidade Lusíada no programa, “Urban Water Front Land Reivention:
Strategic use of Architecture for Urban Regeneration in Industrial Harbours in Crisis. Synopsis and Outlines of a
EU FP5 project: Cities of Tomorrow and Cultural Heritage”, formando equipe com o Professor Doutor Francisco
Peixoto Alves no  projecto de investigação europeu, liderado pela equipa da “Chalmers University of Technology”,
de Goteborg,  Suécia,  em colaboração com a “University of  Newcastle,  School  of  Architecture,  Planning and
Landscape”,  Inglaterra,  a  “Helsinki  University  of  Technology”,  Finlândia,  a  “Hansestadt  Rostock,  Office  for
Economic Promotion”, Alemanha, e a Faculdade de Arquitectura da Universidade do Porto.

Dentro  do  contexto  do  doutoramento  participou-se  no  Seminário  de  Estudos  de  Pós-graduação  e
Doutoramento, apresentando a comunicação “Transformação de zonas habitacionais em áreas ribeirinhas. Os
exemplos da Figueira da Foz e Armação de Pêra”, proferido na Faculdade de Arquitectura da Universidade de
Wroclaw, Breslau/Wroclaw, Polónia,  Janeiro de 2001, e a comunicação “Alguns aspectos da organização do
espaço urbano nas cidades de praia. O caso de Portugal e Polónia”, Faculdade de Arquitectura da Universidade
de Wroclaw, Breslau/Wroclaw, Polónia, Janeiro de 2002 Uma listagem completa das acções frequentadas pode
ser consultada no anexo relativo ao curriculum vitae.
19Imagem do futuro horrível no século XX. Oposto de Utopia..
20Esta base de dados é constituída por:

1. Uma base de dados contendo cartografia digital que cobre 14 cidades e vilas portuguesas. 
2. Uma base iconográfica que contem a maioria dos estudos efectuados pelos grupos de trabalho.
3. Uma base iconográfica sobre as principais obras de arquitectura, planos e projectos, referentes a cada

localidade.
4. Uma base bibliográfica sobre as localidades.
5. Uma  base  iconográfica  que  cobre  as  principais  cidades  do  país,  subdividida  por  temas,  ex.

planeamento,  arquitectura,  residências,  equipamentos,  mobiliário  urbano,  história  urbana,  factos
urbanos, arquitectura militar, arquitectura balnear, etc., anexa à qual existe uma base bibliográfica. Esta
base de dados é periodicamente actualizada com novas intervenções divulgadas e publicadas.

6. Uma base iconográfica de arquitectura,  dividida  por  países,  autores e tipos de obras,  centrada na
Europa. Um conjunto de textos relativos a cada obra, explicativos das intenções e memórias descritivas
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Figura 28. Leça da Palmeira, Matosinhos, Porto. Maqueta da zona industrial existente. Grupo
de investigaçãõ urbana, Universidade Lusíada de Vila Nova de Famalicão, coordenado pelo
autor.

Figura 29.   Leça da Palmeira, Matosinhos, Porto. Maqueta da proposta de reconversão da
zona  industrial  existente  para  um  resort  habitacional.  Grupo  de  investigação  urbana,
Universidade Lusíada de Vila Nova de Famalicão, coordenado pelo autor

Ainda  dentro  do  âmbito  da  investigação  académica,  na  universidade  Lusíada  foi
formado um Centro de Estudos Urbanos (CEub), do qual o autor é coordenador operacional,
que se destina a fazer a ligação entre a universidade e a sociedade civil, produzindo estudos e
projectos de forma a financiar a investigação própria. Dentro deste contexto foi desenvolvido
um estudo prévio do Plano de Urbanização do Parque da Devesa, parque da cidade de Vila
Nova de Famalicão21,  com 53 ha  de  área  e  uma envolvente  construtiva  de 100.000 m2,
(Figura 30).

Conclusão

Portanto  o  tema  escolhido  e  as  razões  da  sua  escolha  está  relacionado  com um
percurso profissional e pessoal, que foi surgindo com naturalidade, maturado no tempo e nas
acções desenvolvidas quer no espaço do trabalho de projecto, quer na actividade académica. 

dos autores acompanham esta base. Esta base de dados é periodicamente actualizada com novas
intervenções divulgadas e publicadas.

7. Começaram a ser feitos, no ano lectivo de 2002-2003, documentos em PowerPoint, onde se cruza a
informação acima descrita.

8. Foram feitos textos de apoio ás visitas de estudo efectuadas, ou a efectuar pelo aluno, dos lugares da
arquitectura em Portugal, assim como um roteiro.
Esta informação é fornecida aos grupos de investigação em suporte digital. A propriedade desta base de

dados  é dos docentes  da  cadeira,  produto  de  investigação,  aquisição  e  utilização de maquinas  e  software
específico adquirido pelo próprio, de livros e revistas, frequência de cursos, seminários, acções de formação,
visitas de estudo e outras acções efectuadas a custas próprias, ou produto da actividade particular liberal. É
fisicamente constituída por 5.000 diapositivos e 150 CDs, onde está armazenada toda a informação.
2 1Partindo do conceito de fazer cidade – unidade urbana, e do conceito de contemporaneidade, o orgulho de

ser no presente, afirmação do colectivo que sabe que é, e que caminha para um futuro que escolheu e
portanto  lhe  pertence,  com  os  objectivos  estratégicos  definidos:  requalificação  urbana através  da
implementação de um espaço público de qualidade, parque cultural urbano “O Parque do Futuro”, de forma a
promover um maior equilíbrio espacial e funcional  da cidade, reorganizando o próprio espaço público da
cidade, criando um ambiente urbano promotor de centralidade e interligação que aumente a participação dos
cidadãos para uma melhor fruição dos mesmos; a valorização ecológica pretende minimizar os fenómenos
de poluição sonora e hídrica, assim como a  redução de assimetrias, enquanto espaço fronteira entre as
populações do meio rural e da própria cidade.
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Figura  30.  Plano da  Devesa,  Vila  Nova  de  Famalicão.  Plano desenvolvido  no Centro  de
Estudos Urbanos da Universidade Lusíada de Vila Nova de Famalicão (Ceub).

Figura 31. Plano de Pormenor da Quinta de S. Jerónimo, Planta de Apresentação. Trabalho
desenvolvido em co-autoria com o atelier Guimarães & Guimarães, apresentado no contexto
do mestrado em planeamento regional  e  urbano em 1996.  Área  de 11 ha,  48.000 m2 de
construção , centro comercial , parque a integrar nas zonas verdes da cidade , lago , zona
desportiva, integração e recuperação de um conjunto - casa ,capela e fontes - sec. XVII. Rede
viária interna e integração na rede viária principal da Cidade.

Importante na escolha do tema foi também o facto de Portugal ter conhecido, nos
anos 80, um período de desenvolvimento urbanístico caótico, em que se destruiu grande parte
das cidades balneares actuando, como se referiu, como se de território sem história se tratasse,
comprometendo seriamente o futuro sustentável destas cidades.

A dupla acção profissional desenvolvida ao longo da carreira, projecto e urbanismo,
levo-nos  à  escolha  deste  tema,  onde  se  vão  analisando  planos,  projectos  e  obras
arquitectónicas, procurando identificar modelos e explicar as razões da sua escolha, tentando
integra-los no pensamento teórico de cada época, pretendendo apresentar conclusivamente um
modelo geral da cidade balnear, onde se incluem pistas e orientações para actuações futuras.

RAZÕES DA ESCOLHA DO PAÍS POLACO PARA A EFECTUAÇÃO DO ESTUDO

A efectuação de um mestrado em arquitectura e planeamento urbano no contexto da
colaboração entre a Escola Universitária das Artes de Coimbra (ARCA-EUAC) e o Instituto
de  Planeamento  e  Arquitectura  da  Universidade  Politécnica  de  Poznan,  (Figuras  31/33)
permitiram ao autor o contacto com os Professores Robert  Ast e Zimowski,  entre  outros,
assim como o aprofundamento do conhecimento de um território que até à pouco tempo lhe
estava politicamente vedado.
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Figura 32. Plano de Pormenor da Quinta de S. Jerónimo. Corte longitudinal.

Figura 33. Plano de Pormenor da Quinta de S. Jerónimo. Corte transversal.

Tendo  sido  convidado  pelo  Professor  Doutor  Zimowski  para  prosseguir  os  seus
estudos na Universidade de Poznan ainda se frequentaram algumas sessões, após o que se
pensou ser mais útil para a área de formação pretendida uma outra orientação e uma outra
universidade  de  forma  a  acrescentar  a  mais  valia  de  novos  métodos  de  investigação  e
orientação.

Nesse contexto foi-se orientado pelo Professor Doutor Mário Kruger,  arquitecto e
professor  catedrático do  Departamento  de  Arquitectura  da  Faculdade  de  Ciências  e
Tecnologias da Universidade de Coimbra, onde durante o ano de 1997 se frequentou as aulas
de  preparação e  formação  interna  dos  assistentes  do  departamento  de  arquitectura,  assim
como se esteve inscrito na cadeira de Arquitectura Teórica I e II regida pelo Professor Doutor
Mário Kruger. Independentemente da pessoa do Professor Mário Kruger, de quem se faz  o
elogio, e que se tem mantido como co-orientador da tese,  deve-se dizer que não existiam
condições reais de efectuação de doutoramentos, na área da arquitectura, no Departamento de
Arquitectura da Faculdade de Ciências e Tecnologias da Universidade de Coimbra, por não
estar implementado a estrutura e o curso.
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A partir dessa altura desenvolveram-se contactos com o Professor Doutor Juan Jesús
Trapero  Ballestero22,  arquitecto  e  professor  catedrático  da  Universidade  Politécnica  de
Madrid, especialista em planeamento urbano e intervenções em espaços litorais, com quem se
trocou correspondência, mas que infelizmente faleceu.

Através  do  grupo Eurocultures23,  conheceu-se  a  Professora  Doutora  Dominique
Rouillard,  arquitecta  e  professora  da  Escola  de  Arquitectura  de  Paris  Villemin,  Directeur
d'Etudes  da  Université  Paris  1  Panthéon  Sorbonne,  investigadora  francesa  sobre  assuntos
relacionados  com  a  urbanização  dos  espaços  litorais,  autora,  de  entre  outros,  “Le  site
Balneaire”24, com quem se discutiu a temática da investigação, a quem se convidou para
orientador, e com quem ainda se escreve25.

Tendo mantido desde 1992 uma relação de amizade e de trabalho com o Professor
Doutor  Robert  Ast,  com quem desenvolveu vários  trabalhos  de investigação,  assim como
viagens de estudo sobre a mesma problemática, sendo ele autor de vários estudos sobre a
costa polaca, pensou-se que passados 5 anos e adquirida uma mais valia de conhecimentos, a
convite do Professor Robert Ast, aceitou-se o prosseguimento dos estudos na Faculdade de
Arquitectura e Planeamento da Universidade Politécnica de Wroclaw.

De facto, e lembrando sempre que nós somos todos uma mesma comunidade de gente
pensante e discordante, em que à vida académica se encontra ligada uma certa moralidade,
livre e partilhada livremente por todos nós, em que todos dependemos uns dos outros para
fazer progressos na nossa própria área, viu o autor a vantagem na sua formação neste espaço,
em que a diferença cultural permite uma visão do mundo que dificilmente se poderá adquirir
no espaço do antigo bloco ocidental. É com a diversidade que se avança.

EXPLICAÇÃO DO TEMA

Turismo e Reordenamento do Território

A  importância  do  turismo  no  mercado  e  na  economia  mundial  é  um  facto
inquestionável.  Portugal  tem condições  de  excepção  para  o  desenvolvimento  do  turismo,
tendo desde 1960 feito uma aposta na implementação e desenvolvimento do turismo, como
prioridade da industria nacional. Após a implementação do primeiro modelo, dito turismo de
elite, interrompido pela revolução do 25 de Abril de 1974, seguiu-se um processo de caos, que
se define como turismo para o povo, no qual os trabalhadores ocuparam os empreendimentos
turísticos, habitando-os, ou constituindo-se em comissões de trabalhadores, que passaram a
administrar  as  propriedades.  A implementação de  um turismo selvagem, com a ocupação
indiscriminada  do  território  por  construção  clandestina,  a  implementação  de  parques  de
campismo,  indiscriminadamente,  desenvolveu  um  outro  processo  de  turismo,  dito  de  pé
descalço.

22Autor de entre outros, TRAPERO, Juan Jesus “Los Paseos Marítimos Españoles. Su Diseño Como Espacio
Público”, Akal, Madrid, 1998.
23Laboratório do desenvolvimento sócio-cultural da cidade, é um grupo de investigação sobre a arquitectura,
urbanismo e a história da cidade, constituído na sua maioria por professores universitários e investigadores da
CEE e da Europa central, fundado em 1992 no contexto do Institut Superier D àrchitecture St-Luc de Bruxelles.
24ROUILLARD Dominique “Le site Balneaire”, Mardaga, Liège, 1984.
25Razões de ordem pessoal da parte do autor impediram a concretização do prosseguimento dos estudos em
Paris.
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Nos anos que se seguiram a 1974, regressaram a Portugal aproximadamente 1 milhão
(1.000.000) de portugueses residentes nas ex-colónias, na sua maioria desalojados, sem casa e
sem meios  de  sobrevivência,  que  foram instalados  nas  unidades  hoteleiras.  Nos  anos  80
seguiu-se  um processo  de  especulação  imobiliária,  propiciada  pela  jovem classe  politica,
ignorante e inculta, desejosa de ganhar dinheiro. Nesses 10 anos construiu-se sem critério,
destruindo e condicionando seriamente o futuro da maioria  das  cidades portuguesas,  com
particular incidência na costa. Este processo, dito de turismo de massas, interno, promoveu
um modelo  de  distopia,  em que  se  produziu  uma  cidade  assimétrica,  mistura  de  cidade
socialista e neoliberal, que provocou uma reacção por parte das populações e das suas elites
intelectuais,  que  obrigaram  o  estado  português  a  tomar  medidas  de  prevenção,  infra-
estruturação e reabilitação urbana. Este processo propiciou o aparecimento de pensamento e
de uma cultura fundamentalista, de raiz ecológica, contrária a qualquer tipo de construção.

No momento presente está-se numa situação de limbo em que, reconhecendo-se que
são  necessárias  novas  construções,  novos  equipamentos,  novas  cidades,  não  existe
enquadramento legal para a necessária actuação, nem modelos de crescimento sustentáveis.

Reabilitação urbana e Espaço Público

Por outro lado, e como já foi referido, Portugal desenvolveu ao longo do tempo e da
sua história uma série de espaços de uso relacionados com as actividades do mar, observação,
defesa  e  contemplação  do  mar,  portos,  marinas,  abrigos,  fortes,  fortalezas  e  faróis,  entre
outros  equipamentos,  hoje  obsoletos  ou  com outras  funções,  a  necessitar  de  reabilitação,
novas vocações que permitam a sua manutenção enquanto objectos de identidade cultural, de
referência histórica e de afirmação de contemporaneidade. A reabilitação destes espaços tem
de ser pensada em consonância com os tempos e na sua projecção no futuro, evitando erros do
passado recente26. Assim, e reconhecendo que o espaço público adquiriu, sobretudo a partir
dos  anos  80,  uma  grande  importância  enquanto  elemento  de  reabilitação  urbana,
nomeadamente nos espaços fronteira de transição entre a terra e a água, passeios marítimos,
este  estudo  aborda  a  questão,  fazendo  uma  reflexão  e  análise  sobre  o  espaço  público
português  e  internacional,  evolução  e  importância  e  a  sua  transposição  para  os  espaços
litorais, enquanto necessidade e permanência formal da estação balnear, (Figuras 34 e 35).

Assim o trabalho de investigação sobre a evolução do espaço público aborda o espaço
público internacional e nacional, identificando acções e intervenções de referência, históricas
e  contemporâneas,  focalizadas  no  contexto  europeu,  sobretudo  enquanto  elemento  de
requalificação da orla  costeira  da cidade,  onde a  integração de equipamentos  apropriados
como complemento de lazer, cultural, desportivo, educativo e lúdico, devem ser considerados,
aproveitando pré-existências ou propostas de raiz. 

26Segundo Teixeira de Pascoais, no seu livro “A Arte de Ser Português”, nem sempre um passo atrás é um
retrocesso, podendo ser um avanço.

 Teixeira de Pascoais, nome literário de Joaquim Pereira Teixeira de Vasconcelos (1877-1952), bacharel em
direito principal mentor do movimento da Renascença Portuguesa (1912), cuja voz (A Águia) dirigiu até 1916
- apostolando a filosofia da saudade, entre a lembrança e o desejo de um "regresso ao paraíso" que só ele
logrou  pressentir.  In,  Biblioteca  Nacional,  BN  -  Arquivo  da  Cultura  Portuguesa  Contemporânea,
http://www.citi.pt/cultura/temas/frameset_modernismo.html.

http://www.citi.pt/cultura/temas/frameset_modernismo.html
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Figura 34.  Matosinhos, Portugal. Proposta de intervenção no espaço público do passeio 
marítimo. Grupo de investigação urbana, Universidade Lusíada de Vila Nova de Famalicão, 
coordenado pelo autor.

Figura 35. Zoom da intervenção.

E porque o espaço público também tem uma vocação intersticial, entenda-se percurso
activo de ligação entre zonas e equipamentos, aborda-se o desenvolvimento do espaço público
e  as  suas  relações  com  os  equipamentos,  chamando  a  atenção  para  a  apetência  lúdico-
desportivo-cultural, parque cultural, que estas zonas comportam, assim como a clara aptidão
relacionada com as actividades balneares, lazer, e de diversão diurna e nocturna.

Pretende-se,  através do estudo de caracterização do espaço público litoral,  que se
entenda  a  sua  importância,  especificidade  e  o  seu  lugar  no  modelo  da  estação  balnear,
enquanto elemento caracterizador, e as suas relações com o privado. Ler a cidade, através das
suas estruturas principais, enquadra-la no seu contexto histórico, e abordar a sua morfologia.
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Habitação

A questão da habitação é um dos objectivos da actual reflexão. O impulsionamento da
renovação do espaço residencial, não só desde a necessária reformulação – espacial e técnica
– da própria “célula” edificada, mas também a investigação de novas ordens urbanas, é uma
necessidade. Uma nova realidade territorial, onde a habitação em conjugação com o espaço
público defina novas soluções para o desenvolvimento estratégico das cidades, tem de ser
encontrada para dar resposta ás necessidades das pessoas e das populações, que pensam e
vivem a cidade e os seus espaços de forma diferente, e com necessidades diferentes de alguns
anos atrás. As linhas que definem hoje em dia, o actual projecto residencial devem traçar
directrizes de referência para a futura organização do espaço público.

Equipamentos

Os  grandes  equipamentos  da  cidade  readquiriram  uma  notoriedade  crescente  no
século  XX.  Objectos  de  culto  e  romaria,  as  novas  catedrais  têm  sido  utilizadas  como
instrumento  de  reabilitação  dos  espaços  urbanos  com algum sucesso,  sobretudo  pela  sua
capacidade  de  gerar  polémica,  discussão,  hábitos,  movimento  e  atractividade.  A estação
balnear é um exemplo nesta área. Grande hotel, casino, centro cultural, sala de espectáculos,
marinas, piscinas etc. são exemplo da notoriedade destas estações. Elementos indispensáveis
da  estação,  jogam um papel  primordial  na  capacidade  de  atracão das  pessoas,  e  têm um
posicionamento particular na estrutura da cidade. O estudo deste posicionamento e as suas
relações com a cidade, são objecto de análise deste trabalho, (Figura 36).

Figura  36.   Piscina  de  Grandes  Dimensões,  Leça  da  Palmeira,  Matosinhos.  Grupo  de
investigação  urbana,  Universidade  Lusíada  de  Vila  Nova  de  Famalicão,  coordenado  pelo
autor.
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Os Actores

Porque a cidade é uma criação do homem, e não de deus, o seu aparecimento deve-se
a  pessoas,  factos,  e  condicionamentos  físicos  e  políticos.  Na  cidade  balnear  a  história  é
recente. Pretende-se, neste estudo, estabelecer uma relação entre a história das pessoas e das
ideias que lhe deram origem, com os factos arquitectónicos de referência que lhe dão corpo.

O Futuro

Portanto o presente trabalho é virado sobre o futuro. O que fazer com uma estância
balnear  ?  ou  como  estabelecer  uma  nova  estação  balnear  ?

Para  esse  entendimento  é  necessário  olhar  para  o  passado,  analisando-o  e
determinando os seus modelos de desenvolvimento, as intenções dos seus promotores dentro
do  contexto  ideológico  de  cada  época,  a  estrutura  dos  núcleos  urbanos,  os  factos
arquitectónicos  que predominam na sua estrutura e  o  inter-relacionamento entre  os factos
arquitectónicos, edifícios e equipamentos, e o espaço público.
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URBAN AND RURAL SETTLEMENT PROCESSES

THE PROBLEM OF SPACE OCCUPATION AND ORDINATION IN CAPE VERDE
THROUGHOUT ITS HISTORY

Fig. 1: City of Praia, hand drawn map, 18th century (Source: Arquivo Histórico Ultramarino,
Lisbon) 

Factors  like  the  exposition  to  the  constant  winds  of  northeast  and  the  different
agricultural potentialities, in connection to the external and internal access to the interior of
the Islands itself, had formed during the times the main specific conditions which determined
the population process and the dynamics of its growth.

During the first 200 years, having Cape Verde the main importance as obligatory stop
in the trade in between Europe, the Americas and Africa, the settlement processes, beside
strategic position for trade, were conditioned by access to water and possibilities of extraction
of the rural areas, such as plantation and wood for production of domicile energy. 

Santiago and Fogo were the Islands which offered the best agricultural potentialities
and  therefore  they  have  been  the  first  to  be  settled  on.  Santiago  is  still  today the  most
agricultural Island of the Archipelago. Other Island as Boavista and Maio have been settled
with the objective to  explor  the cattle’s,  such as  Sal  was for  exploration of salt  and São
Vicente due the exploration of supply of ships with coal.
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With the decreasing of the importance of the maritime navigation and the following
worsening of the economy, also by “over-working” the slaves, all agricultural production was
reorganized to self-subsistence. Maize turned out to be the most important practiced culture
on the Island, after initial domination of cultures of cotton and sugar cane. 

So, at the beginning of the human occupation till around about 1830, the economy and
the distribution of the population in consequence developed mostly on the Islands of Santiago
and Sal, due to the agricultural potentialities, Boavista and Maio due the cattle and Sal due the
salt exploration, mainly in the 18th and 19th century.  With the installation of the English coal
companies in São Vicente in the 30s of the 19th century, for supplying ships for international
navigation,  the  first  modern  urban  centre  was  created  and has  been  for  a  long  time  the
principal attraction point the for population of the other Islands. 

With  the  opening of  the  international  Airport  on  Sal  Island,  this  turned out  to  be
another attractive point for internal migration.

Praia  de  Santa  Maria,  the  actual  capital  on  Santiago  Island,  besides  being  the
administrative centre of the territory, only would become the great attraction point for internal
migrations from 1975 on, after the independence of Cape Verde. 

HISTORICAL  DEVELOPMENT  OF  URBAN  AND  RURAL  TYPES  OF
SETTLEMENTS AND ARCHITECTONICAL FORMS

Fig 2: Interior of Santiago, provisory habitations, ca. 1920 (Source: Frank)

To understand urban and rural human habitat development, it is important, as we have
seen, to look at the geographical, social and economical conditionings of Cape Verde and at
its history.
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As Cape Verde were inhabited islands at time of there discovery, they just became
interesting  for  Portugal  because  of  is  geo-strategically  position,  starting  to  depend  on
maritime  trade  of  slaves  and  goods,  taking  an  political,  military,  trade  and  religious
importance for colonial expansion strategy. So the first settlements, as there main reason was
connected in any way to Atlantic expansion, necessarily had to be on the coast,  with the
harbour as centre of importance. 

The first urban agglomeration to be founded, in 1462, was Ribeira Grande (now called
Cidade Velha),  at  the  south-west  coast  on  Santiago Island,  and  by first  appreciation,  the
localization chosen was at a place that seemed to combine ideal conditions:

1. Localized  on  south-west-south  of  Santiago  Island,  it  was  protected  by  the
Mountains from winds blowing the whole year from north-east directions;

2. It had water from a river for supplying the population and, also very important, for
ship supply for crossing the Atlantic; 

3. It was localized in between a valley, formed by the river bed, and on mountains
around, military defence system could be built up strategically; 

4. It had a small harbour, where the river flowed into the ocean;
5. It had enough space by the river bed and upstream for agriculture cultivation.

Some  conditions  would  be  discovered  later  as  not  so  favourable,  especially  the
dangerousness  of  the  riffs  in  the  harbour,  the  topographic  limitation  for  expansion,  the
vulnerable exposition of the urban corpus to attacks and pillages, and, very important, the
insalubrious climate, due to swamp formation and bad ventilation of the valley. 

Praia, founded shortly later (first reports go back to beginning of 16 th century) at the
coast  around  about  12  km  of  distance  to  Ribeira  Grande,  direction  east,  had  following
conditions:

1. It had water from a natural fountain, the fountain Ana, which was transformed later
into a well;

2. The natural harbour was larger, calmer and less dangerous for anchorage of big
ships;

3. A natural Plateau by the harbour, an elevation of around about 1.5 ha, lying about
30 meters above sea level,  gave it  a natural  hide and protection from possible
attacks  coming  from  the  seaside,  and  beside  this  was  favourable  for  good
ventilation,  important  in  the  tropic  climate  on  an  Island  known  as  having
unhealthy climate, especially for Europeans.

So the first settlements of human habitat were influenced by strategic position on the
coast line (harbour for trade and supply), water resource and space for agriculture cultivation
and breed farming.

Santiago geographically and strategically seemed to be the most promising Island. The
country sides inside of Santiago Island and other Islands (beside Fogo), without the same
strategic and geographical conditions, were led inhabited for a long time.
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Fig 3: Historical map of Ribeira Grande, 18th century
Fig 4: Historical map of Praia, 18th century (Sources: Arquivo Histórico Ultramarino, Lisbon)

SANTIAGO  ISLAND,  ITS  LOCALIZATION,  ADMINISTRATIVE  AND
GEOMORPHOLOGIC ASPECTS 

The Island of Santiago lies between the parallels º 30 and 15º 00 of northern latitude
and between the meridians 22º 30 and 25º 30 western longitude to Greenwich. Its maximum
length is of 54.900 meters in between “Ponta Moreiera” in the north and the “Ponta da Mulher
Branca” in the south, and its maximum wideness is of 29.000 meters in between “Ponta da
Janela” in the west and “Ponta Praia Baixo” in the east.

Fig 5: Map of Santiago island (Source: H. Monteiro)
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It is the largest Island of Cape Verde, having 991 km2 of surface and 970 km perimeter.

The Island is constituted by six Municipalities: 

- The Municipality of Tarrafal, in the north of the Island, has a surface of 212.4 Km2 and a
population of 18.059 inhabitants.
- The Municipality of Santa Catarina, the second largest of the Island and localized in the
northwest with an area of 242.9 Km2, and with a population of 49.970, which are distributed
by the Districts of Santa Catarina and S. Salvador do Mundo.
- The Municipality of S. Miguel, covering an area of 90.7 km2, with a population of 16153
inhabitants, which are distributed by the District of S. Miguel.
- The Municipality of S. Domingos, with an area of 134.5 km2, with a population of 13.296,
which are distributed by the Districts of S. Nicolau Tolentino and Nossa Senhora da Luz.
- The Municipality of Santa Cruz, at the eastern part of the Island, occupies an area of 149.3
km2, with a total population of 32.822 inhabitants, which are distributed by the Districts of
Santiago Maior and S. Lourenço dos Órgãos.
- Finally, the Municipality of Praia is the largest one of all. Localized at extreme south of the
Island, with an area of 261.2 km2,  with a population of round about 145.000 inhabitants,
which are distributed by the Districts of Nossa Senhora da Graça, Santíssimo Nome de Jesus
and S. João Baptista.

Among the principal factors that influence the climate of the Island, we can name the
following ones:

- The geographic situation, as it is situated in a zone of arid and semi-arid climate, with its
exposition to constant winds, which are the one from northeast the “Harmattan “from the east,
and the one from South Atlantic. 
- In geomorphologic aspects, two main mountains massive dominate the Islands, one being
the one of Pico d’Antónia, with 1392 meters of height, and the Serra da Malageta, with the
highest point being the Mount of Malagueta with 1063 meters of height, having its extension
in principal direction east to west. These two mountain ranges are divided by a   highland
called Santa Catarina, with around about 500 meters of height.
- Beside these main mountains, there are others, such as: Serra de Palha Carga, in 8 km of
distance to north of Pico d’Antónia, having as highest point the Mount Tagarino with 1021 m
of height; the Serra Chaminé, with an extension of 11 km, localized at east of Pico d’ Antónia,
with the highest point being the Mount Bidela with 717 m of height. In the northern part of
the Island is the Mount Graciosa, with extension to east and west from Achada Bilim on till
Bay of Tarrafal, having the highest point with 642 m.
-  In  the  southern  part,  there  are  small  elevations  as:  Mount  Vaca,  with  200  m;  Mount
Ventreiero, with 390 m; mount Felipe, with 213 m; Mount Bode, with 290 m; Mount Gonçalo
Afonso, with 23m; Mount Pensamento, with 195 m.

Beside this, there exist large valleys, riverbeds and highlands of various dimensions:
- At east of highland of Santa Catarina starts the Ribeira Seca with 18 km long and the
one of Santa Catarina with 12 km.
- Starting at the Mount Bidela, the highest one of Serra Chaminé, there are the Ribeira
of Cumba with 9 km, Mangue with 8 km and Praia Formosa with 9 km.
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- Maybee it is right to call the Island of Santiago the richest one in natural landscape,
beside the Island of S. Antão.

URBAN AND RURAL SPACE ON SANTIAGO ISLAND

As we have seen, first urban centres were founded nearby the coast and mostly by a
river bed, depending on a harbour for maritime trade, such as Ribeira Grande, Praia, Ribeira
da Barca (at northwest of Santiago), Tarrafal (at north) and Pedra Badejo (at east side).

The only real important relationship from that centres to agricultural  areas (mostly
more  inside  the  Island)  were  the  cotton  plantations,  from which  were  made  textiles  and
clothes, having a special importance for trade at that time, and later on sugar cane for Grog
(sailors rum) and maize.

The  way  of  the  construction  of  first  urban  settlements  was  first  influenced  by
Portuguese medieval urban architecture, and only later, when urban centres became more and
more  dependent  of  agriculture  as  exclusive  economic  activity,  by  involving  much  more
necessity for capacity of work, the African influence could become stronger and stronger,
letting the slave finally find conditions for cultural and artistic manifestations.

The inland occupation  started  much more  lately,  beginning with  slaves  which had
escaped or were let free, due to dropping maritime importance of Cape Verde in 17th century,
and consequently the decreasing of trade and following impoverishment of landowners, which
had no more ways to supply their slaves over lots of months, till the next precipitation season.
These escaped slaves built up their temporary houses of wood and stones (called  Funcos),
palm leaves  and undergrowth,  mostly high up in  the mountains,  to  be  more secure  from
probable persecution.

They changed their place from time to time, partly due to persecution, partly forced by
finding cultivable land, and after some time, when they felt secure, they settled down and
began to work the land. Still today, a lot of dispersed houses and villages can be found on
most inclined slopes high up in the mountains inside Santiago Island.

Old traditional habitations still can be found at the so called “Rabelados”9 (rebels), a
well preserved dissident community of religious sect, which are still today a community that
lives  in  houses  made  of  palm leaves  inside  Santiago  Island,  having  to  outsiders  a  very
reserved relationship, and a strong unit and religious sense of community inside.

DIFFERENT FORMS OF SPACE OCCUPATION

There can be found two types of space organization on Santiago Island: the dispersed 
occupation form, mostly agrarian village’s or areas inside the Island, and the concentrated 
occupation form, mostly urban centres.

9 Community born in the 40th by the dissidents from Catholic Church in reaction to several norms imposed by a 
severe establishment and interpreted as prolongation of colonial dictatorship. In consequence, they fled into the 
mountains and rejected any kind of contacts with the Catholic Church and state administration, such as 
education, civil registration or vaccinations, transforming this attitude during the time into a taboo. Some of them
persist in the same attitude till today.
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Dispersed occupation form

The dispersed occupation form in rural areas inside the Island has primordially two 
reasons: the escaped slaves (as we have seen) and the difficulty of finding cultivable soil. This
is important to explain the most secluded localizations of houses on hill slopes, with very 
difficult accesses.

Fig 6: Interior of Santiago, rural dispersed occupation (Source: K. Richter)

These houses have mostly a popular character:  thatched roof in form of saddle roof,
front of the house type of window-door-window, built  of stones often without mortar and
without stucco, outside space in front is reduced to a small forecourt for children play and for
domestic activities. The inside is made out of one room without complete division, or just one
half wall or a divisional curtain which divides optically living room from bed room. At the
backside can be a little annex functioning as kitchen and a small yard for pigs, poultry or a
corral.

Fig 7 : House type “window-door-window” (Source: K. Richter)
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They are normally far away from water wells and way back from roads, inaccessible 
to not welcomed people (the Creole expression badio, how people from Santiago Island are 
called in Cape Verde, comes from the Portuguese word vadio, which means the one who 
strays or who roams about).

There they cultivate lands, from which they are owners or which they rented, a 
tradition that had survived, also by heir, till today.

Concentrated occupation form

Fig 8: Praia, view of urban tissue, north-south (Source: H. Monteiro)

These are cities, villages or agglomerations which have some kind of ordination space
structures,  like  certain  environmental  or  architectonic  elements  or  axles,   related  to
importance or time at history of there formation, and having gradual sedimentation.
We can define 3 basic types: (Vieira, 1991, p.19/20)

1. With nuclear character (“Nuclear agglomeration”, developed around a central
structural  element,  without  necessarily having appropriated this  element  for
structural orientation). Example: Pedra Badejo;

2. With linear structure (“Axle agglomeration”, along a road or a river bed), with
very similar characteristics of Portuguese medieval cities.  Example: Ribeira
Grande;

3. With  grid  character  (“Chessboard  agglomeration”,  with  orthogonal  axle
organization in geometric discipline). Example: Praia’s centre Plateau.

All three types have in common, that urban and rural areas are not well distinguished
and  clearly  separated  from  each  other,  because  most  habitants  come  from  rural  areas,
including the agrarian tradition of Cape Verde into there new living space. That leaves to a lot
of pet-owning and plantations on any free square meter of a yard inside urban spaces.

 
The urban “Nuclear agglomeration” is a relatively chaotic space organization, even

though there  are  some rules  recognizable:  lying  around a central  place  or  harbour,  these
agglomerations  have  grown  relatively  uncontrolled,  but  normally  trade  zones  (like
marketplace,  shops  and  work  shops),  residential  zones  and  governmental  and  religious
buildings are clearly distinguished.

The urban “Axle agglomeration” functions to the logic of proximity to the principal
circulation axle, mostly a street (or a river), where trade is going on, where street traders pass
by and shopkeepers can make their business, on which the whole agglomeration is depending
on economically. Most of this urban form can be found in the interior of the Island, lying at
the roads that cross the Island, connecting one Major urban centre to another. Others can be
found at the coast, where river beds flow in valleys into the sea, showing clearly the dominant
dependence of the element water. But even there is the strategically logic of the main street
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(Rua Direita),  to which most other places and buildings have an advantage to be (like in
Ribeira Grande). 

The urban “Chessboard agglomeration” is characteristic for the most important centres
of Municipalities, which importance of space demands to make plans, occupying an important
role in socio-administrative structure of the Island. 

Urban colonial architecture

Beside the differentiated typology of architectonical constructions we will see later,
especially when we refer to Ribeira Grande (military, sacred architecture), there is one type of
building which,  in some differentiations,  appears  in  all  main cities of Cape Verde (Praia,
Mindelo  on  São  Vicente,  São  Felipe  on  Fogo),  but,  due  to  historical  reasons  of  early
development of importance and early loss of same, it doesn’t appear in Ribeira Grande. It is
the colonial habitational and functional building which came up in the 19th century and in its
classical form in São Felipe is called Sobrado. 

This type of building consists in two different shapes and two versions of floor forms:
its shape is around an inner yard, and it can circle the yard totally in the middle, the building
forming an “O” around it, or the building can have the from of an “U”, leaving one side of the
backyard opened and is only closed by a simply wall behind. Normally it has two floors,
while the ground floor can be half in the ground, making of it half a basement, so that the
upper floor ends up in an elevated first floor. This kind of colonial building, in form of “O” or
“U”  we  find  mostly  in  the  historical  centre  Plateau of  Praia  (Domestic  building,  with
basement,  Sobrado).  In  this  case  the  under  floor,  the  kind  of  half  basement,  is  used  for
storage,  while  the  upper  floor  is  living  area,  having in  common that  the  kitchen and the
sanitary installations are outside the main living area, mostly in the yard.

Fig 9 : Façade of colonial building, type with basement (source: H. Monteiro)
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Fig  10: Building type “with basement”, shaped in a “U” around an inner yard (source: A.
Cabral, K. Richter)

The type of two floors and the integrated yard, building an “O”, we can find mostly in
Mindelo and São Felipe, where it is called Sobrado. Here the upper floor was also reserved
for the living area of the Patron (only slaves of confidence could enter this floor), while the
ground floor was reserved for storage, shops and office, such as sleeping area for the slaves,
when necessary. This is the kind of building that still today, as long as preserved, marks the
historical centres of these main towns.

Fig 11 (above): Sobrado in S. Felipe, Fogo island (Source: Cláudia Taia)
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Rural architectonical habitat forms

The typical rural habitation building came out of a kind of hut, brought by African
slaves to the Cape Verde Islands, the so called Funcos.  Originally they have been houses of
one room only, in round shape and mostly with no windows, made out of stem, grass, palm
leaves or of stones, with a roof also made out of stem, grass or palm leaves.

      
Fig 12: Former form of hut…
Fig 13:…and derivate form of Funco, beginning of 20th century (Sources: Antique Postcards
from Cape Verde)

This form derivates later to a rectangular basic ground plan, the front with window-
door-window, being also mostly made out of one room, divided by curtains into living and
dining area on one side and sleeping area on the other. In the front is normally a small yard
area involved by a low wall, for social life like chats and children, and a small back yard for
domestic animals, cooking place and, if so, some small sanitary installations, which mostly
are reduced to a barrel full of water and a pot to wash themselves, the clothes and the dishes. 

These typical urban constructions, with natural or tile roof, can also, beside the real
rural areas, be found a lot in recent urban areas of Praia, being one indicator of the rural
influence, but also most of the habitation buildings in Ribeira Grande are of this type, as we
will see later. This is the classical habitation building of poor and mostly rural areas, coming
out originally of the African hut, as we have seen.

Fig 14: Developed Funco…
Fig  15:…and  houses  type  “window-door-window”  (Sources:  Antique  Postcards  C.V.,  K.
Richter)
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PERCEPTION AND ARCHITECTURE

INTRODUCTION

This paper is a short layout of thoughts and a possible start for a larger project in
progress. My concern is the state of today's architecture, indeed of the last hundred years of
architecture. The main critique is that despite some fair or fine or great pieces of architecture,
taken each individually, most architecture is awful (Frank Gehry said recently: 98 %), and
together the result is a environment criticized by many. The critics have focussed on different
aspects and on different parts of the built environment. Some have looked at the building
industry,  some  at  the  city  planning  principles  and  practice,  some on  the  many buildings
without  pretentions,  the  „everyday  architecture“,  and  some  on  the  pretentious,  the  artist
architecture. The critics don't even agree on what is included in these „98%“. But most blame
„architecture“. As an architect, I witness the discussion within the architecture community
(mostly Germany and the USA) and read books on how ugly today's architecture is. As a
practicioner, my question is: what can I, whan can we do better to ease that suffering, to make
better environments? Can we do anything, or is it in the nature of our era, or of what we
expect of architecture? As a start I thought I look at how people perceive architecture, at the
process of the awareness itself. What I try to lay out here is a means to look at the gap in the
perception of architecture between „the lay people“ and „the architects“. From the ways in
which we humans perceive and think about our built environment I will try to give some
answers about that gap in order to work out at a later time how, maybe, the lay people can be
better served, hopefully without giving up „high art“ architecture. For this purpose, I will
sketch some basic rules of perception and what that might mean to clarify ways to look at
architecture. Some of it is basic psychological knowledge, some is my conjectures. For the
sake of simplification I will not deal with any writing in the built environment (like on street
or shop signs). For this discussion I use the term architecture simply to mean all buildings.
References are only cited when something is a direct quote.

SHORT COMMENT

While we are theorizing with terminology … "When we reflect retrospectively about
what  we  experienced,  we  >discover<  or  >invent<  supposedly  independent  areas  of
phenomena, by using terms like perception, memory, feeling, or even consciousness. During
the actual proceeding of the experience there is no such separation“.  (E.  Pöppel, 2006, p.
113)

SOME FIRST INFO ON WAYS THE HUMAN BRAIN WORKS

Image single cell 

From early on living organisms needed energy (e.g. light and food) and protection of
their body – thus developed the distinction between inside („me“) and outside („the world“).
With that distinction developed the methods to detect what is  outside and to decide what
needs to be kept outside and what needs to be let inside. For this, nature developed senses like
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perception, and it developed processes to help react accordingly to the information taken in by
the senses, the start of a brain.

Processing

The basic chain is input – process- output, or: reception – processing – reaction, and
this  is  still  what  we humans  do.  We have  only diversified  and  perfected  all  three  parts.
Perception is the process of reception of the information from the senses and the processing of
it  in  order  to  evaluate  what  it  means  for  us.  The  evaluation  as  the  second  part  of  the
processing is cognition. All information input is only processed in as much as it helps with
continuing life, with orientation in order to decide where to move, what to eat, with whom to
procreate,  where  to  sleep  etc.  With  humans,  of  course,  the  means  to  survive  have
differenciated so much that we live complex lives and created abstract thought and culture in
order  to  survive  and  to  procreate,  and  our  processing  has  become  equally  complex,  so
complex that our brain needs to reduce the complexity constantly.

In his book „Der Rahmen“ (i.e. „the frame“), which condenses a lifetime of research,
the  German  brain  scientist  Ernst  Pöppel  points  out:  „The  main  task  of  the  brain  is  the
reduction of the complexity of information. (…) The result of this reduction of complexity is
abstractions“. (E.  Pöppel, 2006, p. 113)

The need for simplification is a result from the need of the organism to economize –
our brain uses 25% of the body's glucose already. Perceive only as much as you need to, and
think only when absolutely necessary. We only perceive and process those parts of reality,
those features of reality, that we need. The rest of the information does not get processed, gets
thrown out, disregarded, forgotten – if it has been picked up in the first place. And when we
cannot rely on reacting based on our unconscious brain work,  only then,  as a last  resort,
consciousness  kicks  in,  and  we start  to  „think“.  These  higher  functions  of  the  brain  are
subordinate services to the basic life functions, they finetune the success, and they serve by
evaluating the information. „Thinking (is) a service function for the inner well-being of the
body“. (E.  Pöppel, 2006, p. 260)

From the need for economy comes the tendency to fit information together into larger
wholes, into abstractions called concepts, which we can handle without constantly having to
think of all the parts. The more information can get packaged into a new simple whole the
better. The more we can categorize the parts of something with concepts which we already
have (that is: use information we already have), also the better.

Example: city – street – house – window – window sash etc This does not mean that
the concept has to have a word for it – an image can represent it, too. Nor does it mean that
the concept is simple, for „street“ can take on many forms, memories, meanings, and further
associations.

Image single cell with flagellation moving

In order to get more food and avoid danger better for living beings, nature detected
things beyond contact, things to reach out for. Now it had to handle distance. It developed
perceptions for this and ways to get there: movement. But movement requires two abilities:
the moving of the body and the orientation in space. Space as an experience for living beings
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developed as the effort to reach what the senses told to be closeby, like where the smell or the
light got stronger. In my opinion space, as we organisms experience it, is therefore only the
perceptual construct developed to help us move and orient ourselves. The first senses needed
for a sense of space are the inner body information „I am moving“ and the information from
the perception of the outside which may confirm the movement and the position and indicate
whether progress has been made.

Image single cell – human

For  apes  and  humans,  moving  in  complexe,  large  environments,  perception  has
become one of the main senses, orientation a basic part of our being.

Image house body house

Space is experienced by us humans as the body effort needed to bridge the distance,
for example between two buildings, and what I can do in the area in between (we could call it
action space). Space may be thought of geometrically, but sensing the space is a projection
from the potential body movement, from the effort inside or in relation to objects, to bodies,
to surfaces.

Objects as bodies

What we confront in the real world are objects with volume and weight and a certain
surface feel to it: we perceive objects as bodies. And I argue we often experience buildings,
when we look at them from the outside and see more than a facade surface, as if they were
bodies as well. I wouldn't be surprised if there was something akin to mirror neurons for the
body senses.

THE PROCESS OF PERCEPTION

Image

When we look at  something with our  eyes,  our  brain runs  a  complex program to
process the information we receive and makes sense of it. Only at the end of it, and only
sometimes, what got processed actually becomes conscious, that is, we „see“ it. „Our brain is
governed by the categorial compulsion to detect meaning in everything and always; we have
no  detector  for  the  meaningless,  since  there  was  never  a  cause  in  nature  to  deal  in  a
meaningful manner with the meaningless.“ In other words: the brain always makes sense out
of the information the eyes picked up. (E.  Pöppel, 2006, p. 52)

„When  constructing  the  visual  knowledge  we  are  governed  by  a  compulsion  to
categorize; the brain with its sense systems cannot but create; there will always be something
specific discerned“, something categorizable. (E.  Pöppel, 2006, p. 325)

The  first  work  the  brain  does  with  the  information  it  gets  from  the  eyes  is  to
destinguish
• areas of brightness and colour,
• patterns,
• edges and corners.
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It is on this level that the brain already works with certain topological features. „The
visual apparatus analyses at  first topological invariants … namely areas,  continuities (like
edges and lines) and, among all, holes.“ (E.  Pöppel, 2006, p. 403)

We know that the brain detects the difference between a circle and another circle with
a hole in it earlier and easier than it detects the difference between a circle and a rectangle.
Both rectangle and circle are one area. But a „hole“ in a circle is a second area. That there are
two areas is more basic information than whatever shape one area may have. This may be the
reason why a traditional window as a hole in the wall may be the most recognizable feature of
a building: it interrupts the object's continuous surface area. image 

Out of the recognition of areas, patterns, edges and corners, the brain constructs
• forms and objects in 2D and 3D, and from this, I deduct,
• volumes and spaces, and with space (distance) there comes a first guess of
• scale

To recognize an object, the forms of the areas have to be put together, and those forms
put  into  a  relationship.  That  means,  there  is  the  recognition  of  a  topological  pattern.
Topological patterns are the ordering principle of the neural information and are necessary for
object recognition. „To be able to recognize an object, the geometrical relations of the features
which characterize that object have to be stored in the brain“. The construction of 2D and 3D
objects in the brain involve the rules of Gestalt and other aesthetic rules. Any perception of an
object as being partially behind another object requires a sense of the third
dimension, and it requires the idea of a body, in order to suggest that one is behind the other
as opposed to cutting or merging into it. Not every two forms which meet indicate that one
form is partially behind the other. Our experience of bodies and space must play a role in our
perceptual experience. Maybe we already connect some of our visual perception with some
perception of other senses at this level.

These objects and spaces, still purely geometrical and without meaning, are called the
percepts. This level of percepts is the level we architects often would be happy to work in.

COGNITION

The next step, the next level of information processing, is the cognition process. Out
of the visual objects and spaces we construct
• meaningful things and
• meaningful places – we put what we see into our lives and connect with it. Most of that is
still  done unconsciously,  automatically.  The 3D objects  and spaces  (and 2D surfaces)  get
compared to experience and knowledge, that is: to memories, in order to understand them, to
detect how they relate to us – to make them meaningful for us and our needs.

In order to make sense of any incoming information, our brain needs to compare. It
needs to take the information and look at what it has already stored that matches it, and where
the new information fits in. Pöppel: „we are born to compare“. Comparing is taking features
from the new perception and look for similar features in our memories, and then check how
far these features match. It seems that if we get a positive result, we connect the associations
from the memorized features to the new features to integrate them, to add meaning to them.
(E.  Pöppel, 2006, p. 296)
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The connection of image – emotion – memory

As Pöppel points out: „Due to the high degree of interconnection in the brain there is
no act of perception independent of an emotional evaluation, or free from a connection to
memory. Every view, each image created in perception is immersed in our emotional world, in
our past with our memories and also in our future with our intentions. (…) A >naked image<
of our perception cannot exist.“ (E.  Pöppel, 2006, p. 152)

It takes us a conceptual effort to shed the connections again and come back to the level
of pure percept. This may be the reason that abstract art didn't come easy in modern art, but
needed revolutionary energy to shed the meanings. The cognitive process uses methods like
• remembering,
• combining,
• comparing,
• associating,
• categorizing and
• judging
to connect the percept with realms of meaning. All these methods require comparison of the
new percept with stored memories.

Fig. 1. How the percept might connect with cognitive information for an experience of the
meaningful thing.

In the  cognitive  process,  the  percept  triggers  comparison in  different  realms,  who
again may lead to other realms. Our brain searches for connections mainly where its needs lie
at the moment. We pick the associations by our current situation. If I am tired and want to sit
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down, the emphasis of the search for cues of whether it is ok to use this chair will be different
than if I am afraid I might fall over it.  Things are understandable, readable, recognizable,
through any of the sequences above: the percept chair might trigger the memory of a personal
experience, which in turn might trigger the memory of a cultural code, which in turn might
have me look at the situation the chair is in. But the percept chair might as well be fed by the
cultural situation to detect what kind of thing is in front of me, like whether the glas container
is supposed to be to drink from, hold flowers, or make sound with, and this realization in
return  triggers  whole  loads  of  different  associations  of  cultural  practices,  personal
experiences, and who might be in charge of that object right now.

SPACE OF CULTURE AND CODE

Social space, activity space and potential

If space is a mental construct of projected movement and relation between objects,
social space can be considered the evaluation of a space or object according to who claims it,
whose territory is  it,  what  am I  socially allowed to do there,  what  kind of  relation with
humans can I set up there, what does it tell me about social meanings and its past. Activity
space is what it is or has been used for, what it is to be used for, and what is the potential for
this space or thing to do something with: can I move it? Handle it somehow? Walk across it?
A good example for a potential for action is a stair.

The perceptual  psychologist  J.  J.  Gibson called all  the  potential  uses  of  an object
„affordance“, the architect Hertzberger tried to give parts of his buildings different ways to
use them and called that „polyvalence“ - many potentials. There are two affordances: one is
the reading of the environment for the known, habitual, codified ways of what to use the
things  for,  in  order  e.g.  to  behave in  the  best  manner:  The stair  for  climbing.  The other
affordance caters to our human curiosity to explore, to find out what something might be
useful for, it is those possibilities which the cultural code would not see as the typical use: the
stair for sitting on, the stair for throwing things down of, the stair as a slide. (M. Richter,
1998)

Why do people look? Here the main needs:
- To control position and movement and orientation
- To read and evaluate objects, things, as well as signs, animals and people
-  To  deduct  and  evaluate  situations  (with  objects  and  people,  e.g.  danger,  social  rules,
possession etc)
-  To deduct,  project  and evaluate  potentials  (for  functions,  for  action,  for  movement,  for
interaction …)
- To read the meaning of the objects, situations and potentials

MEMORY

Memories is everything stored in our brain for further use, be it personal experiences,
abstract thoughts or theoretical knowledge.  Every time something becomes conscious,  we
construct it from the information gathered e.g. from looking, but we construct it with the help
of our memories. „We cannot have anything in our consciousness if our memoires haven't
been checked and therefore a connection has been established to previous experience. (…)
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Without  a  previous  representation  of  knowledge  nothing  can  be  constructed  in
consciousness.“ (E.  Pöppel, 2006, p. 140)

But  each  memory  of  something  is  stored  in  the  brain  as  some  parts  and  some
connections, and when it is called up from memory, it gets reassembled, with a lot of it getting
filled in based upon the „cues“ we have stored for this purpose. Now, the choices of what gets
stored – which memories as well as which parts and connections of a memory - see witness
statements  in  court:  perception  errs,  and  memory errs.  That  means,  that  also  every  new
information which gets checked with memory (remembrance or knowledge) in order to be
constructed as a conscious image, doesn't get checked with a complete, fixed memory image,
but with …..........................................

Parts of the whole package got stored, and parts of the whole package get recalled:
visual  elements,  the  thing  concept,  the  knowledge  around  it,  the  emotional  and  value
evaluations of it. 

Memory 2: to reconstruct from memory

Memory  1:  to  put  into  memory!  This  means  that  the  new  image,  which  is  in  itself
constructed of new and memory material, and which is constructed based upon the needs and
mental state we were in, gets broken down, and parts and connections of it are stored, often
with the situation we were in (our present reality) and therefore with our emotional state of
that situation and a sense of a place. We construct image with memory, put a part of it into
memory, and then use that to construct a new image, which then gets stored again partially
into memory, and so on. The more the thing we perceive and need to put into memory fits a
memory already existing, the easier it gets to memorize, because all we need to do is connect
the existing pattern of a memory with the small differences the new thing has. We only need
to memorize the particular deviation from category or type, if we can categorize or typecast
something.

What does that mean for when we look at architecture?

If we store the useful parts of an experience in memory for future use, this piece of
memory  is  not  a  picture  of  the  experience,  but  selected  aspects,  the  features  most
„memorable“. When remembering meeting a friend in a café, my brain may conjure up a mix
of: some parts of impressions (not even clear images) of the place and the table we sat at,
some smell or sound bits, some sense of comfort, some action or conversation piece (did I
order or did he?), some feelings, some meanings. A memory without a place assigned to it is
rare – Pöppel states it cannot exist, but then, he may not be thinking of stored knowledge, but
only of personal memories, in memories which I was part in, as a body experiencing a space
and  location.  And  since  location  is  one  of  the  major  features  to  establish  identity  and
orientation, it may be part of every stored memory, or it may be added by the brain when a
memory is recalled, reconstructed, in order to be complete. What gets stored in memory is not
a  clear,  continuous,  detailed  model  of  the  café,  but  a  group of  impressions,  features  and
qualities of different sorts, and when I recall the memory, they will be put together again
creatively and with the gaps filled in by our experience, by the best guess of the brain of what
would make sense.
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Memory creating identity – identity creating memory

As a human, I need personal identity. This identity gets secured by the memory of my
past in images (which also carry emotion with it),  images which I keep, but which I also
streamline to fit into a model of continuity of my identity. The memories get staged, as Pöppel
points out: „The staging of the self is focussed on consistency … The many coincidences
which I am subjected to and which often open new gates are being interpreted retroactively as
meaningful. Coincidence turns into meaning. My identity is being staged by the consistency
of the different images … That what is not consistent will be adjusted, changed, skipped or
suppressed in order to create the identity“. (E.  Pöppel, 2006, p. 148)

I dare to say that the same process of „forcing identity“ by adjusting the images holds
true for concepts, for the explicit knowledge in words, as well: „In order for images to fulfill
their true purpose, to secure personal and cultural identity, there has to be a complementary
usage  of  both  systems  of  knowledge.  Explicit  and  visual  knowledge  provide  the  mental
framework to grasp the world by thinking and to be anchored in the world by images.“ (E.
Pöppel, 2006, p. 155)

As an architect, my identity, my self-image may require certain values, certain actions
and reactions, certain emotions: I HAVE to feel that this building is awful, maybe because it
belongs to a category of buildings considered awful by my peers, the other architects! I don't
play being an „architect“ - I embody it. How can I then even be sure of my emotions? That
they are „genuine“ and not evoked to fit my self-image? Or would it not matter? And even if I
were sure of my emotions: how do I know I don't just adjust logical reasons to explain my
emotions, in order to make my feelings and my thinking match? Let's say, might I invent good
reasons for choosing one building over another because my feelings tell me I should?

HOW WE RATE OUR KNOWLEDGE

The order of connection

Who is to say that we first determine what something is and then what it does for us?
If as a child I had looked at the floor beneath my feet, the floor that supports me, and my dad
had told me that the pattern I saw was called „tiles“ - does this conclude that from now on
when I see that same pattern, my brain thinks: that pattern - tiles – supports me – I feel safe.
Or could it  as well  think: that pattern – I feel safe – supports  me – tiles. Or some other
combination, maybe all of these associations at the same time. 

In other words: does the name of the physical thing I see (tiles) show up in my brain
before the feeling I have when I experience it (safety) or the knowledge of what it does for me
(support me)? From what I understand, it shows up essentially at the same time, because all of
it gets connected with my perception before I get to react unconsciously (like by stepping on
it) or before I get to think about it consciously. For the brain, the order and combination of
these associations may vary, but it doesn't matter – what matters is only that all of these get
presented together for evaluation for the next step: act, or think about it. 

We call this experience by the only name we have, tiles, and for some reason from
now on, from the moment on we have a name for it, we architects mostly think of the physical
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object alone as the tiles. As if the feeling and what it does do not matter any more. Yet every
concept of a thing is all of this: the appearance, the use for us, and the feeling we have with it.

How about when we see a little house? Do we first recognize house, then think shelter,
then feel home? Or do we maybe first feel home, then think shelter, then recognize house? Or
everything at the same time? So how come, when we architects think of houses, that we focus
so much on the physical stuff, and less on the feeling of it? Or do we, but our feeling is not
primarily home, it is aesthetic pleasure? And do we recognize this, or do we sometimes talk
about one thing as if it were an objective entity „this house“, but really mean „this feeling“?

Where does a function like protection from weather or safety come in?

If we think of any architecture, any building, we must not forget that while it appears
as a solid construct, a thing of materials and spaces, a finite and clearly distinguishable object,
it  is  also,  and always,  the  holder  of  meanings,  of  situations  and potentials  –  there  is  no
architecture built without them, in fact, most architecture is built precisely because of them:
because it offers space and meaning, for situations and for potentials. 

The object, the material substance, is only a part of what the architecture is. Since it is
the only aspect of it that can be always seen, it is sometimes taken to BE the architecture. So
these  properties  of  architecture  are  mostly  detected  by  looking.  They  are  detected  by
interpreting visual cues. How and when are these cues being seen? The emotions attached
may be  evoked directly like  „atmosphere“  or  „ambiance“  in  spacial  settings.  For  objects
German designers use the term „Anmutung“, maybe „impression“ or „appeal“ in English (like
how an object feels when looking at it while holding it in your hand). Or the emotions may be
connected  to  the  associations  we  have  (like  to  values  or  to  memories  of  a  previous
experience). But the fact is: whatever the brain offers us as image, it always offers us with an
emotion – sometimes just  a vague hint, sometimes a strong physical reaction – maybe as
information on how we reacted with this or similar information in the past, as a suggestion for
our action.

When we look and judge architecture, thus, we always do with an emotional tendency.
We may be able to overcome it, but we have this bias as part of our perception.

When people don't have a reason to focus on the forms, on the „skillful, accurate and
magnificent play of volumes seen in light“ (Le Corbusier, one of several different translations
of the french original quote), when people don't use the level of perception of objects, that is,
which most people don't consider the most important thing about their environment, then they
deal with architecture on the level of meaningful things. (D. Naegele)

They see a church and don't associate stile, or other buildings with that material or
form, or other works by that architect, but they probably associate foremost something more
social and more personal: the role it plays in their lives. How it fits into their customs and
habits, the memories they have of being in it, the congregation and its members it stands for,
how it  symbolizes  their  belief  and  their  belonging  to  that  place  and  city.  Those  are  all
associations steeped in emotions.

And  architects  have  emotions  looking  at  a  building,  too.  For  the  perception  of  a
beautiful or ugly building evokes emotions. And so do associations with the architect's body
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of knowledge, with a style, an architect, a typology. It has values attached to them, memories
of experiences and learning.

CONSCIOUSNESS

Consciousness (what we call „thinking“) is only an additional layer in the brain to fine
tune the processing when the information cannot be adequately processed any other way. It is
a „last resort“, built late in the development of species to handle tricky tasks. Perceptions that
appear in our consciousness have always been processed by other parts of the brain before.
They come pre-processed and pre-tested.

Thinking is  the conscious testing of alternative proposals or solutions -  sometimes
solutions  to  a  task,  sometimes  to  follow  a  feeling,  sometimes  seemingly  aimlessly.
Suggestions get set up step by step, established as thought. and checked against the task for
where they fit (is this logical?), what they do and which other options they open up, and
maybe whether that gets us closer to completing the task. There is thinking in images, and
there is thinking in concepts and with words. Some claim that this is all that can be considered
thinking.  But  there  is  also  thinking  with  feelings  and  in  social  relations  (emotional
intelligence), and there is thinking in physical movements and processes, like a lot of what
craftspeople or artists have to do.

Consciousness and the preselected

Only  when  the  brain  calls  for  attention  consciousness  kicks  in  (starts).  When
consciousness has to take over, it  gets confronted with concepts, which have feelings and
values already as part of them, and consciousness has to start work from there. Therefore,
before presenting us with perception for conscious consideration the brain has evaluated it,
judged it. In German „prejudgment“ gets translated as „Vorurteil“, which means: bias. We get
biased information to think about. Always.

THE PROCESS OF LOOKING WHILE MOVING THROUGH SPACE – SACCADES
AND EYE STOPS

Let's take a walk to consider the different ways of perceiving and understanding our
environment. And, since many of us are urban dwellers, let's take a walk through a residential
street in our city.

Continuity of location awareness (continuity of context)
 

We are a species which moves. And for moving we need a sense of orientation, of the
location we are at, the places we have been and the places we want to get to. The need for
continuity  of  our  knowledge  of  where  we  are  is  so  strong  that  we  become  completely
confused and often scared when we suddenly don't know any more where we are, like when
we wake up and don't recognize the room. The least we need to know, no matter where we
are, is how we got there. From that knowledge we can make sense of our present location (and
if it is only: I jumped out of the car), whether we are safe, and where we might want to move
to. Stability of our environment (including explicable changes) and the memory of our recent
past is the basis for knowledge and future interpretation … allows us to concentrate only on a
small amount of information.
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Images of view range and of magnifying glass

Our eyes capture a range of view of nearly 180°, but only a small part in the center is
focussed – the focal area of our view. The big rest of the view appears as an unfocussed,
diffuse  information,  which  nevertheless  gets  processed,  because  it  is  necessary.  Most
information  coming  into  the  eye,  and  all  from  the  large  unfocussed  parts,  gets  quickly
checked by the brain against memories of experiences of the past, based on what you should
expect,  and  on  what  has  there  been  so  far,  and  then  it  is  categorized.  The  unimportant
information is forgotten, the important gets marked for a closer inspection. 

If I were asked to tell what was on the outer edges of my viewing field while I walked
along our city street, I might say „houses, maybe 3 stories high“. The words are precise, the
image is  not.  Maybe it  is  very vague.  But  yet,  the  fuzzy image is  enough to give  me a
cognition, „the house“, a precise concept. In this context, the blurry image of a high object
with certain patterns is enough information for my brain to realize that it must be a house.
And if that's all the brain needs so that the environment is considered ok, then there is no need
to look closer at that house, to turn my eyes and focus on it, and the image and its memory
will fade a moment later and be lost. But still,  it  was important for me to see that blurry
image, because it was necessary to confirm a safe environment. If the pattern of the blurry
image continues basically unchanged when I keep walking, the brain knows: „it  is  still  a
building – don't worry“. And it doesn't call for attention. We normally do all of this visual
processing of the unfocussed areas of our eyes unconsciously. And unconsciously we also turn
our eyes towards something which the brain judges to be important to look at, which needs to
be  paid  attention  to.  The  eyes  jump.  Our  eyes  constantly  move  from  one  spot  of  the
environment to the next in little jumps. They focus at something for a part of a second with
their central, clear image view, then jump to a new spot to focus on. These jumps are called
„saccades“, and the stops inbetween „eye stops“. The information from the eyes only gets
processed in the brain when the eyes are not jumping.

Fig. 2. Source: Yarbus – above picture, below
saccades and where the eyes focussed, the eye
stops. 

Fig.  3.  Image  from:  Alfred  L.  Yarbus:  Eye
movements  and  vision.  Plenum  Press,  New
York  1967,  as  shown  in:
http://www.wikiwand.com/de/Fixation_(Psych
ologie) as of 11 Jan 15
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We construct the idea of the world around us by adding all these little spot looks, these
eye stops, into a larger picture of the overall environment. And we fill in the inbetween with
the fuzzy information. So we never actually have an accurate, detailed and complete image in
our head (unless we were a specific type of idiot savant).

Our eyes have the need to jump. We constantly scan with the eyes. What is interesting
is how the eyes jump. Because the saccades are not haphazard, they are not by chance. In fact,
the spots to focus on are chosen by the brain before the eye makes the jump. The brain has an
expectation of the next image and even makes small quick corrections to the eyes' position if
he saccade, the jump, didn't end up where it was supposed to.

That means, before we see something clearly by focussing on it, the brain has chosen
what to look at and what it expects to see. It has chosen what to present to our conscious or
subconscious. It seems that our unconscious brain steers us by deciding what we get to see in
the world.

There are different causes or reasons for its choice of the next spot to focus on. One is
an unexpected movement. Regarding architecture, which rarely moves unexpectedly, there are
other causes for a saccade. A strong contrast, like a spot of strong color, could be one, if it
jumps out from the context. Another could be a change in the fuzzy image which tells the
brain: here is a different thing. And maybe it tells the brain, what kind of new thing it is. The
eyes do not only jump because of coloured spots, they mainly jump to meaningful things.
Even the information from the fuzzy areas of our view gets processed in our brain on the
conceptual  level.  That  is  specially  true  when  we  look  at  the  environment  searching  for
answers to questions, to a specific task.

Fig. 4.  Different scanning depending on the task of what to look for Image from: Alfred L.
Yarbus:  Eye  movements  and  vision.  Plenum  Press,  New  York  1967,  as  shown  in:
http://www.wikiwand.com/en/Eye_tracking, as of 11 Jan 15
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Above is an example from the Soviet scientist Alfred Yarbus, who was maybe the first
to research the eye movements in depth. It was long before video cameras could film the eyes'
positions while people where moving, so it is studied by having people look at pictures in a
laboratory setting. It  shows how different a picture gets looked at depending on what got
asked of the person who was looking. If the question was for example „how do the people
feel“ (ill.  1) it requires concentration upon different parts of the picture than when asking
„what clothes are they wearing“ (ill. 5). But the eyes don't scan all of the picture and stop
when they see clothes, no, they jump from the clothes of one person to the clothes of another.
That means, the brain knows before the jump where they have to look next, where the next
clothes likely are, which means the brain can detect the clothes or their likely position from
the fuzzy area outside the focus of the eye.

My conclusion is, when we look at something, most of the time the brain decided that
it  was  important  to  look  there  before  we  realized  in  our  consciousness  that  there  was
something worth looking. The brain told our eyes to look, and when we then consider it,
which happens mostly in glances of about ˝ a second, we half-consciously evaluate it and
decide whether it is worth paying attention to it, to really think about it.

Before we can think about it  and make a value statement,  the brain unconsciously
made a value judgment for us twice already: yes, this is worth jumping to and focussing on,
and, yes, this is worth paying real attention to.

Fig. 5. B. von Busse: scene in Venice. From: Peter Lorenz: Entwerfen; 25 Architekten - 25
Standpunkte,  DVA,  München,  2004,  p.54.  For  me  it  looks  like  an  architect  sketched  his
saccade perceptions, the addition of separate glances, into a structure which still needs to be
completed by memory. 

Since  we  do  not  scan  the  entire  environment  but  construct  our  image  of  it  with
selected pieces, and since the selection gets done based on features that might have slightly
different meanings to each one of us, could it be that each of us (or better: our brain) selects
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different pieces? And if we put together our image with different pieces, how much do we see
environments or buildings differently from each other although we think we look at the same
thing?

I am still walking in the street and scanning the street environment. When something
seems worth considering,  my eyes stop on it  for about ˝  a second. Something called out,
something grabbed  my attention.  The image appears  in  my consciousness,  and  my brain
decides whether to move on, in which case the image quickly fades from consciousness and
from memory, if not thought about again within the next seconds.

Or my brain decides  to pay attention.  To really create a thought about what I  am
perceiving. To anchor it in consciousness. And to readjust my saccade pattern to „searching
for information to feed a specific thought in my mind“. I start to consider what I am looking
at, like how the building in front of me has been constructed. When we all together look at a
building  consciously  –  do  we  each  therefore  construct  our  image  of  the  building  from
different glances and our understanding from different associations of these different images?

And is there a way to see a building which is more right, which is better, than another?

Paying attention When does my brain decide to pay attention?

I have the following suggestion as an answer:
• When what the eyes see doesn't fit the brain's expectations.
•  When  what  the  eyes  see  DOES fit  the  brain's  expectations,  and  those  expecations  are
specific: „I am searching for something, and when you see it, let me know“
Is there a third cause?

When something doesn't fit expectations, why is that? What does the brain expect? I
would say a range of continuity and what it considers „normal“ at any given place and time.
The latter part, the „normal“, can mean a difference to a moment ago, therefore a rupture of
continuity – when that rupture is expected: when I turn the corner and expect to stand in front
of the entrance to  the park instead of among houses,  and then I  suddenly don't,  then the
continuity has been upheld (with more houses), but it wasn't what I expected for that place.

Atmosphere 

While we walk along a street, the short images by our eyes' movements get interpreted not
just for a continuity of objects and space, but for the atmosphere, the meanings and feelings
the  space  carries.  This  is  a  background  feel  we  have  when  we  then  look  at  something
consciously. We evaluate what we see with those feelings, on that background of emotions
and values.

HOW  ARCHITECTS  AND  LAY  PEOPLE  MIGHT  LOOK  AT  ARCHITECTURE
DIFFERENTLY - A SUGGESTION

The architectural journalist and fotographer Wilfried Dechau published a little book in
1999  called  „Architektur-Alltag:  woran  Baukultur  scheitert“,  maybe  translatable  as
„Architecture's everyday: why building culture fails“. In it he shows many samples of what he
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considers ugly and hideous buildings. And then he describes how he went to take pictures of a
new house for an architecture magazine, a building by architects with design claims, and how,
when he took pictures of it, passers-by from the community commented: „look, he is taking
pictures of the silo“ - for the front of the house has a cylindrical form, and there is a farm shed
nearby with a cylindrical silo in front. The architects on their website make special reference
to it. The similarity is intended. The passers-by detected the reference correctly. (W. Dechau,
1999)

Fig. 6. House in Lützelbach by the architects Beckenhaup+Hohm. 

Fig. 7. Farmer's barn in Lützelbach, Germany, with silo in front. fotos downloaded from the
website of http://www.beckenhaubhohm.de/ as of 2010 (not any more on it).
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What shocked – but maybe not surprised - Dechau, the visiting fotographer, was that
the passers-by said that they liked the house immediately to the right much better (see foto
below).

Obviously,  for  us  architects  that's  not  understandable.  The  neighbouring  building
doesn't have anything of what we consider design. It is a mix of parts and formal movements
without a consistent language, without order and formal tension, a jumble of many disparate
elements helplessly put together. Any first year architecture student would be thrown out of
school if he proposed something like this.

So what makes it more appealing to the „lay people“, which we – for the sake of this
argument  –  declare  the  passers-by to  be?  Here  some  suggestions  based  on  the  thoughts
developed above and based solely on the foto below, which is obviously not exactly what
anybody close to these houses would see, but it is the view published by the architects of the
left house:

Fig. 8. Foto from http://www.beckenhaub-hohm.de/ in 2010

Here we see two houses side by side which each have the size of one- or two-family
homes. If a lay person puts emphasis on cues for the concept of home, on suggestions of the
buildings of how it is to live in them, how they would make him feel comfortable, what do
these buildings then tell him?

Building posture

Fig. 9. As physical bodies, the left building accentuates a position parallel to the street. The
right building stresses more the connection to the street by having an axial accent which faces
the street.
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You feel like you can stand face to face with the right house.

Attitude to the street

Fig.  10.  While  the  left  building  pushes  closed  volumes  against  the  street,  like  shields  to
protect it and distance it from any person walking by, the right building extends itself to the
street with parts of its lived-ins spaces, as if it were interested in what happens to the street.
The approach to the left building has to be done by going inbetween the two „bulwarks“
through a narrow and shaded passage  in  order  to  reach the  front  door.  There is  a  lot  of
protective space inbetween the street and the entance of the left building. The foto doesn't
reveal where the building on the right has its front door, but it is not unlikely that that front
door is clearly visible and approachable from the street.

The left house seems to say: stay away. But you feel comfortable approaching the right house.

Facing the passers-by

Fig. 11. While the right house has a feature which seems a bit like a central face, with a head,
eyes, a nose, and a body center beneath it, the left one has two eyes, too, but on the side, and
one of them nearly hidden. There is no face.

It seems like the left house is organized parallel to the street, stretching out. But you
feel like the right house faces you.
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Fig. 12. The left building consists of a play of cleary separate, distinguishable bodies, which
have been put together. The right one is a mix of forms which alls cluster around the main
body, each one of these forms incomplete, growing from or sticking to the main body. This is
a feature often found even in high quality traditional buildings: the parts of the whole are not
easily separable from the main body. It seems you could easily add or change the right house
without destroying it.

Windows

Fig. 13. The building on the left has a few scattered windows. They are too small to be of any
good use from the inside (it is difficult to imagine how a room inside could have a view out
through them) and too small or too high up in order to allow a person on the inside to relate to
the street in front. Only a glass pane above the entrance door suggests a larger space inside,
but it is hidden underneath the large roof.
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The building on the right has a wide array of windows in different forms and looking
at  the street in front of it  from different  angles and from different heights.  The top ones
suggest  a  panoramic  view  across  the  area  across  the  street.  These  windows  also  offer
associations of action, of opening them from the inside, and looking or calling out, or having
a chat with the passers-by. They suggest communication. They tell us that the street can be
supervised. What is not visible from the foto but from an otherwise similar one in Dessau's
book is  that  the  left  frontal  bay on the  ground floor  is  indeed  an  entrance  „room“.  The
entrance protrudes from the building, it reaches out to the street. It seems you can only have
easy contact in and out of the right house.

Fig. 14. Building parts that protrude, specially those which are common or traditional, offer
any  spectator  associations  with  similar  building  parts  which  he  has  already  visited,  like
memories of having been in a bay window. By their outer form and size they suggest a space
inside.

Windows do the same thing, if to a lesser degree, especially if they are big enough to
imagine a fairly sized space, and that means one comfortably inhabitable, behind it. While the
right building with its fair number of different but familiar windows suggests equally familiar
rooms behind them, the building on the left only really offers one outer form with inner space.
And that one is a small cylindrical space with a mini window apparently too high to be of any
other use than some light or air – a rather claustrophobic suggestion. There is representation
of living space on this side of the left house, but it is as a glazing of a gap between the two
frontal parts of the house, not with a traditional window. You have to have seen projects like
the left house in a magazine to imagine what the inside might be like, but everybody can
imagine traditional rooms in the right house.

Roof 

Both buildings have a sloped roof, in fact the type of double sloped roof called gabled
or ridged roof, because they have gables at the end and a ridge on top. So while this doesn't
distinguish them, there is a debate among architects about what the form of a gabled roof
stands for, and I would like to lay out the likely perception of a lay person. The gabled roof
has  been strongly connected to  a  quasi  archetypal  image of a  home,  visible  in  children's
drawings.. Those who argue that it is a simple cultural code, and then they mean: as good as
any other roof, point out that kids in other cultures, like in the dry and hot parts of the world,
probably draw houses with flat roofs, because that is the kind of roof they know, the roof their
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houses have. And that should be true. What makes the gabled roof, or any doublepitched roof
with a ridge, a specially strong form for the roof of a home is its associations:

1. A box can mean many things, even in the size of a house. But only a house can have
the typical shape of a gabled roof. There is no other common thing - in our culture at least -
with that kind of shape.

2. The shape of the roof with its two slopes defines a space inbetween them as well as
to the floor below. Once you imagine a room to be in underneath the roof, its shape also
suggests protection. It does this without having to resort to a heavy roof mass like it would
need to in a flat roofed building. 

3. While vaulted roofs offer both of these qualities as well, a gabled roof centers the
form in a stronger way. It thus centers the symbol, the association of home. It symbolizes
home as the center. It says: I am here.

4. The gabled roof with stronger sloping, the kind of roof normally used north of the
Alps, allows to see a part of the roof when standing fairly close to it. The roof becomes one of
the describing surfaces of the building's body. The building therefore appears stronger as a
body. And if in our area most sloped roofs are ridged and fairly symmetrical, we can see, we
can feel the upper end of the visible sloped roof, the ridge, as the center of the body. The
building becomes a threedimensional object even if seen frontally, even if you see only one
facade. When you look at a city panorama with lots of gabled roofs, you can infer with each
of them their size, and thus their position to each other.

Fig. 15. The roof.

With both of the houses this sense of volume and center and protectedness occurs. The
feeling of protectedness may be the same when you experience home in a flat building, but
this gabled shape speaks about it, makes it visible.
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Value and Status

At the left house, the different surface treatment of the left frontal box with the flimsy
roof on top of it, which looks like a shack, and the allusion of the cylinder on the right to a
silo, which is a separate structure on a farm, make the two front bodies seem minor service
additions to the building behind, not really part of the „living“ space. The blank walls with
little windows offer few hints at the scale and number of floors of the building. The architects
used a number of ways to actively avoid the appearance of a house for living. It seems that it
is supposed to say „farm“. The right house, on the other side, has three distinct levels, and
each level says, by size and placement of the windows and the bays, that this is supposed to
be a house for living in. It calls out „home“. 

When the passers-by talked to the photographer, they were astonished that he took
fotos of „the doctor's“ house. In Germany that is normally the way to call a medical doctor.
And medical doctors often get assigned a town where they can take over a practice. That
means, most of the time they move to the town, they are not from there. Now, we do not know
in this case, but it is fair to assume that they are academical people with „modern“ taste which
also can afford to live in a building different from the neighbours because their status in this
community is defined and secured already by their important role in the community. They
don't need the house to be anything else but the expression of their personal taste.
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TRADITIONAL JORDANIAN COUNTRY HOME

STATION OF OUR HERITAGE 

In spite of the attention paid by the researcher to all of Jordan architectural map in
special research works, yet he selected "the country" as his study subject (thesis) owing to
scarcity  of  in-depth  research  works  and  studies  relevant  to  that,  or  their  total  absence
primarily.

TYPES OF JORDANIAN ARCHITECTURE:

The  author  has  classified  Jordan  architecture  functionally,  i.e.from  the  usage
perspective of its buildings and utilization, as follows:

Public architecture 

Commercial architecture

Religious architecture 

Residential architecture

Most  important  of  all  is  the  residential  architecture  in  terms  of  construction  size,
expansion  of  developmental  fabric  for  its  linkage  with  population  density  that  would
determine the general visual image and, therefore the national architectural identity.  So, it
constitutes the demographic map of the territory, but it varies from place to place.  Hence,
there  are  Urban,  Country,  Badia,  and  camps architecture.  What  concerns  us  here  is
"country architecture".

The author has classified Jordanian country architecture as follows:

1. Traditional : since the late of 19thcentury to 1950 AD 

2. Contemporary : since 1950 up to now 

3. Modern : since 2000 AD up to now

TRADITIONAL COUNTRY ARCHITECTURE: 

Jordanian villages were formed according to three bases, which are:

1. Fertile land

2. Water availability 

3. Tribalism 

However, most of it existed in the north-western sector of the Kingdom where the
plains, fertile heights with moderate climate and good rain available.
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Fig. 1 non existing village of Wadi Essair           Fig. 2 preserved village Thana

ELEMENTS OF PLANNING JORDAN VILLAGES AND PRINCIPLES OF SPECIAL 
ARRANGEMENT:

Like    many other  simple  Arab villages,  Jordanian  village  had  not  seen  planning
elements that are perceived by Arab and Islamic cities such as, the grand mosque, seat of
emirate, plazas, markets, major streets, and public buildings; except for the mosques, the only
unit that was being built following the formation of quarters due to poverty conditions, and
the same applied to the church. Water pools (ponds) used to constitute the centers of most
villages either those passed on from the Romans or the Turks or those developed by the
people. In this regard, the pond is used by all peasants and their livestock. Therefore, I can
assert that the house was the main element in the formation of quarters from which the village
arises with central water pond. 

Fig. 3. Typical structure of the old village Essarih with pond in the center.
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Fig. 4. Sketch of three houses which appeared in Fig. 3 beside the pond.

Architectural fabric: houses were built contiguously on many sides either by a wall
or two, three or sometimes by four walls. In the later case the house will have a special lane
open to a path branching from a road. Close fitting of homes form the quarter inhabited by a
big tribe or several minor tribes connected together by blood, and average number of quarters
is two and won't go beyond four.

Fig. 5. Mass plan of the center of  Essarih.           Fig. 6. Map of plots and roads.
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Home description:

Fig. 7. Plan of a traditional home.

BASIC ELEMENTS OF THE HOME ARE: MAIN ROOMS AND COURTYARD

Main Rooms:

At one edge of the yard the main rooms were existed,  terraced by sides as a line
continually,    no house had more than three rooms if not less; also members of; also members
of the outspread family used to share sleeping in a room with animal in winter nights, and
also, houses of people were alike in austerity and abstraction except in just a fraction and in a
special cases. All village houses had no staircase. Nonetheless, the portable wood ladder was
the only means to go up the roof when needed. The house used to be the family's production
unit,  water reservoir  and food depot round the year,  as well  as it  provided successfully a
resting  place  for  the  people,  animals  and  birds.  Construction  process  was  carried  out  in
cooperation with neighbors,  men and women; likewise they maintained the external walls
using a layer of mud and straw once every 1-3 years on average for having been affected by
rain water. So that architecture was organic and ecological. 

Courtyard:

Courtyard set in which contained the rest of house components, which are: (Platform,
small room, well& reservoir, oven, cage and toilet). So the yard constituted almost more
than half of the house area and thus presented an environmental and social solution for the
fact  of family seclusion, tribe cohesion and a means to ventilate the house at daylight and a
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look on the sky at night. Thus, walls of yards and homes provided the maximum degrees of
comfort, privacy and security.  

Fig. 8 + 9. Three rooms, view from the courtyard, house in Essarih.

Fig. 10. Elements of the courtyard as a production unit. 

Roads: roads had not also been subjected to planning or urban considerations but were
spontaneously formed from houses and yards walls, so they came out winding with many
turns, except for the dimensions connected with a laden camel. Where, the road width is seven
cubits (on average 3.5-4 m, thus it takes two laden camels), and the path width is three cubits
(on average 1.8 m, thus it takes one laden camel), and the same applies for the lane. On the
other hand, yard wall height should not be less than 3.5m in addition to the projections, so that
camel rider wouldn't collide with them, and road-adjacent houses aren’t unveiled. 
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Fig. 11. Roads, lanes, paths and valley in Essarih

GENERAL APPEARANCE OF VILLAGE:

Jordanian country did not know the architect for he was not present at all at that time.
So,  peasant  perceived the  building  method  by sense  or  inherited  by replication  from his
forebears and conceived the art of establishing the dwelling through several combined factors:

1- Environment    2- Economy     3- Tribal bonds     4- Customs      5- Faith 

And, he realized through that the following most important characteristics:

1- Comfort        2- Simplicity       3- Security       4- Privacy        5- Harmony

Among the common features of villages that they were horizontally-expanding, with
one-storey  houses  and  modest  heights  not  exceeding  5m,  and  walls  were  solid,  clear  of
openings  except  those  overlooking  the  yard,  while  building  material  was  standard  These
combined features resulted in a unified identity albeit it was of spontaneous intent. 

Fig. 12. Preserved old Thana                      Fig. 13. Ruins of an old village Smakiyye
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In a word, traditional architecture was successful due to humanitarian needs.   

With these presents, I find that you will have the right to wonder:

Does the author mean calling for the revival of country traditional architecture
by reverting to building using the mud?

Answer: absolutely not, this a thought with its own supporters of some insufficient
Arab architects who forgot or pretended to forget that this material is barely available for
agricultural purposes in the Arab World in which desert forms 4/5 of its area. 

However,  I  addressed  this  extinct  architecture  with  the  purpose  of  depiction  and
documentation, and drawing out the values. Contemporary  architecture turning villages to
centers of towns prevailing now with new problems that have appeared, and which will be my
next article.
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PERCEPTION OF DESIGN PROCESS  IN THE CONTEXT OF OPEN CONTENT

Modern methods of intellectual work use large amounts of heterogeneous data, and the
prospects  of both practical  and theoretical  enterprises  depends on instant  availability,  and
uninterrupted access to various information. Nowadays, the architectural and spatial planning
project  design,  organizational  and  scientific  issues  are  interdisciplinary.  The  practical
realization of the open source, and open content ideas [10, 17, 21, 22] is major aid in these
projects. The similarities and convergence, in the understanding of open source movement, in
the context of the design process in architecture and urbanism, should be recognized. The
following elaboration shows the usefulness of the application of known open information
technology solutions in process of architecture and urban planning, on chosen theoretical and
practical examples of realization, of the idea of open-source architecture. The usefulness of
the application of open content in the context of the design process, is also pointed out. It is
also indicated, that the technical solutions based on the ideas of open format and open content
using BIM, are aiding the development of technical documentation, planning, construction
and maintenance of the architectural concept.

The main element of modern design process, as well as other areas of human creative
activity is the exchange of information [4, 5, 22]. It is supported by modern methods of digital
communication.  Postulated in numerous publications, the idea of collective intelligence of
digital communication  [6, 10, 14, 16, 18, 21, 22] is applicable in many areas of intellectual
creativity  and  analysis.  Worth  to  mention  is  the  sentence  quoted  by  R.D.  Steele:
"Communication  without  intelligence  is  noise,  intelligence  without  communication  is
irrelevant." As practical realization of this sentence, we commonly use nowadays the methods
of both local and global engagement of communities in planning activities, intellectual, and
financial  (  i.e.  thanks  to  the  electronic  media,   the  development  of  a  community  based
commercial – financial enterprices as crowd funding is currently possible).

The basis for making of above mentioned types of activity is access to knowledge and
information. In the traditional understanding of content sharing, especially for those important
and valuable, the dominant approach is making the availability of information based on the
fees payed to the author.  The data collection process becomes not fluent and obstructive,
information is partial,  gathered only in area the one has bought access. To have access to
information and influence at the reality, one must have the means to collect data. Similarly in
science, the access to literature or current content is conditioned upon payment of royalties.
However,  it  turns  out  that  there  is  an  alternative,  and more  economically and practically
reasonable approach to this issue, which, as indicated Galasso and Schankerman [6] ensures
greater efficiency, even commercial. These are open content and open source. Concepts that
define the free access to the practical and theoretical intellectual achievements.

The  need  to  describe  and  support  of  open  intellectual  content  was  at  the  earliest
recognized in the field of computer science. The idea of open source is associated with R.
Stallmann [21], who turned it to the four "freedoms" for programming, which can easily be
applied to other fields of creative activity. They provide freedom for: the run the program, for
any purpose, to study how the program works, and change it, to distribute copies to be able to
help others,  to improve the program, and release any improvements to the public, so maybe
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the whole community benefits. A prerequisite for the implementation of the above-mentioned
freedoms is - according to Stallmann -  access to the source code. 

Fig 1.  Informational chaos organized. Part of BIM design of Palo Alto Medical Foundation
building in Mountain View, California (DPR Construction, USA). Example of large amount
of digitally organized and maintained spatial information as effect of effective data exchange
in collective environment [3].

Inspiration,  imitation,  use  of  proven technical  solutions  is  part  of  the  profession  of
architect and builder. Art of architecture and building is the unique combination of technical
and  aesthetic  levels.  Usage  of  contemporary  standards,  behavior,  and  design  patterns  in
aesthetic layer is even more noticeable than in the art. Through the open exchange of thoughts
and works, a contemporary currents and trends in art inspires the artists, the present way of
understanding reality is  strongly reflected  in  the  created  works.  Finally,  there  is  a  “good
continuation” rule, which defines the proper designing methodology in supplementation of
existing  forms  in  spatial  environment  and  landscape  by  new  buildings,  structures.  The
landscape works here as the open source for inspiration [5], by observation and dialog with
animate and inanimate environment or existing architectural forms. Imitation, inspiration and
a  quote  from the  environment  is  strongly  recommended  here,  being  guaranty  of  proper
interaction between designed structure and environment. All of the above components of the
creative design process should find their application in the creation of the common good,
common, which is the practical realization of Stalmann's postulate 4.
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Fig.  2.  Example  of  long tradition of  open sharing of  knowledge,  examples,  ready to use
solutions and inspiration. Exchange of information typical for arts, science and engineering.
Liebold, Ziegelrohbau, Taschenbuch fur Bauhandwerker,1891[13].

It may be observed, that common architectural practice - contemporary and past [12, 13]
- uses in comprehensive way at least chosen elements of open content philosophy described
by  Stalmann's  freedoms  [20].  It  happens  in  the  form  of  inspiration,  use  of  ready-made
solutions and the way of their distribution. Nowadays, in many field of creativeness, the need
has been recognized, to speed up of access to the intellectual content, for the common good.
An example  may be  appeals  of  scientists  demanding  sharing  of  research  results  as  open
content, government resolutions calling or requesting for the use of electronic document,s in
the form of open formats.

Recognizing the need to share content, including sometimes "ready to use" solutions, is
one of the most important changes in the creative processes, including architecture. A goal of
these activities is to achieve consensus and compromise in order to improve the conditions for
cooperation.  The  illustrative  example  of  such  initiative  in  field  of  architecture  and
construction, is agreement on the establishment of universal standards for the exchange of
electronic  design  drawings  and  multidimensional  modelling  documents  under  the  IFC
standard. 
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The  development  of  contemporary,  sophisticated  CAD  and  CAAD  applications,
generated a lot of difficulties, closely connected to issue of data exchange between wide range
of  programs,  coming from different  programming companies.  Each of them had different
interface philosophy, ways of interaction, format of data containment. Because of collective
character  of  architectural  design  methodology,  involving  many different  specialists,  often
using software from different vendors, the interoperatibility became an issue. The solution is
nowadays the IFC format, being the foundation of BIM paradigm, which stands for Building
Information Modeling. BIM is process of creating 3D information of designing structure, a
sophisticated and 3D database for every element  of  building.  IFC standard describes  and
contains common modules of data representing element of building and data connected to
them.

Fig.3.  Data  takes  shape  in  architectural  form  -  structural  spatial  data  management  and
integration of different design approaches. Sutter Medical Center Castro Valley (SMCCV), an
example of contemporary,  complicated spatial  data structure designed virtually using BIM
and IPD (Integrated project delivery) methodology in process of digitally aided teamwork and
collective design [1].

IFC  was  developed  by  the  International  Alliance  for  Interoperability  (IAI),  now
buildingSMART LTD,  as  an  open,  available  as  a  complete  specification  standard  for  the
exchange of information between applications of BIM. The format is registered by ISO as
ISO /  PAS 16,739 [11].   Thanks  to  the  openness  and transparency of  IFC became real,
common platform for engineering ,architecture and building information BIM applications
[15].

The other thing connected with IFC may be the conclusion for designers, that they share
common data blocks, from which they are composting the artwork of architecture, achieving
synergy effect. There is an important issue - those "information bricks", like always was, for
example in vernacular architecture, are only raw material for creativity. Those technical data
blocks and their sets representing idea,s may be shared via modern means of communication,
to create creative community. 
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This idea is closely connected with initiative called OSArc [16]. In 2011, a group of
authors  published jointly edited document  titled  Open Source Architecture  (OSArc).  This
futurist manifesto attempts to formulate a new design paradigm in the field of architecture and
urban planning, drawing from a variety of sources of interference. The inspiration, beyond the
ideas of open source, were the theory of the avant-garde architecture, science fiction, theory
of language. Postulated way to achieve the goal - the architectural or urban design - is team
work, and should be realized by contemporary and future interactive digital  design tools,
which  will  react  dynamically  to  changes  in  the  project,  generating  the  consensus  in  the
creative process. It could be similar to present BIM technology, which even today allows to
analyze present and future building behavior.  The manifesto describes the basic elements,
forming  postulated,  a  new  concept  of  design.  These  include:  funding  (by  community),
involvement  (participation),  standards  of  cooperation,  in  terms  of  conceptual  design,
construction,  operation.  In  each  of  these  aspects  of  the  design  process  emphasizes  the
importance of subjectivity and importance of the community. The basis for new way of open
architecture is  very active involvement of participants in the project.  It  will  be similar to
building  a  dynamic  community  open  source  projects  forming,  with  all  its  consequences,
including negative ones. According to authors,  design, digital system will be operating as
open-modular one, similar do many contemporary informatics open-source projects, based on
BIM  technology,  building  the  collective  intelligence  active  community,  being  part  of
sustainable development. 

Fig.  4.  The  art  personification  of  collective  intelligence.  Abstract,  collective  portrait  of
creators  of  the  document  "Open  Source  Architecture"  (OSArc)  [16].  Digitally  blended
pictures of faces of initiative team: Paola Antonelli, Adam Bly, Lucas Dietrich, Joseph Grima,
Dan Hill, John Habraken, Alex Haw, John Maeda, Nicholas Negroponte, Hans Ulrich Obrist,
Carlo  Ratti,  Casey  Reas,  Marco  Santambrogio,  Mark  Shepard,  Chiara  Somajni,  Bruce
Sterling.Open Source Architecture (OSArc),2011, fot.  Pietro Leoni—carlorattiassociati.
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Another approach shows U. Haque [9], which is describing possible, futuristic open-
source architecture as kind of space programming, similar to the operating system within a
computer. The designed structures should be then reconfigurable and changeable. Similar like
OSArc he recognizes the value of cooperation between user and architect. Haque describes
necessity to prepare a system of integration and collaboration where main participants – the
future user of space and professional designer will elaborate the solutions. The physic space is
considered as hardspace, which the users are arranging, using and inhabiting according to
their own frames of logic. This logic should be followed and analyzed, and then composited
by architect – the programmer.  As he writes: “A truly open source architecture does not exist
without  people  to  inhabit,  occupy,  perceive  interact  or  converse  it”.  According to  Haque
everyone is  a designer,  but skilled architect has a role of professional “enabler” and “co-
operant”. According to Garber [7] the change of thinking is visible even now, when design
paradigm are changing, even in full commercial design process aided by open and accesible
BIM technology (fig. 5.).

Fig.5. Revised design-bid-build scenario using BIM technology, where the architect, owner
and general contractor are sharing risks in process of delivery of project (Garber R., GRO
Architects 2013, [7]).

CONCLUSIONS

As it was mentioned above, architecture as skill binding art and technology always used
interoperability  and  knowledge  sharing  to  improve  created  structures  and  ideas.  Re-
introducing  and  popularization  of  open  content  by  contemporary,  state-of-art,  inspiring
technology, may help to improve the process of design, facilitating the way of information
exchange.  The  trends  already  visible  in  architecture  –  participation  [19],  community
evaluation [11, 19], building the vast networks of specialists working on common designs,
may be aided with new ideas and technical solutions, based on free access to knowledge and
concepts, modern and traditional. The participation and cooperation, being part of open source
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process,  may be recognized as  main  direction  in  future  understanding of  design  process.
Introduction of known in informatics open technologies, sources and contents, and leaving
behind some of   inconveniences  of  contemporary practice,  gives  a  chance  for  creating  a
focused  community  the  intellectual  frames  for  creating  architecture  more  conscious  and
efficient. 

Fig. 5. Practical example of successful collaborative team work design process. Elaboration of
design solution in discussion aided with digital tools as the academic experiment conducted in
spring 2013. (M. Paranandi 2014 [18]).
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THE  BEGINNINGS  OF  THE  “LOW  AND  DENSE”  TYPE  RESIDENTIAL
CONSTRUCTION  IN  POZNAN,  BASED  ON  THE  “ZA  FORTEM”  HOUSING
DEVELOPMENT.

After a quarter century from the beginning of the implementation of one of the few
single family, low and dense construction in a complex setting in Poznan, we can make an
evaluation of the quality in comparison to the contemporary solutions.

The “Za Fortem” housing development is an example of seeking new single family
construction  forms  in  the  region  of  Greater  Poland  in  the  80-ties,  in  the  breakthrough
circumstances for forming the residential constructions in Poland.

The perturbations at the designing and the implementation phase are significant for the
then current construction law, the social awareness and the skills of the designers.  That was
the time of seeking and attempting designing and implementing constructions of forms and
standards not present in Poland then, yet widely available everywhere else in the world.

The expectations of the society regarded the implementation of the individual needs
and the utilization of the ownership rights, with the simultaneous utilization of the organized
system of acquiring land, designing and, partially, implementation.

The “Za Fortem” housing development was one of the few attempts to implement a
modern residential complex, undertaken in Poznan, based on the high density single family
construction.   The formal  pattern  for  the  authors  were the  European developments  – the
architecturally homogeneous compound developments, implemented in a complex way.

  

Fig 1.  An example of the row-atrium construction with a utility attic, as implemented in
Villas (Austria), developed with the full social acceptance of this type of construction and
efficient  legal  and  administrative  regulations.   The  size  of  the  lots  and  the  form of  the
constructions  is  close  to  the  solutions  utilized  in  the  “Za  Fortem”  development,  but  the
architectural consistency of the complex is much greater;  the designer learned of the solutions
used in the Villas during the implementation of the “Za Fortem” development. Photo by the
author

The  city  authorities  designated  the  last  available  areas  located  within  the  5  km
proximity from the city loop for this type of construction, which were at the same time within
the  second  fortification  ring  of  the  XIX  century  Poznan.   The  area  designated  for  the
construction neighbored with the old fort V, destroyed almost completely but with a preserved
land system and the richness of the secondary undeveloped landscape.
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The  location  of  the  housing  development  was  attractive  and  was  in  the  north  –
developing part of the city, within the neighborhood of large housing complexes from the 70-
ties, equipped with the basic system of media, with an easy access to important thoroughfares.
This attractiveness was increased by its location near the large green areas in the place of the
old  fort,  which  due  to  the  landform  and  the  historical  function  would  probably  not  be
developed.

For  the  purpose  of  implementing  a  complex  undertaking,  such  as  designing  and
implementing a single family complex within the area of 5 ha, the “Za Fortem Single Family
Construction Cooperative” was appointed.  The designing team was given the entire designing
responsibilities: the development of the program and space concept, the local development
plan, the implementation plan and the construction projects for the entire area.

The basic objective of the project was to obtain a high density of the construction,
comparable to the density of the multifamily complexes, preserving the benefits of the single
family constructions.  In terms of the composition, the objective was to connect the housing
complex with the structure of the neighboring constructions through the continuation of the
existing street grid in the north part and the distribution and softening of the system in the
peripheral area of the fort.

Fig 2.   The space synthesis  of  the designed residential  complex “Za Fortem” in Poznan.
Through adjusting the development’s structure to the rhythm of the streets in the neighboring
construction, a continuation of the existing street grid was obtained; developed by the author
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Fig 3.   An architectural model  of a mixed construction complex “Za Fortem” in Poznan.
Photo by the author                                                

At  the  same time due to  the individual  character10 of  the ownership  of  the future
investment, the project had to meet the general requirements of the cooperative participants,
mainly regarding the usable space of the houses.  

In 1986, the Architecture and Construction Supervision Department of the Poznan City
Hall adopted the concept of the dense single family development11, which defined the form of
the development between the Sarmacka street and the area of the fort V.  It was a solution of
the “low and dense” type, with the density ratio comparable to the multifamily construction12

and with a much higher comfort of living.  The row and atrium construction was assumed in
the project,  as well  as  a  few detached buildings.  The row and atrium constructions  were
designed in modular units harmonizing the structure of the housing complex.  Several types of
buildings were designed with divers space and functional layouts, indicating the lots, to which
the particular buildings were assigned.  In the result of many meetings and discussions with
the  members  of  the  cooperative,  four  types  of  atrium  buildings  and  four  types  of  row
buildings were selected, and a final layout of the housing complex was created.

10 The participants of the cooperative took possession of the lot in the form of the perpetual lease – a not 
complete form of ownership.

11 The Architects, Marian Weigt, Mieczysław Kozaczko and Waldemar Szeszuła, were the authors of the 
concept

12 A high density construction was preferred in the fully reinforced and in good location area – this was the 
condition for approving the concept.
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Fig 4.  The ground level view of the A-6 building, the atrium type building most often chosen
by the investors; Architect M. Weigt, Architect W. Szeszuła.  Developed by the Author

Fig 5.  The view of the second floor of the building A-6; Developed by the Author
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Fig 6.  Cross section view of the building A-6. The mezzanines designed in the atrium houses
were often closed off to change them into additional rooms.  Developed by the Author

Fig 7.  The elevation of the atrium building units.  Developed by the Author

The atrium houses were designed in the shape of the letter  L in the lots  with the
dimensions of 14.1 x 20.0m, and with the area of 282.0m2.  The spacious first floor with the
regular  polygon  atrium (approx.  8  x  8  m)  was  partially  a  utility  attic,  equipped  with  a
mezzanine, in two types of buildings a partial basement was designed, which did not adhere to
the  property  borderers  so  that  deeper  foundations  were  not  enforced  in  the  neighboring
buildings.  The first floor was at the ground level.  The row type buildings were designed in
lots 8.1 m wide, which facilitated a collision-free location of a garage on the ground level and
the development  of the entire  functional  program on two floors.   The architecture of the
designed complex was homogeneous and lacking any individual features.  The rather simple
forms of the buildings with slightly sloped roofs,  connected into units,  created a  housing
complex of a disciplined, balanced design.  The construction was complemented with fencing
and elements of small architecture conforming with the rest.  The existing sets of trees as well
as individual specimen trees were preserved and used compositionally.  With the help of an
architectural model, additional illumination and insolation for particular buildings, gardens
and atriums was analyzed.
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After  selecting  the  location  by  the  future  investors  and  prior  to  submitting  the
individual requests for the construction permits, the first phase of adaptation took place.  It
consisted of adjusting the designed types of buildings to the actual location and defining, in
accordance  to  the  construction  law,  the  proper  relations  between the  neighboring  houses.
Besides that, the adaptations included the individual requests of the investors regarding the
details of the building designs.  The changes in the preliminary designs regarded mostly the
functional solutions, location of the garage, enlarging the basement part and enlarging the
attic  area.   There  were  frequent  requests  for  removing the  mezzanines  and designing an
independent  apartment  in  the  attic  area.    These  adjustments,  made  to  the  order  of  the
individual investors, supported in their requests by the cooperative, were made by the authors
of the designs in order to minimize the disruption in the design of the entire complex.  After
developing the implementation plan, together with the design of the streets, the landscape and
the area reinforcement, as well as the technical designs of the construction, a construction
permit was obtained.

Fig 8.  The implementation plan of the Za Fortem housing development; Architect M. Weigt,
Architect W. Szeszuła.

Each member of the cooperative became an individual investor in his or her own lot,
obligated to implement the approved project and to participate in financing the infrastructure
elements of the housing complex.  The issuance of the individual construction permits with
the adjusted elements was – as it may be assessed from the perspective of the further events –
the first step in the wrong direction.

During the implementation phase, the effects of the introduced changes became more
apparent.  The individual developments of the buildings showed lack of discipline and respect
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for the law by some of the contractors and investors.  The designed level of the first  floor in
the buildings had been changed (it was usually raised in order to illuminate the basement), the
storey height  had  been raised  –  especially  of  the  attic,  as  well  as  own solutions  for  the
architectural detail had been applied.

Fig 9.  An example of patio development in the atrium construction “Za Fortem” in Poznan.
Raising the terrace above the ground level of the patio part, caused by introducing a basement
under the building, compromises the utility sense of such a construction.  Photo by the author,
2003

In the next phase of the implementation,  the investors submitted their  requests  for
secondary adjustments, when they realized about the potential to slightly enlarge and change
the designed buildings.  The most ill-fated were the requests of introducing a full basement
under the buildings and raising the first floor by approximately 1.5m above the ground level.
It was a material violation of the atrium construction idea.

Fig  10.   An  example  of  an  arbitrary  raising  of  the  first  floor  level  of  the  building  and
implementing the basement floor.  Housing development “Za Fortem”, Photo by the Author,
2003
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Some of the adjustments, ordered by the investors, were conducted by the designers
not  related  to  the team of  authors  of  the  housing development,  changing the functioning
solutions and the design of particular buildings.

Fig 11.   One of  the most  stylistically different  adjustments  of  the  atrium building  in  the
Housing Development “Za Fortem”, implemented in the result of connecting two neighboring
lots, Photo by the Author, 2003.

These changes were so widespread,  that  in  some of  the units  those investors who
wanted to remain with the basic form of the building were provoked to changing it and raising
it, as it was done by the neighbors raising their buildings above the designed levels. 

       The implementation process of the housing development “Za Fortem” was basically
completed.  There are still a few, individual, undeveloped lots, but the general  architectural
and  space  effect  will  not  be  improved.   Besides  the  errors  made  in  the  phase  of  the
implementation, the basic design errors should be pointed out, which arose from the lack of
the experience in  designing the atrium and row construction in  one complex.  A detailed
analysis of the investment process and the accompanying events entitles us to a synthesis and
to draw conclusions.

Fig 12.  The Housing Development “Za Fortem”. A cul-de-sac in the atrium complex; Photo
by the Author, 2004
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Fig  13.   The  Housing  Development  “Za  Fortem”.   One  of  the  more  “disciplined”
architecturally streets; Photo by the Author

The inconsistencies resulting from the approach and the expectations of the investors,
as well as the objectives of the housing development in a homogeneous, uniform character,
arose in the process of designing and implementing.

       The final form of the units was materially influenced by the approach of: a) the investors,
b) the administrative body, c) designers.

The investors treated the investment as an individual form of a single family construction,
agreeing to the space limitations, but realizing their own individual needs to the highest
degree:

- The usable area of the house to be as large as possible, without considering the little
lots

- The individual architectural design – a symbol of status and manifestation of the
aesthetic preferences of the individuals

- The investors in fact did not accept the idea of the atrium construction, bending its
form to the culturally rooted model of a storey house with cellars.

The law and the administrative body lacked the following functioning particulars:

-  An  effective  supervision  and  enforcement  of  the  decisions  of  the  construction
supervision authorities

- The possibilities of the full enforcement of the copyrights by the designers

- En effective mechanism preventing issuing the construction permits, which are in
contradiction to the law – e.g. constructing the external layer of a wall outside own
property or issuing permits for adjusting a building without the approval of the author

- The mechanism preventing a pathological implementation of the unified construction
forms in the individual system

- The  effective activities to protect the green areas and the protected by law fort,
adhering to the housing complex.
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The designers’ attitude lacked:

- The insightfulness in foreseeing and eliminating the potential neighborly conflicts at
the phase of designing, adjusting and implementing

- The awareness of the true expectations of the investors

- The skills in meeting the individual expectations and the real needs of the owner of
the lot, with the simultaneous realization of a uniform, homogeneous concept of the
complex

- A consistent approach and resistance against any negative situations disclosed at this
stage of an implementation.

The  final  form of  the  residential  complex  “Za  Fortem”  resulted  from a  series  of
causes,  which all  individually could be sufficient  to  distort  the original  project  objective.
Their simultaneous appearance multiplied the negative effect.

       Ultimately, the complex was created in a form far different from the initially designed.
Some of  the  investors  manifested  their  need of  individualism,  some of  them adopted  an
accepting attitude to the designed style and resorted only to small changes within the imposed
convention.   A complex partially uniform and partially  individualized  was  created  in  the
result.  The need of individually shaped architecture of own house appeared against the initial
intention  of  the  architects.   The  natural  self-expression  and  the  manifestation  of  the
individualism of the investors prevailed over the idea of the uniform architecture.

       The housing development would have probably gained a different form if it was realized
by one contractor and transferred to the cooperative participants.  Such a uniform look is
obtained in complexes implemented nowadays by developers, who sell a ready product: an
apartment or a house.  The first “low and dense” developments in Europe also adopted such
form.

It is difficult, though, to clearly state what the paramount importance is in the unified
construction  –  is  it  the  full  freedom  of  the  investors,  which  shows  in  the  individual
architecture of the houses, and in the result, the diversity of the complex, or it is rather the
formal  and design  discipline,  widely understood as  the  basics  of  the spatial  order.   “The
construction law increasingly takes away the rights from the regular people to decide about
their own home, its value.  The professionalism limits the freedom of an individual, who in
spite of that strives to realize his or her own dreams.  How should we assess the value of the
architectural space if it is subjectively different in the psychological space in the life of the
owner,  and  different  in  the  “objectified”  knowledge  of  the  professional?”13  Is  there  one
answer  to  the  question  regarding the  limits  in  accepting  a  person’s  individual  expression
against the general architectural structure of a complex?

“The work of architecture always appears in a specifically defined context –(…) the
composition  of  the  architectural  work  is  understood  as  an  intentional  organization  of
structural features of a form, it has to, then, take those particulars into consideration in order
to integrate with the surroundings, introducing, besides the durability, the purposefulness and
the beauty of a formation (…)  Leaving the formulation of the contemporary definition of

13 A. Bańka, Architektura psychologicznej przestrzeni życia,  Gemini- Print, Poznan 1999r. 
page.13
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beauty  to  philosophy  and  aesthetics,  it  can  be  stated  that  the  perception  of  beauty  in
architecture has also gone through an evolution from the “contemplation of the newfound
order”, expressing the faith in the objective structure of the world – “the music fixed in  stone
“ – to the active participation in shaping the dynamic harmony of the remembered sequences,
registered in the movements.  The “poetics” of the contemporary architecture encourages such
perception,  which allows for   polysemic  interpretations,  as  in  “expecting  what  cannot  be
foreseen”  rather  than  foreseeing what  is  expected.  This  approach in  the  creation  and the
perception is a great chance for the contemporary architecture, providing a fresh expression
and a diversity of formations in place of the inertia of the canon and the convention.  It does
not have to, though, lead to any conflicts with the iconosphere, which is  surrounding it.”14

       The example of the housing development “Za Fortem” can pose as an illustration of the
problems at the stage of seeking new forms of the single family construction during the 80’s
and the characteristic and accompanying them phenomena.  It also illustrates the typical then
attitudes  of the investors,  which  in  the  light  of  the  legal  and  economic  situation  caused
characteristic architectonic and development phenomena.
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BIOPHILIA THEORY AND NEIGHBORHOOD GREEN DESIGN

ABSTRACT

The relatively new phenomenon of  vast  urbanization resulted in violent rupture of
human  relationships  with  the  natural  environment.  In  this  context,  the  design  and
development of existing and new urban areas with close relationships with nature is becoming
one of the key urban planning goals. Biophilia theory defines the scientific basis for human
biological interaction with natural environment, especially in spatial contexts and determines
the scientific, economic, social and psychological basis for the complex introduction of wider
natural elements in architectural and urban design.

This paper defines basic assumptions of the genesis and biophilia theory, the biophilic
interaction, conditions of the evidence-based design and implementation of design solutions.

BIOHPILIA - ORIGINS AND MEANING OF THE TERM

The phenomen of biophilia is described as the innate sense of connection with nature
and its various forms of life, created in the process of evolution of intelligent species, whose
survival depended on the close and specific relationship with the environment. It comes from
Greek  and  literally  means:  "love  of  life  and  forms  of  life".  The  concept  (hypothesis)  of
biophilia was introduced, for the first time, by social psychologist Erich Fromm in his book:
The  Anatomy  of  Human  Destructiveness,  in  the  context  of  psychological  orientation
description.  It  consisted of attracting everything that  is  alive and thus -  relevant  [Fromm
1973].  Biophilia  hypothesis  was   then  popularized  by  Edward  O.  Wilson,  an  American
biologist, known for his research on evolution, sociobiology, and entomology and co-author
of  the  concept  of  biodiversity.  Wilson  assumed  that  biophilia  "is  the  innately  emotional
affiliation  of  human  beings  are  living  organisms  other  (...).  Life  around  us  Exceeds  in
complexity and beauty anything else humanity is ever Likely this encounter” [Wilson 1984].

According to the biophilia hypothesis, humans have a genetic need for contact with
nature on the physical, mental and social level. This need, directly (biologically) affects the
well-being, health, productivity and social relationships, which in turn results from the nature
of  one  thousand  years  of  human  evolution  and  its  biological  relationships  with  the
surrounding environment. For more than 99 percent of the human evolution phase, man lived
in  small  groups  of  hunters  and  gatherers,  totally  dependent  on  nature  and  other  living
organisms. The evolution of brain and perception progressed in biocentric world. It would be
quite remarkable if all previous rules for its organisation, functioning and interaction with the
environment changed dramatically in just a few thousand years of contemporary settlement
history  and  technical  progress.  Furthermore,  the  vast  contemporary  highly  urbanized
environment and its overwhelming population is definitely unique in the history of mankind,
for no more than about two generations [Wilson, in Kellert and Wilson 1993].

Biophilia,  an  intrinsic  aspect  of  human  nature,  is  the  tendency of  engagement  in
natural  processes  and  systems,  especially  a  life  in  the  "living"  environment.  Physical,
emotional, and intellectual evolution of man followed in the natural world, not artificially
constructed. The man has not changed its natural adaptation (and dependencies) to broadly
defined natural environment. Hence the contemporary socio-biological experiment, which is
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thoughtless  attempt  to  adapt  to  a  highly  urbanized  environment,  devoid  of  artificial  and
natural features, results in health consequences.

THE BIOLOGICAL IMPACT OF THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT

The  evolutionary  context  of  the  human  mind  and  body  development  is  mainly
dominated by  sensual stimuli of the environment such as: light, sound, smell, wind, weather,
water, vegetation, animals and landscapes [Kellert, Biophilic Design 2008]. Neurological and
physiological impact of the environment on the human body is essential. Millions of neural
channels in our brain link to the human body's autonomic nervous system, which consists of
two  parts:  the  sympathetic  and  the  parasympathetic  systems.  The  sympathetic  system is
responsible for the mobilization of the body, and stimulates the human body in its cognitive
function. Antagonistically, the parasympathetic system is responsible for the body reposal and
internal processes, such as digestion. With natural balance of these two systems, the body
remains in the ideal state of homeostasis. In the chaotic and anxious urban environment, the
sympathetic system mobilizes the body to resolve the situation of a „fight-or-flight" character,
whereby  the  parasympathetic  system  simultaneously  suppresses  this  natural  balance  and
causing the outflow of energy from the body and mental fatigue. Such a risky combination
causes  stress,  irritability,  frustration  and  dispersal.  In  turn,  prolonged  exposure  to  the
imbalance of the body's autonomic nervous system leads to diseases [Terrapin Bright Green
2012]. According to the World Health Organization, in 2020 mental disorders and diseases of
the cardiovascular system will occupy the first place in the list of diseases faced by humanity.
The occurrence of these diseases depends largely on the level of stress in the body [WHO
2008].

In  contrast  to  mostly  chaotic  urban  environment,  close  interaction  with  the
environment and natural processes increases the activity of parasympathetic system, which
results  in improving the functioning of the body and reducing the activity of sympathetic
system. This means significant reduction of the stress level, irritability and increased levels of
concentration.  Therefore,  it  is  not  without  significance  to  provide  proximity  to  green
environment  adjacent  to  workplace,  schools,  kindergartens,  hospitals,  residential  sites  etc.
Ubiquitous  nature  and  its  biodiversity  is  an  important  therapeutic  and  healing  factor.  It
improves  mood and concentration,  stimulates  intellectual  development  as  evidenced  by a
number of interdisciplinary research [Terrapin Bright Green 2012]. As noted by Kellert: "The
assumption That human progress and civilization is measured by our separation from if not
transcendence of nature is an erroneous and dangerous illusion. People's physical and mental
well-being remains highly contingent on contact with the natural environment, which is a
necessity  rather  than a luxury for  Achieving  lives  of  fitness  and satisfaction  even in  our
modern society” [Kellert 2008].

EVIDENCE-BASED DESIGN

Adaptive needs of modern human biology are associated with the desire to health,
well-being and performance. The resulting knowledge, based on biophilia theory research can
be  successfully  applied  in  design  practice  in  terms  of  landscaping,  architecture,  urban
planning and design. The benefits have been documented by studies, conducted by, among
others, Ulrich, Hartig'a, Frumkin'a (and others). These are:
The process of recovering from illness and surgery is accelerated after direct contact with

nature or artificial representations (eg. Imitation, images).
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Living near by or staying in a vicinity of open green space, results in lesser health problems.
This applies to both rural and urban areas, and is independent of the level of education
and material status of residents.

- Use of natural lighting, natural ventilation and other features of natural environment,
resulting in better performance, lower levels of stress and better motivation of office
workers.
-  Contact  with  nature  is  directly  linked  to  better  coping  with  tasks  that  require
concentration and memory skills.
-  Proper  chidren  development  during  childhood  and  maturation  period  is  directly
correlated with being in a natural environment.
- Observing the natural environment preferably stimulates the reactions occurring in
the human brain.
- Communities residing in better quality environment value the positive aspects of the
natural environment, have a better neighborly relations and stronger sense of place
than the communities residing in the lower-quality environment. These relationships
are present in both poor and more affluent suburbs [Summarized in Kellert 2005].

DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR NAIGHBORHOOD GREEN PUBLIC SPACE

Usually, the urban space is not perceived as an environment that can be natural and
biodiverse. Especially for many residents of urban settlements, who do not have their own
backyard garden, a close contact with nature can be provided only by trip outside the city
(with all the transport and environmental consequences of this separation). Since the second
half of the twentieth century, housin estates have become one of the basic elements of the
spatial structure of Polish cities [Wojkun 2004]. In Poland, about 8 million people live in the
area of large housing estates, representing approximately 35% of the total housing stock of the
country  [Gorczyca  2009].  Thus,  green  neighborhood  should  provide  passive  and  active
contact  with  open  green  urban  areas  for  the  elderly,  youth  and  children  and  serve  as  a
recreational  public  space  intervals  areas  [Kellert  2008;  Pokorski,  Siwiec  1998].  Real
biologically active areas should fill and connect open spaces between development areas and
provide an equivalent of no less than 50% of the total development areas surface (excluding
transportation systems) with ped shed (pedestrian catchment) less than 300 m., providing a
higher turnout up to 22% of the total  population of neighborhood units [Pokorski,  Siwiec
1998]. According to Polish former norms, green area index should reach at  least 8,0-10,5
m2/dweller, including recreational gardens, playgrounds, recreation and sport facilities. The
desired standard is min. 15m2/dweller [Pokorski, Siwiec 1998]. It should be added that in
Poland there are no contemporary significant legal provisions or guidelines for urban green
areas.  There  are  also  no  provisions  of  a  broader,  integrated  and  regulating  character,
concearning design, quality and biodiversity of urban green areas.

In new development projects, there is a certain percentage of biologically active area,
in fact, not always biological active [Rozporządzenie Ministra Infrastruktury ..., 2002]. The
presence of diverse vegetation, especially tall trees in an urban public space, is not only an
aesthetic issue. Especially tall trees are significantly reducing the phenomenon of heat island
and may even help to  reverse this  process [Akbari,  Pomerantz,  Taha 2001].  The costs  of
planting and maintaining trees are disproportionate to the benefits they provide. Reducing
smog, dust and heavy metals, air purification and ionization, is necessary to maintain safe and
health of urban space. Diffused phytoncides have health anti-inflamatory and antitumor effect,
affecting the human immune system [Orzeszek-Gajewska 1984].
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Vertically arranged green in acoustically unfavorable space, eg. between large blocks
of flats, may also act as a noise barrier distracting sound wave, thus eliminating the rumble.
Densely planted vegetation in a wider area absorbs and dampens noise [Orzeszek-Gajewska
1984]. Lack of greenery, including tall trees and shrubs, impoverishes urban areas both in
terms of aesthetics, climate and environment and significantly decreases property value as
well as negative affect psychological reception of space. [Groenwegen 2006]. Constant visual
contact with nature directly influence the concentration and emotional involvement in work
[Biederman & Craft, 2008] and also significantly reduces the incidence of stress by lowering
blood pressure and heart  rate [Brown, Barton & Gladwell,  2013; van der Berg, Hartig &
Staats,  2007;  Tsunetsugu  &  Miyazaki,  2005].  Close  visual  contact  with  nature  triggers
motivating effect on attitude and overall satisfaction [Barton & Prettly 2010].

SOCIAL AND EDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS FOR BIOPHILIA - CHILDREN AS A
USER OF GREEN PROJECTS

Fast, massive cultural changes initiated about 130 years ago, and new technologies are
changing social behavior and entail new risks to the health of Western society. Less children
spend time outdoors, close to nature. This applies particularly to children growing up in cities.
Insecurity caused by traffic, and other stranger danger, prompts parents to stop their children
in homes where they usually spend their time in front of a computer or other devices equipped
with a monitor  [Jago et  al.  2005].  Possible  negative consequences of the new risk factor
impact  on children health foster to  seek multi-faceted solutions to protect and maintain a
healthy lifestyle.  Changes depend primarily on creation of an environment that  encourage
children to play on the open air, and close contact with nature, which should be part of their
everyday lives [Louv 2005].

Designing effective biophilic space between buildings should be targeted at children as
its main users and reviewers [Gehl 2003].  Recent findings indicate a beneficial therapeutic
effects  on  children’s  health  who  have  had  a  contact  with  nature  integrated  with  built
environment. This applies to both physical and mental  health [Wells and Evans 2003; Wells
2000; Kuo et al. 1998]. Meeting the biophilic needs of children living in cities, depends on the
quality  and availability  of  green  environment  where  they spend most  of  their  time.  This
applies to kindergartens,  schools,  residential  areas and public spaces such as urban parks,
museums, botanical gardens, zoos and others. Provide opportunities for children to explore
and learn nature, requires the intentional creation of such an environment [Louv, 2005; Rivkin
1995].

Close contact with natural environment should be followed from the earliest moments
of  life,  enhanting  mental  activity.  This  process  takes  place  in  the  pre-school  years  and
continues throughout childhood [Moore, 2003]. Parks in residential areas are one of the most
important  areas  of  urban  children's  play  area  where  they  can  forget  about  domestic
constraints, meet with their peers, have fun, enjoy nature, get to know each other and the
world around them, especially natural one [Moore 1986]. According to a London study, 'wild'
park landscape are more attractive to children and families spending time together [Burgess,
Harrison, and Limb 1988].
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Fig.  1.   Village  Homes  housing  estate in  Davis  (California).  Source:
michaelcorbettmasterbuilder.com

Housing  estates,  designed  in  accordance  with  biophilic  principles  correspond  to
different  age  children  daily  integration  needs  with  nature.  Neighborhood  green  can  be
integrated  into  a  private  space  (eg.  intended  for  the  cultivation  of  food  or  providing
biodiversity) around buildings and affect public space within the streets, local commercial
areas, residential parks, school grounds, open spaces, trails for walking and cycling, nature
reserves, urban stream corridors and residues of wild undeveloped space [Moore 1986].

An example of biophilic neighbprhood, designed in the 1970s by Michael N. Corbett'a
is an  Village Homes housing estate in Davis (California), 240 houses located in an area of 24
hectares. The estate was the first major project which solar passive and active space heating,
natural cooling and solar water heating and also a pioneering open rainwater system, thus
enhance the aesthetic qualities of settlements, which also contributed to the improvement of
water  quality and water  retention.  An innovative solution was also the land use for food
production or gardens, orchards and vineyards. Ornamental fruit trees and creepers provide
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shade in home gardens. Center of the village covers an area of 371 m2 and includes a small
restaurant,  dance  studio,  community  center  with  childcare,  swimming  pool  and  the
amphitheater. Public space enables pedestrian and cycling traffic and vehicle access is limited
[michaelcorbettmasterbuilder.com].

CONCLUSION

Using evidence-based design and utilising adaptive behavior formed over millions of
years  of  adaptive  behavior,  we  can  design  and  create  an  environment  conducive  to  the
maintenance of well-being, health and encouraging proper development. Thanks to biophilic
approach, we can design a space that will stimulate creativity, increase worker productivity,
reduce stress, create a more harmonious homes, conducive to rest and well-being and public
spaces that generate a sense of place, a sense of security and friendly neighborly relations.
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AEROPOSTAL MYTH OR THE MYSTERIES OF CALHETA DE SAO MARTINHO
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AÉROPOSTALE THE LEGENDARY COMPANY

Tourism always makes use of myths and imaginary representations. We can generalize
that the concept of touristic trips correspond to the paradigm of the search for lost paradise. It
is not even necessary to underline, that very often, tourists travel, motivated to know historic
places or with some footprints of some mythic past.

The  Aérospostale  air  company  is  known  universally  mainly  due  to  the  literary
testimonies of Antoine de Saint-Exupery which talk about the adventures of brave pilots. We
can remember  that  the  1920`s  and 30`s  were  an  important  period  to  the  development  of
aviation,  which  wanted  to  create  networks  of  global  communication.  During  that  period,
Aéropostale was leading mail/postal transportation services between Europe, Africa and the
Americas. The risks were proportional to the challenge and many pilots lost their lives before
completing forty years. Jean Macaigne (see the bibliography section) even underscores that
the company would prefer to employ unmarried pilots to avoid eventual compensations to the
widows in the future. 

On the other hand, the originality of Aéropostale was also based on the courage in
choosing less known destinations, uninhabited or apparently without any interest.

CAPE VERDE IN THE SOUTH ATLANTIC ROUTE

Cape Verde appeared on the South Atlantic route map in 1927. As the airplanes still
couldn´t cross the ocean, it was necessary to optimize the connection of the sea and air means
of travel. The French government sold to Aéropostale a small fleet of  avisos, medium size
ships, used during the First World War in the fight against submarines. As a result, postal mail
was transported by air, through West Africa, up to Saint-Louis, in Senegal, from where it was
transported to Cape Verde by seaplanes. It was taken there by an aviso, a fast ship, and taken
to  Fernando  Noronha  Island,  where  another  hydroplane  has  been  waiting,  to  deliver  the
precious mail in Natal, in the Brazilian northeast coast. We can remember that at that time a
letter sent to Europe could take a month to arrive in Latin/South America, but, thanks to the
effort of Aéropostale, the time was reduced to just one week. On Santiago Island the bay of
Calheta in São Martinho was chosen because it was the only sufficiently safe place for the
installation of the hydro base, a seaport of hydroplanes with its own radio station.  So, once
again, the strategic location of Cape Verde to be a hub of transatlantic transportation was
confirmed.  
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Fig 1. the aviso Peronne that arrived in December 1927 to Calheta de São Martinho (Source:
Jean Macaigne)

Antoine of Saint-Exupery described in an attractive way the adventures of the pilots in
the Andes and Western Sahara, where, beside the sand storms, there was the risk of being
arrested by the nomads.  The testimonies that  we have about  Cape Verde comes from the
people  responsible  for  the  company,  but  they  are  equally  suggestive.  For  example,  both
Raymond Vanier and Jean Macaigne were fascinated by the Santiago Island sky.

“The sky is always blue and the nights are so bright that it is easy to recognize the
different constellations” (Vanier, p.144)

Or “In the horizon we admired the clean sky of the South Cross/Pole» (Macaigne,
p.49)

Raymond Vanier also gave an expressive description of the sharks that followed the
crossings between Praia and «Calheta» during the constructions in 1927:

“We never had a lack of escort as in each journey groups of sharks followed us with
the hope that someday or anything would fall from the boats. The bullets from the guns that
we shot seemed to slide without any effect on their black skin; they would simply come back,
letting out water from their throat with two rank of teeth lined up brighten and snarled.

In  the  daily  course,  the  boats  turned  aside  with  their  freight  badly  balanced.
Fortunately,  all  the  natives  could  be  saved  before  the  attack  of  the  sharks,  that  rounded
together and which shadow would sometimes graze the shipwreck. « (Vanier, op. cit.) The
same author  also gives some ironic observations  about  Cape Verdean men because while
«women worked without ceasing, (…) men, would, on the contrary, wander». (Vanier, p.209) 
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Fig 2a. Calheta hydrobase in the construction phase, in 1928 (source J.Macaigne)

Fig 2b. Calheta hydrobase in 2014 (©Sergio Hernández)
 

The first  hydroplane  arrived  in  Calheta  in  March,  1928,  piloted  by the  lieutenant
Paulin Paris. The previous photos shows a smiling youth bathing near the hydroplane CAMS
in the bay of Calheta.
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Fig 3.  Team of  the  Calheta  base,  on the  right  lieutenant  Paulin  Paris,  1928 (source Jean
Macaigne)

Fig 4a. The Hydroplane CAMS at the Calheta base, 1928 (source Jean Macaigne)
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Fig 4b.The ruins of the hydrobase buildings 2014 (©Sergio Hernández)

Fig 5a. The hydroplane CAMS 57 at the Calheta base, 1928(source Jean Macaigne)
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Fig 5b. Actual view of the base (©Sergio Hernández)

Fig 6. Hydroplane CAMS-53, that secured the crossing Saint Louis- Calheta (source Jean
Macaigne)
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Despite  many expectations,  the  Calheta  base  did  not  develop as  it  was  predicted,
mainly due to the progress of aviation that allowed, even at the beginning of the 1930´s, the
direct crossings of the Atlantic without using avisos and transit on the islands. Aéropostale, in
some way, was a victim of its own success. Neither the ambitious plans nor the sacrifices of
the pilots and the people working on land removed the high costs and the support of the
French State was not sufficient. Thus, 1933 marked the end of the company that was absorbed
by the newly created Air France. But the Aéropostale myth survives until today and keeps
raising interest of many people around the world.

Calheta de São Martinho today

Fig 7. Local map (© Delucchi, 2001)

Presently, a pathway without signposts, take you to a small village almost completely
forgotten. The ruins of Aeropostal buildings still stand.  We can see the base of the strong
crane that moved the hydroplane to land and some remains of the machinery. In 1981 the
French Cooperation put in that place a commemorative plaque of the hydrobase. The bay, of
clear water, always well sheltered from the wind and the agitations of the sea, seem to invite
sailors that come from far, but up to today it does not attract any interest, neither for touristic
use nor for preservation.

Eventually, it is important to remember that in Senegal the legacy of Aéropostale is
much more appreciated. For example, the Hotel de la Poste, a beautiful and modern building
in Saint Louis, that accommodated courageous pilots of Aéropostale, nowadays displays the
glorious past through the permanent exposition of old photos and maps. In the same city we
can also visit the old hydrobase with the monument of the pilot Jean Mermoz.
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Fig 8. Base of the 20 tons crane that moved the hydroplanes, 2014(©Sergio Hernández)

Fig 9. Commemorative plaque put in 1981 (©Sergio Hernández)
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Fig 10. Remains of the old machinery (©Sergio Hernández)

THE MYSTERIOUS WRECK

At the bottom of the sea, about 500 metres from the Calheta seaport, lies a small ship.
The ship mentioned by Emanuel Charles d’Oliveira in the book  Cabo Verde na Rota dos
Naufrágios, but we do not have any knowledge of how tragic the story was.  On the other
hand, we know that Aéropostale, beside the big avisos, also had a fleet of small coastal boats.
Raymond Vanier also mentions a Portuguese towboat that gave support during the hydrobase
construction. Unfortunately up till now there is not any study about the ship that sank there.
The ship is  not  visible in the surface,  but  a  simple descent up to  -5 meters allows us to
contemplate all its splendor. The local population calls the boat  caravela, but in fact it is a
small  steam-boat  of  the  end  of  the  nineteenth  century or  the  beginning  of  the  twentieth
century. The boat that we found at a depth of 23 meters, keeps its base line, sitting at the
bottom of the sand. The frame (of 24 metres of length and 6 metres of width) is intact but
marked, mostly in star-board, by many fractures that allow us to observe the biologic life
inside the hull, completely colonized by sea creatures. Bouquets corals cover the exterior part
of the boat,  while the hold looks like an aquarium densely populated.  The archaeological
remnant that is more interesting is the big boiler which is particularly well preserved.

Anyway,  the  wreck-diving,  has  established as  an  autonomous  area  in  the  sportive
diving and it has its own rules.

The boat, besides having a special value as historic heritage, also represents a beautiful
element of subaquatic view and an important center of biodiversity. We can add that in the
surroundings there is still, at least, two reefs relatively safe and as if they were conceived for
sportive diving.

Concluding our visit to Calheta de São Martinho, we can emphasize that, due to varied
factors of a heritage character, historic, biologic and sportive, the area is ideal for touristic
projects of diverse nature, including a touristic harbor for yachts that is badly needed on the
Santiago island.
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Fig 11. General view of the ship -23 metres (©W. Szymaniak)

Fig 12. Boiler and equipment (©W. Szymaniak)
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Fig 13. Hold invaded by corals (©W. Szymaniak)

Fig 14. Hold invaded by corals (©W. Szymaniak)
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Fig 15. The “Aquarium” inside the boat (©W. Szymaniak)
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